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REPORT 
OF THE 

SUPERINTENDENT, U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY. 

DEPARTMENT OF CO:\U1ERCJ<:, 

CoAsT AND GEODETIC Su1tvEY, 

Washington, October 3, 1914. 
Sm: There is respectfully submitted herewith the annual report 

of progress in the Coast and Geodetic Survey for the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 1914. It is accompanied by maps illustrating the 
general advance in the field work of the Survey up to that date; 

For many years it was recognized by my predecessors as well as 
by myself that the buildings in which the Survey is housed are un-

·. suited to the most economical performance of the duties with which 
it is charged. Its priceless records are endangered by the inflam
mable construction of the buildings, whose design prevents the proper 
coordination of the duties and mterferes with ,proper supervision. 
The obvious need of suitable housing has not failed to receive the 
consideration of the Department and this Bureau, but since the crea
tion of the Department of Commerce the avowed intention of Con
gress to provide a permanent building for it and some of its de
tached bureaus has compelled the Bureau to await the final action of 
Congress. Closely connected with this subject is the matter of in
stallmg a suitable and economical heating, power, and li~hting plant. 
The modernization of the instrument and chart-printmg shops to 
meet the increasing demands on the service has received your per
sonal attention. 

An estimate was submitted to Congress calling for three new 
vessels for the Alaska service to take the place of three antiquated 
ships and for three smaller vessels to be used in wire-drag work, 
but the appropriation for their construction was not granted. The 
urgent need of increased appropriations for hastening the surveys 
of Alaska in aid of commerce and o:f the development of that vast 
territory is apparent and in keeping with the policy which the Gov
ernment has adopted by authorizing the construction of railways 
and roads. On both coasts the changing conditions in the size of 
ships has rendered it necessary to supplement the ordinary methods 
of hydrographic surveying by draggmg submarine areas with the 
Wire drag, the only known method of insuring the safety of ships; 
~d plans have been submitte.d for a more extensive use of the drag 
in order to examine areas which are known to require it, within a 
reasonable period of time. 

The time has also arrived to hasten the progress of the triangu
lation of the interior of our country. This is evidenced by the ae-

IS 



6 REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT, COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY. 

mands 'made upon this Bureau by the various governmental organi
zations that need data for the extension and coordination of the 
surveys which they are making by order of Congress in aid of. the 
economic development of this country. H sufficient means are not 
provided for this Bureau, the inevitable result will be expenditures 
at increased cost to the Government among the bureaus of the several 
departments needing the data. 

GENERAL STATEMENT OF PROGRESS. 

HYDROGRAPHIC WORK. 

Wire-drag examinations were made on the coast of Maine, in 
vicinity of Matinicus Island in the outer approaches to Penobscot 
Bay; in Buzzards Bay, Mass., in vicinity of the entrance to the Cape 
Cod Ship Canal; in Duck Island Harbor of Refuge, Conn., between 
Menunketesuck Point and Hammonasset Point; and in the ap
proaches to Key West, Fla. 

The steamer Hydrographer was employed on coast-pilot examina
tions on the coasts of Connecticut, New York, and New Jersey, and 
in hydrographic surveys on the coast of North Carolina., 

The steamer f£ndeavor was employed on the hydrography of the 
coasts of Rhode 1sland and of North and South Carolina. 

The steamer Bache made hydrographic surveys at the entrance to 
Chesapeake Bay and of Sabine ·Bank, Gulf of Mexico, and was en
gaged in oceanographic examinations between the Capes of Virginia, 
Bermuda, and Habana, Cuba. . 

The schooner Matchless made hydrographic surveys in the East 
Branch of Elizabeth River, Va., and in the vicmity of Cape 
Charles, Va. 

One party was engaged in a resurvey of Newark Bay and Passaic 
River, N. J., and another in revising the coast-pilot directions for 
the Potomac River. 

With the cooperation of the Bureau of Lighthouses a series of 
current observations was made on light vessels along the Atlantic 
coast. 

Several parties were engaged in chart revision on the Atlantic 
coast, and an officer with headquarters at New York has acted as 
inspector for the section of the coast between Narragansett Bay and 
Delaware Bay. 

On the Pacific coast the steamer Gedney was employed during th~ 
winter on a revision of the survey of Bellingham Bay, Wash., and a 
party was employed in a resurvey of Suisun Bay. A revision was 
also made of the survey of the water front at Seattle, Wash. 

An officer stationed at Seattle was engaged in inspection duty on 
the coasts of vVashington and Oregon and another with headquar
ters at San Francisco performed similar duty for the coast of Cali-
fornia. · 

The steamer Expforer was employed in the survey of the ap
proaches to the Kuskokwim River, Alaska, and in the survey of Icy 
Strait. 

The steamer Yukon cooperated with the Explorer in the survey of 
the approaches to the Kuskokwim River. 

The steamer Patterson was engaged in surveys in the Shumagin 
Islands and the vicinity of Unimak Pass and search for the reported 
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Leonard and Anderson rocks, coast of Alaska, and during the winter 
season continued hydrographic surveys in the Hawaiian Islands .. 

The steamer McArthur was employed in surveys on the west shore 
of Cook Inlet, Alaska. 

The steamer Talcu was employed in surveys in Prince William 
Sound, Alaska, and made a special examination at the head of 
Passage Canal. . 

The steamer Gedney was employed on general surveys on the west 
coast of Prince of Wales Island, Alaska, including Bucarelli Bay, 
Klawak Inlet, Tonawek Bay, Sukwan Strait, and Mears Passage, 
Alaska. 

Pliilippine lslands.-An officer of the Survey detailed to duty as 
director of coast surveys, with headquarters at Manila, has direction 
of all field work in the Philippine Islands. The details of this work 
are mentioned elsewhere in this report. 

The steamers Pathfinder, Resem•ch, Romblon, i1/ariduque, and 
Fathomer were engaged in that work. Of these vessels all except 
the Patlifinder are the property of the insular government, which 
provides the crews and keeps the vessels in repair. The salaries of 
the officers and the running expenses, including outfit of the Romblon 
and 11farinduque; are paid by the United Stutes. The running ex
penses of the Fathomer and Research are paid by the Philippine 
government. 

The steamer Pathfinder was employed on general surveys on the 
east coast of Mindanao and in the approaches to Manila Buy. 

The steamer Research was employed in the region of the Samar 
Sea. 

The steamer Romblon made surveys in the Calamianes and north
ern Pala wan. 

The steamer M arinduque was employed on the east coast of 
Pala wan. 

The steamer Fathomer was employed in the Sulu Sea and vicinity. 

GEODETIC, l\IAGNETIC, A~D TIDAL WORK. 

Primary base lines were measured in Colorado, 'Vyoming, and Ten
nessee. Reconnaissance for triangulation was made in 'Vashington, 
Oregon, California, Colorado, Utah, 'Vyoming, Montana, Arkansas, 
and Oklahoma. Primary triangulation was extended in Tennessee, 
Arkansas, and Mississippi. Astronomical latitude determinations 
were made in South Dakota, North Dakota, Colorado, Wyoming, 
Montana, and on the Texas-California arc of primary triangulation. 
Precise leveling was done in vVashington, Montana, North Dakota, 
and Minnesota. Parties were engaged during the year in revising 
and supplementing the triangulation on the coasts of Maine, Massa
chusetts, Rhode Island, the District of Columbia, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Washington, Oregon, California, Porto Rico, and in 
the Hawaiian Islands, and in determining the geographic positions 
of aids to navigation along the Atlantic and Pacific coasts and in 
Porto Rico. · 

Pendulum observations for determining the force of gravity were 
made in the District of Columbia. 

Observations of the three magnetic elements were recorded during 
the year at the magnetic observatories maintained by the Survey at 
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Cheltenham, Md. i. Tucson, Ariz.; Vieques, Porto Rioo; Sitka, 
Alaska; and Hono ulu, Hawaii. 

Seismograph records were continued at these observatories and 
daily meteorological observations were made in cooperation with 
the Weather Bureau. Special rapid-rate registration was maintained 
on certain term days in compliance with plans adopted for inter
national cooperation. Magnetic observations were made in the field 
at a large number of stations in the United States and in the Hawa
iian Islands, and meridian lines were established where desired by 
local authorities. Observations were made at sea by vessels of the 
Survey in the course of surveying operations. Magnetic informa
tion has been supplied in reply to a large number of requests from 
.engineers, surveyors, and others interested. 

Tide observations were made in connection with hydrographic 
sur\·eys in the United States and its outlying territory, and at regu
lar tide stations at Portland, Me.; Fort Hamilton, N. Y.; Atlantic 
City, N. J.; Philadelphia, Pa.; Baltimore, Md.; Key West, Fernan
dina, and Cedar Keys, Fla.; Galveston, Tex.; San Diego and San 
Francisco, Cal.; Seattle, 'V ash.; and Juneau, Alaska. Tidal indi
cators exhibiting automatically the stage and height of the tide were 
maintained at Fort Hamilton, N. Y.; New York City; and Reedy 
Island, Delaware River. 

Through the cooperation of the Bureau of Lighthouses current 
observations were made at a number of light vessels along the At
lantic coast. Similar observations were made when practicable by 
the hydrographic parties of the Survey. 

INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARIES. 

UNITED STATES AND CANADA BOUNDARY. 

A Canadian party to which an American surYeyor was attached 
continued the survey and demarcation of the boundary from north
west angle of Lake of the 'Voods to the southward. Two schemes 
of triangulation were carried down the lake, one following the 
boundary and the other covering the main portion of the lake and 
connecting with the triangulation by an American party. A triangu
lation was carried 12 miles up Rainy River. Reference monuments 
were set in Lake of the "roods and in Rainy River, and soundings 
were made along the boundary in Lake of the Woods and up Rainy 
River to Baudette. 

The party that had been engaged in the triangulation of the forty
ninth parallel and Lake of the 'y oods was transferred to the vicinity 
of Fort Frances, Ontario, to take up the triangulation of Rainy 
River. A base had been measured at Fort Frances and signals 
erected. Two schemes of triangulation were carried up Rainy River, 
the larger one with sides of 3 to 10 miles in length, for the purpose 
of bringing the work up from the Warroad base, and the smaller one 
following the banks of the stream. The main scheme was begun 
at Fort Frances and International Falls. Twenty-five stations were 
occupied in the main triangulation. An azimuth was determined 
and the base at Warroad was remeasured. 

Another party, to which a Canadian surveyor was attached, en
gaged in triangulation, topography, monumenting, vista cutting, and 
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leveling on Lake of the Woods and Rainy Lake, continued work on 
Rainy Lake after the beginning of the fiscal year. During the season 
of 1913 the topography of Rainy Lake, including Black Bay, was 
completed from the outlet at Ranier eastward through Brule N ar
rows and reference marks were set on Rainy Lake; the large-scale 
mapping of Rainy River was completed from one-half mile below 
International Falls to the outlet of Rainy Lake at Ranier, and a 
small scheme of triangulation carried up the river; the large-scale 
topography of Four Mile Bay and the mouth of Rainy River was 
completed. 

One thousand two hundred islands in the western part of Rainy 
Lake were mapped; a base line was measured at Fort Frances, 
Ontario; the reconnoissance for triangnlation was extended through 
Rainy Lake and Lake N amakan, a distance of 60 miles along the 
boundary, and the occupation of stations in the triangulation was 
completed for 30 miles along the lake. 

In the season of 1914 to June 30 the topography of Rainy Lake 
was completed between Brule Narrows and Deers Horn Point. The 
topography of Rainy River was completed from International Falls 
to the mouth of Little Fork. The reconnoissance and triangulation 
were continued on Rainy Lake and Lake N amacan, and a short line 
of levels was run. 

'Vork on the portion of the boundary between the mouth of the 
Pigeon River and Lake of the Woods was continued after the begin
ning of the fiscal year. The survey was carried westward covering 
Carp, Birch, and Basswood Lakes and the river below to the east 
end o:f Crooked Lake. The topography was carried on with the tri
angulation. The elevations of triangulation stations were deter
mined trigonometrically, and levels were run over the portages. 
Azimuth was observed at three stations, and a base was measured 
near Hoist Portage. 

On the Maine-Quebec boundary, work was begun west of St. 
Pamphile, while at the same time a Canadian party took up the 
survey o:f the southwest branch of St. John River. A 30-foot lane 
was cut through the forest from west o:f English Lake to the inter
section o:f the boundary with the southwest branch of the St. John 
River, and this portion of the boundary was measured, surveyed, and 
monumented. Observations were made :for azimuth and six triangu
lation stations were occupied. A topographic survey was made of 
the country immediately adjacent to the boundary. 

The party engaged in the survey of the boundary line between 
Maine and New Brunswick in the valley of the St. Croix River made 
a large-scale topographic survey from tho large iron monument at 
the head of the river to the northern end of the survey made in 1913. 
This survey includes all characteristic features o:f the stream neces
sary for locating the boundary. Surveys were also made of the 
valley of Glendenning Brook, the principal affiuent of Monument 
Brook, for a distance of about one-half mile above the junction of 
the two streams. 

Afterwards the party removed to Eastport and, in conjunction 
with a Canadian party, located and established range marks in the 
sections of the international boundary included between the center 
of Grand Manan Channel and the mouth of the St. Croix River. 
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ALASKA BOUNDARY. 

During the season of 1913 the monuments on the one hundred and 
forty-first meridian boundary between the Yukon River and Mount 
N atazhat were inspected and numbered, the positions of the monu
ments verified, and new monuments interpolated where necessary. 
This work was done by a joint American and Canadian party. Dur
ing the season 210 miles of the boundary were covered, 35 stations 
were ocr.:upied, 84 monuments were inspected and numbered, 8 new 
monuments were interpolated, and 9 stations occupied for magnetic 
declination. -

The topography of the Chitina Valley and along the one· hundred 
and forty-first meridian between Mount N atazhat and Mount St. 
Elias was completed, excepting the portion between Mount Anderson 
and Mount N atazhat. Further progress toward Mount N atazhat 
was found impracticable at that time. About 305 square miles of 
topography were surveyed with the plane table and about 600 square 
miles by the photographic method. A plane-table sheet was com
pleted covering parts of the Logan Glacier and Boundary Ridge in 
the vicinity of the one hundred and forty-first meridian. 

The triangulation was carried up the Chitina River to and across 
the Chitina Glacier up the Logan Glacier to the one hundred and 
forty-first meridan; a base was measured ne~r the foot of the Chitina 
Glacier and connected with the triangulation. The azimuth of a line 
in the triangulation was determined and observations were also made 
for astronomic azimuth. Mount St. Elias was connected with the 
triangulation. Three monuments were set during the season. Three 
stations near Mount St. Elias were occupied with the phototopo
graph1c camera. The party reached an elevation of 16,400 feet on 
the shoulder of Mount St. Elias, but farther ascent of the mountain 
was prevented by unfavorable weather. A Canadian party cooper
ated with the American party in this work. 

The survey and marking of the boundary on Portland Canal and 
in Dixon Entrance was continued by a Canadian party, to which an 
American surveyor was attached. During the season of 1913 the 
triangulation of Pearse Canal was connected with the United States 
Coast and Geodetic Survey triangulation at the east end of Dixon 
Entrance. From this triangulation five reference marks were estab
lished on the Canadian side and the same number on the American 
side. Two stations were occupied in the primary triangulation of 
Dixon Entrance. A joint examination by the American and the 
Canadian surveyors was made of the islets off Cape Muzon and the 
passages between them for the purpose of locating the initial monu
ment of the boundary. Photographs were obtained and soundings 
made. A monument was set on the south bank of the Stikine River, 
and the alignment of a monument on the ridge between Eagle Point 
monument and monument " D " was verified. 

SPECIAL SURVEYS. 

Requests were received for special surveys in the following locali
ties: Vicinity of Rockland, Me.; Portland Harbor, Me.; Eel Pond 
Harbor, Woods Hole, Mass. ; Bridgeport Harbor, Conn. ; magnetic 
survey, vicinity of Potsdam, N. Y.; entrance to Delaware Bay, Del.; 
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triangulation to furnish points £or hydrographic survey, special sur
vey between Union Station Plaza and Pennsylvania Avenue, and 
precise leveling to connect various bench marks in Washington, D. C.; 
physical hydrographic work in Potomac River, D. C., Md., and 
Va.; exploration o:f the sea between Cape Lookout and Bermuda; 
definition of fishing limits. and determination of geographic posi
tions o:f aids to navigation on coast of North Carolma; line of pre
cise levels in Georgia :from Atlanta to the sea; survey o:f boundary 
line, Mississippi and Louisiana; oyster beds, Florida; wire-drag ex
amination of channels at Key West, Fla.; survey of oyster beds, 
Texas; geodetic work for control of geological surveys near one hun
dred and sixteenth meridian; verification of speed trial course, Bell
ingham Bay, Wash., determination o:f aids to navigation, Puget 
Sound, Wash.; triangulation to :furnish points for municipal survey, 
Portland, Oreg.; survey of fishing banks south and west of Y aquina 
Bay, Oreg.; survey of coast in vicinity of Trinidad, Cal.; survey of 
Yaquina Bar, Bay, and River, OreO'.; survey of Columbia River, 
Oreg.; surveys of channels and ha1!bors in Alaska; wire-drug ex
amination for hidden dangers and surveys on special localities; sur
vey of Passage Canal, Alaska; location of rock on which steamer 
State of California struck in Gambier Bay, Alaska; survey of Agusan 
River, Mindanao, P. I. 

DANGERS TO NAVIGATION. 

Dangers to navigation were discovered, investigated, or reported 
by vessels or parties of the Coast and Geodetic Survey as follows: 
shoals in the approaches to Penobscot Bay, Me.; shoals and ridges 
in Portland Harbor, Me.; ledges in Matinicus Harbor and approaches, 
Me.; rocks in Piscataqua River, N. H.; rocks in Narragansett Bay, 
R. I.; rock near Great Point Li$'ht, R. I., struck by lighthouse tender 
Anemone; rock off wireless station, Harbor of Refuge, Point Judith, 
R. I.; rock near Stonington Point, Conn.; rock in Pine Island 
Channel, Conn.; breakwater off Sachems Head, Conn.; rocks at en
trance to Mystic RiYer, Conn.; rocks near Groton Long Point, Conn.; 
rocks eastward of Branford Harbor, Conn.; rocks near Duck Island, 
in Joshua Cove, Conn.; shoal spot off the Battery, Hudson River, 
N. Y.; shoal in New' York upper bay and Buttermilk Channel, N. Y.; 
shoal spot in Kill Van Kull, N. Y.; uncharted rocks in Echo Bay, 
N. Y.; rocks in Block Island Sound, Gardners Bay, New York Bay, 
and Hudson River, N. Y.; obstruction near Holly Beach life-saving 
station, N. J.; rock off Easbys Point, Potomac River, D. C.; reported 
shoal spot off St. Augustine Inlet, Fla.; danger near Key West Har
bor, Fla.; rocky reef above ·warriors Point Light, Wash.; shoal off 
Eliza Island, Bellingham Bay, Wash.; rock on whicli steamer Princess 
Maquina struck in Yakutat Bay, Alaska; reported Leonard and 
Anderson Rocks, Alaska; shoal at entrance to Iniskin Bayi Alaska; 
shoal off Rocky Cove, Alaska; rock in Tonawek Bay, A aska, on 
which the steamer Curacao was wrecked; rock at entrance to Tenakee 
Inlet, Alaska; shoal in San Alberto Bay, Alaska; rock on which 
steamer State of California struck in Gambier Bay, Alaska; sub
merged rock off Prince of Wales Island, Clarence Strait, Alaska; ob
structions in Nichols Passage, Alaska: rock near Rocky Island Light, 
Alaska; rocks in Marble Passage, Alaska; rock on west coast of 
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Heceta Island, southeastern Alaska; rock in Bay of Pillars, Chatham 
_-Strait, Alaska; shoal spot near southeast end of Klawak Reef, 
Alaska; rock in Hidden Inlet, Pearse Channel, Alaska; rock in 
Rose Inlet, Alaska, on which steamer Delhi grounded; rock in 
Davidson Inlet, Alaska ; rock in Excursion Inlet, Alaska ; uncharted 
shoal in passage north of Bird Island Reef, entrance to Port Graham, 
Alaska; sunken rock in Kaigani Harbor, Alaska; rock off Bar 
Point, near Ketchikan, Alaska; Rock off South Inian Pass, Alaska; 
rocks in Chapin Bay, Frederick Sound, and Deep Bay, Peril Strait, 
Alaska; shoal at the entrance to Great Harbor, Porto Rico; shoals 
in Fajardo Harbor, P. R.; shoals in Mindoro Strait, P. I.; shoal 
on which steamship Bustamente was reported to have stru-ck at Port 
Laguimanoc, P. I. 

OFFICE WORK. 

The work of the Coast and Geodetic Survey office includes, besides 
administrative details, all operations necessary for the preparation 
and publication of charts, coast pilots, tide tables, notices to mariners, 
reports and special publications which girn the results of triangula
tion, precise leveling and magnetic work, except _printin* and bind
ing, which is done at the Government Printing Office. fhese oper
ations include the reduction and plotting of results obtained in the 
field, computing, drawing, engravmg, lithographing, photographing, 
electrotyping, and chart printing. Instruments used by the field 
parties are repaired and in some cases constructed in the office, which 
has a complete equipment for mechanical work. 

The proceeds of sales of charts and publications during the year 
amounted to $15,218:92, and miscellaneous receipts (wodr done for 
outside parties, sale of property, etc.), to $5,732.55, making a total of 
$20,951.47, which was duly covered into the Treasury. 

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR OF HYDROGRAPHY AND TOPOGRAPHY. 

The Inspector of Hydrography and Topography has supervision 
over the work of parties on the surveying vessels and all other hydro
graphic and topographic work, including coast-pilot work in field 
and office, and is charged with various duties relating to the repair 
and equipment of the vessels of the Survey. 

The field work done by the coast-pilot parties is referred to under 
another head in this report. 

The office work done included the proof reading and indexing of 
Coast Pilot, Section D, Cape Henry to Key West; the compilation 
of Coast Pilot, Part IV, Pomt Judith to New York; the preparation 
of supplements for the present edition of Part IV and for Alaska 
Coast Pilot, Part I, and preparing corrections for other volumes. 

Considerable time and attention have been given to a critical ex
amination of the charts and of the original sheets from which they 
were prepared, with a view to planning future work and the prepa
ration of instructions to hydrographic parties. 

VESSELS AND PARTIE!. 

The steamer Bache made a detailed hydrographic survey at the 
entrance to Chesapeake Bay in conformity with a re.quest of the 
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War Department, and afterwards was employed on oceanographic 
work in cooperation with the Bureau of Fisheries between the Capes 
of Virginia, Bermuda, and Cuba. Prior to this work a radio appa
ratus was installed on the vessel, and necessary repairs were made. 
After completing this work a resurvey was made of the channel 
east of Sabine Bank Lighthouse and a search was made for a 
reported 10-fathom bank in the Gulf of Mexico about 100 miles 
from Tampa. A depth of 14 :fathoms was found in this locality 
and a wreck in 18 fathoms with mast protruding 3 feet above water 
was discovered in latitude 28° 13', longitude 83° 43'. The next 
work undertaken was offshore hydrography on the coast of South 
Carolina in the vicinity of Cape Romain, which was in progress at 
the close of the year. 

The steamer Endeavor continued the revision of hydrography of 
Narragansett Bay, R. I.; made an examination of Ricord and Cape 
May Channels, N. J.; a resurvey of St. Helena Bay, S. C., and at the 
mouth of the Cape Fear River, N. C.; and at the close of the year was 
engaged in surveying the shoals off Cape May, N. J. 

The steamer Hydrographer was engaged in coast-pilot work be
tween Point Judith and New York and made resurveys of Great 
Salt Pond and of Block Island north reef. Many uncharted rocks 
were located and an examination was made of a shoal off Whitestone 
Point. During the winter season the Ilydrographer was employed in 
surveys in the sounds of North Carolina, and afterwards on supple
mentary hydrogr~hy in Long Island Sound, and in chart revision 
at Elizabeth, N. J., and in vicinity of New York, including search 
for a reported rock one-half mile south by east from Fort Hamilton. 

The schooner Matchless completed the survey of Elizabeth River, 
Va. and has since been engaged in the revision of the inshore hydrog
raphy along the eastern shore of Chesapeake Bay from the vicinity 
of F1shermans Island to the northward. 

A close hydrographic resurvey was made of the inner and outer 
harbors of Delaware Breakwater. 

A hydrographic survey of Piscataqua River and Great Bay, N. H., 
was completed. · 

A revision was made in the field of the coast-pilot notes for the 
Potomac River, and from Cape Henlopen southward and up the 
west shore of Chesapeake Bay from Cape Charles. This work was 
completed to and including the Choptank River. 

An investi~ation was made to determine the condition of the 
navigable inside waterways· east of the Mississippi River, including 
an examination of water routes across Florida. An examination was 
also made at Eau Gallie, Fla. . 

Examinations with the wire drag were made in the vicinity of 
Matinicus, Me.; in the approaches to Portland Harbor, Me.; in the 
approaches to Rockland Harbor; in the approaches to the Cape Cod 
Canal in Buzzards Bay, Mass.; in Duck Island Harbor of R~fuge. 
Conn., and its approaches; and in the vicinity of Key West, Fla. · 

Chart-revision work was done in Newark Bay and Hackensack 
and Passaic Rivers, N. J.; on the south shore of Long Island, N. Y .. 
including a resurvey of Jamaica Bay; on Alligator River, N. C. i 
on Cohasset Bay, Mass.; and at St. Augustine Inlet, Fla. 

Current observations and other physical hydrographic work in 
the Potomac River from the Chain Bridge, D. C., downstream was 
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undertaken at the request of the Public Health Service with special 
reference to determining the effect of the sewage of Washington 
on the fish and shellfish of the river. 

During the first half of the fiscal year cooperation was continued 
with the Maryland Shell Fish Commission in the preparation of 
reports and maps for publication and the completion of records for 
the archives. This work was closed early in November. 

Inspection duty for the region between Narragansett and Dela
ware Bays was continued by an officer of the Survey with headquar
ters in New York City. 

FIELD WORK, PACIFIC COAST. 

The steamer Explorer was employed in surveys of the approaches 
to the Kuskokwim River, Alaska; in Excursion Inlet and Icy Pas
sage ; location of rock in Inian Passage ; and survey of Knik Arm, 
Alaska. 

The steamer Gedney and launch Cosmos made surveys on the west 
side of Prince of Wales Island, Alaska, and determined the position 
of rocks in Gambier Bay, on one of which the steamer State of Cali
fornia had been wrecked. A channel was developed from Tu xi can 
Bay to Sea Otter Sound. During the winter this vessel was engaged 
in revision work at Seattle and in Bellingham Bay, Wash. 

The steamer M oArthur made surveys on the west side of Cook 
Inlet, located a reported rock in Hidden Inlet, and began surveys in 
Nichols Passage, Alaska. 

The steamer Patterson was employed on surveys in the vicinity 
of the Shumagin Islands, Alaska, and in hydrographic examinations 
in the region of the reported Leonard and Anderson rocks. It was 
concluded that these dangers do not exist. After the close of this 
work the Patterson was employed on the survey of the Hawaiian 
Islands, including the islands of Oahu, Maui, Lanai, and Hawaii. 
The survey of the Shumagin Islands was resumed in the spring of 
1914. 

The steamer Taku was engaged upon· surveys in Simpson Bay, 
Prince William Sound, Alaska; Sheep Bay, Gravina Bay, Passage 
Canal, Chamberlain Bay, and Jackson Cove; and Landlocked Bay. 

During the winter the triangulation of Lake Washington, Wash., 
was revised. 

The steamer Yukon, in cooperation with the Explorer, continued 
the survey of the approaches to the Kuskokwim River, Alaska. 

The hydrography of Carquinez Strait, Suisun Bay, and Sacra
mento River, Cal., was revised. 

Chart-revision work was also done on the southern coast of Cali
fornia southward from Newport Bay. 

A survey of Yaquina Bay, Oreg., was begun. 
A wire-drag party was organized for work in Tongass Narrows, 

southeast Alaska. -
The revision of the triangulation and topography of the island of 

Hawaii was continued. . 
An officer of the Survey continued on duty as inspector for the 

coast of California and in charge of the suboffice at San Francisco. 
Another officer with an office at Seattle has rendered efficient service 
as inspector for the coasts of Oregon, Washington, and Alaska. · 
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PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. 

All field work in the Philippine Islands is done under the imme
diate direction of an officer of the Survey assigned as director of coast 
surveys at Manila, P. I. 

The steamer Pathfinder was at work on the east coast of Mindanao 
between Lianga and Caraga Bays and in the approaches to Manila 
Bay. A radio apparatus was.installed on this vessel. 

'l'he steamer Fathomer was employed during the year on surveys 
on the east side of Busuanga in the general region between Mindoro, 
Busuanga, Calaamianes, and the Cuyos Islands. 

The steamer M arinduque was engaged in general surveys on the 
east and northeast coasts of Palawan Island. 

The steamer Romblon was also at work on the east and northeast 
coasts of Pala wan and in the region of the Calimianes Islands. · 

The steamer Research. was engaged in surveys in the southern 
approaches to San Bernardino Strait, including Masbate, Ticao, and 
other islands. 

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR OF GEODETIC WORK. 

The duties of inspection are performed at the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey office and in the field. They consist mainly in planning field 
work, preparing the necessary instructions for field parties and cor
respondence relating to details of field operations, examination of 
records, computations and reports, scientific investigations based on 
the results of the field observations and computations in the com
puting division and preparation for publication of the results of 
field and office work done under his direction for the use of engineers 
and scientists. 

The inspector has also assisted the international boundary com
missioner by inspecting the records and computations of triangula
tion and the reports of fi~ld parties engaged in the survey of the 
boundaries between the Umted States and Canada. He attended tQ, 
meeting at Atlanta, Ga., of the American Association for the Ad-
Yancement of Science, as one of the representatives of the Depart
ment of Commerce. 

The most important pieces of geodetic work done in the field 
during the fiscal year are the following: 

The completion of 25 latitude stations on the one hundred and 
fourth meridian, by one party in about two and one-half months. 
The points occupied were stations of the arc of primary triangulation 
along that meridian, which had been established in previous years. 
The chief of this party used an automobile truck as a means of 
transportation, and it was due largely to this and to the good judg
ment shown by him, as well as to the fact that after the first few 
stations he was not required to make any computations on the field, 
that his party made such rapid progress. A series of latitude obser
vations is now being made along the Texas-California arc of primary 
triangulation, from the vicinity of Barstow, Tex., westward. 

The completion of the reconnoissance for an arc of primary tri
. angulation which will extend from the vicinitv of the Salt Lake 

base net northward to the Canadian boundary: This work is 555 
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miles in length, and provision has been made for connections with a 
number of monuments of previously conducted surveys and with 
several State boundarv monuments. A connection has also been 
provided for with the ·triangulation along the forty-ninth parallel, 
done by the International Boundary Commissions. Some of the 
figures of this triangulation are rather large, but in order that the 
work may be of the greatest value to the topographers and others who 
will use the results of this triangulation the reconnoissance party 
interpolated a number of additional stations which will not be occu
pied. This reconnoissance was done in exactly two months, which is 
very rapid progress. 

The reconnoissance for primary triangulation,. which will extend 
from Little Rock, Ark., westward through Oklahoma, to a junction 
with the ninety-eighth meridian. This reconnoissance also provides 
for connections with the monuments of previous surveys and with 
those of the Oklahoma-Arkansas boundar;y. 

Precise leveling by the two leveling parties, one working from 
Butte, Mont., northward to the Canadian border, and the other 
party working from Crookston, Minn., westward to Berthold, 
N. Dak. This work was done with remarkable rapidity, although 
the usual accuracy of the Coast and Geodetic Survey levelin~ was 
maintained. The aYerage progress of a leveling party durmg a 
number of seasons in the past was about 70 miles per month. During 
September und October, H>13, one party completed 100 and 101 miles, 
respectively. During the same months the other party completed 
99 and 105 miles, respectively. Each of these miles of progress was 
run twice by the leveling party, once in a forward and once in a back
ward direction. The use of the motor velocipede cars by these two 
parties had a great deal to do with the rapid progress, but much was 
due to the two officers who had charge of this work. The same two 
chiefs of party are now engaged on leveling, westward from Butte 
to Spokane, and from Berthold, N. Dak., to Devon, Mont. 

Another important :piece of work which was begun during the 
l!scal vear was the triangulation between Grays Harbor and the 
Straits of Fu ca along the coast of Washington. This portion of 
the .State had never previously had any geodetic control. The re
connoissance and signal buildin&' for this work was completed and 
the observing at the northern enu begun. At the approach of winter 
the work was suspended. 

A difficult piece of work was the triangulation between the ter
tiary work in Oregon southwest to the junction with the tertiary 
triangulation along the coast in the vicinity of Redding Rock. The 
reconnoissance and signal building and most of the observing for 
horizontal directions in this work was completed during the summer 
of 1913. During the spring of 1914 all of the observations in this 
triangulation were completed. At the close of the fiscal year the tri
angulation was resumed on the western coast of \Vashington, which 
had been suspended in the fall of 1913. 

The important work of determining difference of telegraphic 
longitude to connect the Naval Observatory, Washingtoni D. C.; 
and the Cambridge, Mass., obs~rvatory, with a point near Far Rock
away, Long Island, N. Y., which latter place will be connected by 
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the observers of the Prussian Royal Geodetic Institute with Borkum, 
Germany, by cable, was begun before the close of the fiscal year. 

It was found by observations made in this year that it would be 
possible to use the noon signals sent out by the United States Na val 
Observatory, over the wires of the Western Union Telegraph Co., 
in the determination of the periods of pendulums in gravity work. 
This method was given a severe test at this office by an officer of the 
Dominion Astronomical Observatory, Ottawa, Canadu, who deter
mined the periods of his pendulums at two different times at this 
office in connection with the relative determination of gravity at 
Ottawa. He used both his own time observations, made at a station 
near the Coast and Geodetic Survey office, and also the noon signals 
of .the Naval Observatory. He found that the period of his pendulum 
was the same by the use of each time. This will greatly increase the 
rapidity of pendulum observations. 

The erect10n of signals and the observations for primary triangu
lation on the arc of triangulation which will extend between Mem
phis, Tenn., and Huntsville, Ala., are in progress. 'When this scheme 
has been completed, it will be possible to place all of the triangula
tion of the Mississippi River on the North American Datum, as con
nections between the triangulation of this river and the primary 
triangula,tion of the United States will then have'been made at New 
Orleans, La.; Memphis, Tenn.; St. Louis, Mo.; Dubuque, Iowa; and 
Royalton, Minn. The triangulation along the Mississippi River is 
of a high grade of tertiary triangulation, almost approaching sec
ondary, and will be of great geographic value as soon as it has been 
recomputed and adjusted. 

Other work done under the inspector of geodetic work was the 
following: 

Triangulation in Porto Rico for the determination of geographic 
positions of aids to navigation on Culebra Island. 

Revision of triangulation and re-marking of stations on Lake 
Washington, Wash. 

Determination of geographic positions at the mouth of the North 
Edisto River, S. C. . 

The triangulation of the Columbia River. A number of connec
tions with triangulation stations of the United States engineers were 
made during this work. This triangulation was done at the request 
of the Bureau of Lighthouses that the ~eographic positions of all 
aids to navigation on the river be determined. 

Measurement of the Cheyenne base, in Wyoming, and the re
measurement of the El Paso base1 Colo. The primary triangulation, 
including only four stations, which was done to connect the Chey
enne base with the main scheme o:f the one hundred and :fourth 
meridian. 

The revision of triangulation and the re-marking of old stations 
along the coast of Maine south of Passamaquoddy Bay. 

The location o:f an exact line between the Union Station and the 
Peace Monument, Washington, D. C. 

The revision of triangulation and the re-marking of old stations 
in Narragansett Bay, R. I., and in the vicinity of Portland, Me. · 

64397°-14-2 
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The revision of triangulation, which practically amounted to a 
new triangulation, in Alligator River and North River, S. C. It 
was necessary to do some triangulation in Albemarle Sound to pro
vide bases from which to start this work. 

The revision of triangulation, which also amounted to a new tri
angulation, on the coast of North Carolina, between Bogue Sound 
and Cape Fear River. It was found by each of these parties in 
X orth Carolina that practically all of the old triangulation stations 
had been destroyed and that new work was necessary. 

The determination of the geographic position of the wireless 
tower in the vicinity of Tuckerton, N. J. 

Precise leveling between the Capitol bench mark and the Aqueduct 
Bridge in the District of Columbia. This work was done at the 
request of the District Engineer, Corps of Engineers, United States 
Army. 

The geodetic work is being extended as rapidly as possible and, 
wherever practicable, new work is done in those areas where it will 
be of greatest value to other Government organizations needing the 
results obtained therefrom. "\Vhile ernry means is used to increase 
the output and lower the unit costs of the several branches of geo
detic work, at the same time the usual high standard of accuracy has 
been constantly maintained. 

The publications on geodetic subjects which were issued during 
the fiscal year are listed under the head of "Publications," in another 
part of this report. · 

The manuscript has been prepared for the following two publi
cations: 

The Results of Triangulation on the One Hundred and Fourth 
Meridian and the Thirty-ninth Parallel in Colorado, Utah, and 
Nevada. This has been sent to the printer and will appear as Spe
cial Publication No. 19. 

The Results of Precise Leveling Between Brigham, Utah, and 
San Francisco, Cal. This publicat10n also contains a discussion of 
the errors of precise leveling. It will appear as Special Publication 
No. 22. 

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR OF MAGNETIC WORK. 

The dut~es of this office are to plan magnetic work to be done in the 
United States and outlying territory under the jurisdiction of the 
United States; to inspect mawietic field work on land and at sea 
and at the magnetic observatories; to recommend the construction or 
purchase of .new magnetic instruments, or alteration of old ones when 
required, or the desi$'ning of new ones; to recommend changes in the 
design of magnetic rnstruments, or methods of observing, to secure 
improved results or to save time; to supenise the planning and 
construction of magnetic obserrntory buildings, etc. 

In November the Cheltenham Observatory was visited and in
spected. All other inspection work during the year was performed 
at the office through current examination of the records when received 
from the field, and reports from chiefs of parties and others engaged 
in magnetic w'ork. The magnetic parties transmit their records to 
the office about twice a month, and the observatory records are trans
mitted monthly. 
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The magnetic work accomplished during the year may be sum
marized as follows : 

At Cheltenham Observatory the magnetographs nnd seismograph 
were kept in operation without appreciable interruption, and all of 
the required observations and records secured. The usual meteor
ological observations were made. The number of magnetic storms 
remained small though the sun-spot minimum period is now well 
past. Less than 20 earthquakes were recorded by the Cheltenham 
seismographs, nearly all of which were of small amplitude and dis
tant origin. This was seismically the quietest year at Cheltenham 
since the installation of the instruments. 

Harold W. Pease, magnetic observer, was given instruction in 
observatory work and the duties of a chief of party.· 

All of the instruments used in the field work during the year 
were standardized ut the Cheltenham Observatory, and an indirect 
comparison made with the Porto Rico Magnetic Observatory. The 
standard earth inductor and standard magnetometer of the depart
ment of terrestrfo.l magnetism of the Carnegie Institution, of ·wash
ington, were compared with the Cheltenham standards. The agree
ment of the Cheltenham standards with the now adopted inter
national standard of the Carnegie Institution is quite satisfactory 
for declination and horizontal intensity, but there remains a differ
ence of about one minute in the dip which is not yet satisfactorily 
accounted :for. More evidence on this point will be had when a new 
earth inductor, nmv ordered, is received and compared at Chelten
ham after previous comparisons at Potsdam, Germany. 

The necessary repairs to buildings, fences, repainting, etc., were 
made. The instrument equipment Is in good condition and giving 
satisfactory results. 

At Tucson Magnetic Observatory, the magnetic and seismograph 
instruments were in successful operation and all required observa
tions were secured. Daily meteorological observations were made 
during the entire year and reported daily by telephone to Tucson, 
to be telegraphed to the local weather office at Phoenix, Ariz. 

Less than 25 earthquakes were recorded during the year, which 
shows, like Cheltenham, a year of less seismic disturbance than in 
the past. 

The observatory buildings were kept painted and in good con
dition, and the instruments m good working order. 

Some special azimuth observations were made; also comparison of 
one set of field instruments. The chronometer corrections were 
usually obtained about once a week from the Mare Island time 
~ignals transmitted to the observatory by telephone from the Tucson 
Western Union telegraph office. 

At the Honolulu Magnetic Observatory, the Eschenhagen mag
netogruph and seismograph were in operation all the year without 
material interruption, and the necessary absolute observations, scale
value determinations, and daily meteorological observations were 
made and sent to the local section of the Weather Bureau at Hono
lulu. Exchange of meteorological reports were made with the Ewa 
Plantation Co. as heretofore. · 
. Two sets of field instruments were compared during the year, used 
In the magnetic resurvey in the Hawaiian Islands, including special 
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work at Kilauea, and the other was that belonging to the Coast and 
Geodetic Survey steamer Patterson, at that time engaged on survey 
work in the Hawaiian Islands. · · 

Earthquake data were furnished to the director of the Hawaii 
Volcano Observatory, as requested last year. 

The necessary repairs to the observatory buildings to keep them in 
good condition were made. The road from the observatory to the 
post office, however, remains in poor condition. 

At the Sitka magnetic observatory, the magnetograph and seismo
graph were in continuous operation throughout the year. The re
quired absolute observations, scale-value determinations, and time 
observations were secured. About 25 earthquakes were recorded 
during the year; a less number than in previous years. 

One set of field magnetic instruments were compared, namely; 
those that had been used in the field work in the Southwest and 
Pacific Coast States. At the beginning of the season this set of 
instruments was compared at Cheltenham, and during the season at 
Tucson, thus obtaining control of the correction to these instruments 
through three observatories. 

The observatory buildings have been kept in good condition, and 
the instrumental equipment is in good working order and giving 
satisfactory results. 

At the Porto Rico Magnetic Observatory the magnetograph and 
seismograph were kept in operation throughout the year, and all 
of the required observations were made. One field magnetometer 
was compared at this observatory for the purpose of an intercom
pa.rison of the absolute instruments with those at Cheltenham. 

An unusually small number of earthquakes were recorded. The 
necessary painting, minor repairs, and improvements to the build
ings for their proper upkeep were made. The instrumental outfit 
is m good order and satisfactory results are being obtained. 

MAGNETIC WORK ON LAND. 
I 

The magnetic elements (declination, dip, and horizontal intensity) 
were determined at about 308 stations. The stations were distrib
uted, in accordance with what seemed the most urgent needs, over 37 
States and Territories and outlvin~ territor1 under the jµrisdiction 
of the United States. Fifty-nfne 'repeat' stations were occupied 
during the year for the purpose of getting observational data for 
maintaining the necessary knowledge of the secular change of the 
magnetic elements, especially the declination. The field work in 
Hawaii last summer, with the exception of the special magnetic 
survey of Kilauea Volcano, was exclusively repeat work for secular
change data : 

The following table shows· how the stations were distributed 
throughout the country : 
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SUMMA.BY OF RESULTS ON LAND. 

State. 
Locall- Old lo- Decllna- DI 
ti Stations. calltles r&- tlon resuPts 

es. occupied. results. · 
Intensity 
results.· 

--------------1·---- -------- ---------
Alabama.... .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 5 5 I 5 6 5 
Alaska.................................... 18 18 2 19 6 6 
Arizona................................... 2 3 2 3 3 3 
Arkansas..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 9 9 I 9 9 g 
Ca!Uomla.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 10 6 10 10 10 
Colorado ............................... .,. 17 17 3 17 17 17 
Connecticut............................... 5 5 1 5 5 6 
Delaware................................. 19 22 I 22 22 22 
Florida................................... 19 22 4 22 22 22 

~:iw~~.'.'.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: l~ : ~~ ~g ~ 
Idaho..................................... 1 1 O I 1 I 
Iowa...................................... 4 17 O 17 19 17 
Louisiana................................. 2 2 2 2 2 2 

M=::~seti.S::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~ g g g 
tn~1:i:S~a::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! 
M=~r~1::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Montana.................................. 2 2 1 2 2 2 
Nebraska. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 1 1 1 l 

~=:~ffiro~-~~·:::·::::::::::::::::::::::: lg lr g lr Ir 1~ 
New York................................ 17 19 3 19 19· 19 
Nor th Carolina. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 I o I I 1 

f!f~i~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~·~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l~ i Ii I~ l~ 
Texas..................................... 4 5 s 5 5 6 
Utah...................................... 8 8 2 8 8 8 
Vermont.................................. 3 3 o 3 3 3 

~fL~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: il J ! JI J 1! 
Total. .............................. --w----aos---69_1 ___ 310r-~1~ 

MAGNETIC WORK AT SEA. 

The magnetic work carried out at sea by vessels of the Survey 
was, as heretofore, incidental to the regular surveying work, and the 
magnetic observations were made when the vessels were en route to 
or from their· working grounds, or when opportunity occurred on 
the working grounds. The ship's routes have covered little nev>' 
territory in the last year or so and the ship's results are not so nu
merous as during some past years. The table below gives, approxi
mately, the magnetic results secured aboard ship during the year, 
so far reported to the office : 

Vessel. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AT SEA. 

General reglc.on. 

Results from swings. Decllna
I---~----- tlonfrom 

Doolfna
tfon. Dip. Inten

sity. 

course 
observa

tions. 

~-------------1--------~---11----------
~ydrograpber............................. Atlantlo Ocoan........ 22 ........................ .. 

ii~t:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ;~~??:~=~~~~~~~~: 
01! ::::::~: :::::x ;;;;;;;;;~ 

1----1---1· 

Total ................. ··············· · .. · · · · · · ··· ··· · ··· ··· · · 48 7 

a Seven for 11112 not previously reported. 
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Each vessel 0£ the service suitable £or magnetic work is instructed 
each season to make magnetic observations, especially for magnetic 
declination, whenever the conditions of weather and of the regular 
duties will permit. The Patterson and the Explorer, on the Pacific 
coast, are supJ?lied with sea-dip circles for observations of dip and 
relative total mtensity, and are equipped with field magnetometers 
for observations on land. 

A new earth inductor was ordered, but not yet received, which is 
intended to be used especially for intercomparison observations be
tween the Cheltenham standard dip instrument and the dip instru
ments at the other four observatories of the Coast and Geodetic Sur
vey. This instrument can also be used as a relief instrument in case 
any of the observatory earth inductors should need to come to the 
office for repairs. A new India survey pattern magnetometer has 
been ordered (but not yet delivered), which is intended primarily 
to be used for periodic comparison with the Cheltenham standards 
in order to keep ourselves informed as to the stability of those stand
ards. The instrument division is still considering the question of 
making dip needles and it is expected that it will soon succeed in 
turning out needles that will meet present-day requirements. A new 
form of magnetogram reading scale (on plate glass) has been made 
in the instrument division, after design of this division, by the use 
of which it is intended, at the be~nning of 1915, to read the mean 
ordinate of the magnetic curves, mstead of the ordinate at the be
ginning of each hour. With this scale it is believed that the mean 
ordinates can be read as quickly as the ordinates at the hour are now 
read, and with the advanta~e that the mean ordinates more nearly 
represent the actual magnetic conditions that ought to be dealt with 
in the discussion of the results. 

During- the year a field party reoccupied a number of old magnetic 
stations m the Hawaiian Islands for secular change data. In con
nection with this work it was also convenient to undertake a special 
magnetic survey of Kilauea Volcano requested by the director of the 
Hawaiian Volcano Observatory. ~ 

During the year the standard absolute instruments of the depart
ment of terrestrial magnetism of the Carnegie Institution of Wash
ington were compared with the Cheltenham standards. The mag
netic declination and horizontal intensity results were found to hold 
the same relations as heretofore, but there was a disagreement in the 
determination of dip of about one minute, which yet remains unex
plained. Several indirect comparisons of the Cheltenham earth 
mductor with the Potsdam, Germany, standard in past years sup
ported the view that the Cheltenham instrument had remained stable. 
However, the observer in charge at Cheltenham has overhauled the 
adjustments of the earth inductor, supplied new brushes, and tested 
their adjustment in accordance with the theory of the subject. Fur
ther opportunity to test the stability of this instrument will be af
forded upon the receipt of a new earth inductor, now ordered, which 
will have been compared at the Potsdam Magnetic Observatory. 
Other indirect comparisons of observatory instruments with Chel
tenham have been made at magnetic observatories at Vieques, Tuc
son, Sitka, and Honolulu. 
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Only about 20 true meridian lines were established during the 
year. These lines were all established at the request of the local 
authorities. 

APPROPRIATIONS AND DISBURSEMENTS. 

The total appropriations made by Congress in the sundry civil 
act for the fiscal year ended June 301 1914, for the Coast und Geodetic 
Survey was $1,021,920, div1ded us follows: 
Field expenses--------------------------------------------------
Repairs and maintenance of vessels __ -----------------------------
Officers and men, vessels _________________________________________ _ 
Puy of field offlcers----------------------------------------------
Puy of otnce force-----------------------------------------------
Otlice expenses---------------------------------------------------

$320,400 
40,000 

252,200 
160,200 
rno,120 
50,000 

Total------------------------------------------------------ 1.021.920 

New freight elevator In nicbards Building ($4.200 transferred by 
authority of leglslutive net of l\Iarch 4, 1!)13, for expenditure for 
this service under title " Contingent expenses, Department of Com-
n1erce. 1014")------------------------------------------------- 2,500 

The statement of disbnrsements required by law to be made anually 
to Congress and published ns a separate document gives an account 
of the names and number of employees of different classes employed 
on the work, the amount of their salary or compensation, the length 
of time employed, to whom payments were made under the different 
items of appropriation and on what account, and the balances remain
ing of the amounts appropriated for the fiscal year. 

PUBLICATIONS. 

The :following publications o:f the Coast and Geodetic Survey were 
received from the printer during the fiscal year 1!)14: 

Annual report of Superintendent, 1913. 102 p. l!i maps. [Printed also as 
H. doc. 400, 63d Cong. 2d sess.] 8vo. 

Tide tables, [calendnr] year 1913 [with list of references]. 542 p. II. [Re
print.] large 8vo. 

Sume, 1914. 542 p. large 8vo. 
General tide tables, [calendar] year 1915 [with l!st of references]. 542 p. 

11. large Svo. 
Tide tnbles for Atlantic coast of United Stntes, Including Cnnndn ann West 

Indies; from Tide tables, [calendar year] 1913. 181 p. 11. [Reprint.] large 
8vo. 

Same, 1914. 181 p. large 8vo. 
Atlantic coast tide tables for eastern ~orth America, [calendnrl year 1915; 

from General tide tables fcalendar yenr 19151. 183 p. !I. lnrge 8vo. 
Tide tables for Pacific coast of United States. with foreign ports In Pac!ftc 

Oce11n; from Tide tables, [calendar year] 1913. 165 p. [Reprint.] large 8vo. 
Same, 1914. 105 p. large 8vo. 
Pacific coast tide tables for western North Amerlcn, enstern Asln, und many 

island groups, [culenclarl year 1915; from Genernl tide tnbles [culendar year 
1915]. 167 p. large 8Yo. 

Results of magnetic observations made by Sun·ey. July 1, 1911-Dec. 31, 1912: 
by R. L. Faris. 1 text fig. (Special publication 15.) 102 p. large 8vo. 

Results of observotlons made at magnetic observatory nt Cheltenham, Md., 
1911-12; by Daniel L. Hazard. 98 p. 8 charts. 4to. 

Same, Honolulu. Hawaii, 1911-12; by Daniel L. Hazard. 99 p. 6 charts. 4to. 
Snme, Vleques, P. R., 1911-12; by Daniel L. Ha:rmrd. 102 p. 7 chnrts. 4to. 
Same, Sitka, Alaska, 1911-12; by Daniel L. Hazard. 100 p. HI charts. 4to. 
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United States coast pilot, Atlantic coast: sec. D, Cape Henry to Key West; 
[compiled by Herbert C. Graves, assisted by E. Vance Miller and J. T. Watkins]. 
map. ['.rhls volume covers same territory formerly included in pt. 7, Chesapeake 
Bay entrance to Key West.] 231 p. 8vo. 

Same: pt. 4, Point Judith to New Yorlt [supplement to 5th edition]. May 15, 
1914. 10 Jen ves. large 8vo. 

Inside route pilot, New York to Key West, 1913; [by Herbert C. Graves and 
W. E. Parker]. 66 p. 2tl edlt1on. 8 maps in pocket. large 8vo. 

Determination of time, longitude, latitude, and azimuth: by WUllam Bowle, 
5th edition. 8 pl. 18 p. of pl. (Special publication 14.) [Reprint. J 177 p. 4to. 

Triangulation along west coast of Florida; by Clarence H. Swick. 1 pl. 28 
maps. (Special publication 16.) 147 p. 4to. 

'.I.'ri11ngulntlon on coast of Texas, from Sabine Pass to Corpus Christi Bay; by 
Charles A. Mourhess. 1pl.18 ruups. (Special publlcatlon 17.) 89 p. 4to. 

Fourth general adjustment of precise level net in United States and resulting 
standard ele,·ntlons: by William Bowle and H. G. Avers. 4 pl. map. (Special 
publication 18.) 328 p. 4to. 

Table of depths for channels and harbors, coasts of United States, including 
Porto Rico, Hnwailan Islands, and Philippine Islands. 175 p. 4to. 

Summary of sur,·ey of oyster burs of Maryland, 1006-12 [carried on by Coast 
and Geodetic Survey In cooperation with Fisheries Bureau and Maryland Shell 
Fish Commission]; by C. C. Yates. 81 p. 1 pl. 2 maps in poclcet. large 8vo. 

Principal facts of the earth's magnetism and methods of deterrniuing true 
meridian and magnetic declination: [by L. A. Bauer]. 7 pl. 5 maps. [From 
United States magnetic declination tables and isogonic charts, 1902, with certain 
changes.] [Re1lrlnt.] 99 p. large 8Yo. 

Statement of expenditures In Const and Geodetic SurYey, fl.8<.'nl year 1913. 
Jan. 13, 1914. 22 p. 8l'O. [II. doc. 580, 63d Cong. 2d sess.J 

The total cost of printing and binding for the Coast and Geodetic 
Survey, including blank forms and miscellaneous job printing for 
the year, payable from the allotment to the Department of Com
merce for printing and binding was $28,837.49. 

SPECIAL DUTY. 

International Geodetic Association.-The Superintendent con
tinued to supervise the operations o:f the observatories maintained by 
the International Geodetic Association at Gaithersburg, Md., and 
Ukiah, Cal. 

Board on life-saving appliances.-The Superintendent o:f the Sur
Yey is chairman o:f the board appointed by the Secretary of the 
Treasury to examine and report upon life-saving appliances. 

Jlfi1Jsissippi River Commission.-An officer of the Survey, in addi
tion to other duties, has continued to serve as a member of the Missis
sippi River Commission. 

Mary;land Shell Fish Commission.-The officer detailed for duty 
with the Maryland Shell Fish Commission comJ?leted the prepara
tion of maps, reports, and publications in connection with that work. 

Oceanographic worle.-The steamer Bache, in cooperation with the 
Bureau of Fisheries, made a cruise for oceanographic work between 
the Atlantic coast, Bermuda, and Cuba, and made current observa
tions in the Guli Stream at a station between Cuba and the Florida 
coast. 

Triangulation, District of Colwmbia.-Some additional triangula
tion was done in the District of Columbia to furnish points for 11 

survey of the Potomac River. 
Precise leveling, District of Columbia.-At the request of the Dis

trict engineer, Corps of Engineers, United States Army, Washing-
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ton, D. C., a line of precise levels was run connecting various bench 
marks in the District of Columbia. 

Topographic survey of grounds of Bureau of Standards.-A top
ographic survey was made of the grounds of the Bureau to supple
ment a former survey and to furnish data for laying out sites for 
new buildings. 

Proposed avenue in Washington, D. 0.-At the request of the 
Attorney General a survey was made from the junction of Penn
sylvania Avenue and First Street NW., and the Union Station Plaza, 
to deter_µ1ine whether a proposed avenue would overlap a portion of 
square 633. 

Physical hydrography, Potomac River.-In cooperation with the 
Public Health Service an extensiYe series of current and tidal obser
vations was made in the Potomac River to determine to what extent 
the tides affect and currents carry the sewage from the vicinity of 
Washington, D. C., toward the oyster beds in the lower Potomac, the 
amount of dilution of the river water from fresh water streams or 
influx of salt water from the Chesapeake, etc. 

North Carolina Fisheries.-At the request of the North Carolina 
Fish Commission buoys were replaced marking the limits of fishing 
grounds in Albermarle, Croatan, and Pamlico Sounds. 

American Association for Advancement of Science.-In December 
the inspector of geodetic work, as a representative of the Department 
of Commerce, attended the meeting of the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science, held at Atlanta, Ga. 

DETAILS OF FmLD OPERATIONS. 

ATLANTIC COAST. 

MAINE, MASSACHUSETTS, AND CONNECTICUT. 

[N. H. HEOK.] 

SUMMARY OF BEBULTB.r-Trlangulntlon : 293 square mlles of aren covered, 8 
signnl poles erected, 25 stations in supplementnl schemes occupied for hori
zontal measures, 41 geographic positions determined. Leveling: 10 permanent 
bench marks established, 8 miles of levels run. Hydrogrnphy: 109 square 
miles dragged, 16,365 angles measured, 469 soundings made, 3 tide stations 
established, 7 hydrographlc sheets finished, 1 hydrogrnphic sheet begun. 

At the beginning of the fiscal year the wire-drag party was at 
work on the coast of Mnine in the vicinity of Matinicus Island in 
the outer approaches to Penobscot Bay. Progress in this work prior 
to July 1 is mentioned in the last annual report. 

In order to expedite the work and to insure the removal of the 
lobster pots from the area to be dragged, charts were prepared divid
ing this area into sections containing about 5 square miles each. 
These charts were posted in the post offices and other public build
ings, and notices were attached from time to time indicating the 
time for the removal of the lobster pots and the areas completed. 

As the areas were sufficient to make possible a full day's work 
with an 8,000-foot drag where no shoals were found, the work pro
gressed rapidly. 

An area of 114 square miles was dragged, and a number of new 
shoals were found. The principal result of the work was to show 
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tha,t a large area of bottom is free from obstructions, and that the 
shoal areas are more extensive and generally of less depth than had 
been shown on the charts. 

Investigations were made in Matinicus Harbor and its approaches 
as the result of local information and a number of shoals were lo
cated, the most important of which are a ledge known as "'White· 
Rock in the north approach and several rocks off "'Wheatons Island. 

It was necessary to make a complete revision of the triangulation. 
As a number of old stations were recovered only a simple scheme was 
required in addition to the intersection stations. . 

On September 2 wire-drag work was taken up in Buzzards Bay 
and was steadily continued until November 19. Long drag work 
was carried on until all of the open area was completed. A shorter 
drag was afterwards used, and later two drags were operated to cover 
small areas not previously gone over. The total area dragged was 
about 60 square miles. A portion of the area was left unfinished 
at the close of the season. 

The special characteristic of Buzzards Bay is the frequent occur
rence of detached boulders and of well determined ridges of boulders. 
Many of the isolated boulders are of small extent nnd difficult to 
locate. 

Areas which previous surveys had indicated as perfectly clear 
were found to contain boulders at certain intervals. The discovery 
of all the obstructions in the bay is of importance to shipping des
tined for the Cape Cod Canal. 

It was necessary to extend the triangulation of 1910, by the party 
on the steamer Endeavor, to the mouth of the bay to furnish points 
for the Survey. 

On September 30 a subparty was detailed to make an examination 
of Duck Island Harbor of Refuge between Menunketesuck Point and 
Hammonasset Point. The area covered, about 6' square miles in ex
tent, is badly broken by shoals, islands, etc., and subject to strong 
tidal currents. Here some supplemental triangulation was also neces
sary. This work was completed by October 23. 

On the coast of ~:1aine and on Buzzards Bay search was made for 
tidal bench marks previously established, and so far as practicable 
new bench marks were established where necessary and connected by 
leveling. 

Improvements made in methods and equipment for wire~drag work 
are fully treated in !J. new edition of the paper descriptive of the 
long wire drag. 

On April 20 preparations were begun for wire drag work in the 
approaches to Portland Harbor, Me. Dragging was begun on April 
7. It was found that a considerable portion of the area to be dragged 
was exceptionally rocky. Several ridges extending nearly across 
the entrance with depths of 6 fathoms or less were developed. All 
of these ridges are in the general direction of the islands of Casco 
Bay. By June 30 an area of 22 square miles had been covered, but 
a portion of this required further examination. A small amount of 
triangulation was done to locate points needed in the survey. 

A number of young officers were trained in wire drag work so as 
to be available for such work in other localities. Improvements 
have been made in the apparatus used, including an automatic winder 
for guiding the wire to the reel and an arrangement for controlling 
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the reel lever from a point near the bow of the launch1 and experi~ 
ments have been made in wireless signalling. Another improvement 
has been the adoption of compressed air for controlling the signalling 
system. 

MAINE. 

[GEO. D. COWIE.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.-Reconnolssance: 67 points revisited. 

The revision of the triangulation on the coast of Maine southwest
ward from Passamaquoddy Bay was begun on July 14. Between 
that date and August 8, 67 points were visited and of these 60 were 
recovered, 3 were found to have been destroyed, and 4 were not 
located. In most cases·the old stations were found without difficulty. 

Aids to navigation were determined at Eastport, North Lubec, 
Pleasant Point, and Deer Island. 

[0. B. FRENCH.] 

SUMMARY OF nEBULTs.-Reconnolssunce: 15 squnre miles of urea covered. 
140 lines of lntervislblllty determined, 23 points selected for scheme. 'l'riungu
latlon: 15 square miles of urea covered, 11 signal poles erected, 23 stations 1n 
mnln scheme occupied for horizontal measures, 43 geographic positions deter
mined. 

The revision of the triangulation of the coast of Maine in the vicin
ity of Eastport begun by G. D. Cowie was continued after August 11. 

The work included the recovery of old triangulation stations, 
re-marking them where necessary, and such triangulation as was nec
essary to locate aids to navigation not previously determined. 

All of the triangulation stations from the St. Croix River to 
Gouldsborough Bay were visited by Mr. French or Mr. Cowie, ex
cepting a few near Calais which had recently been used in the trian
gulation along the boundary and had already been reported upon in 
connection with that work. 

During the season of two months and three days 180 stations were 
visited, 123 of them recovered, and most of them re-marked. Six 
stations can not be located without additional triangulation. Only 
three stations were not found where marks in rock ledges were de
scribed. Forty-four stations• were not found and are undoubtedly 
lost, of these 28 were simply marks on trees. Out of the remaining 
16 only 2 had been marked in a permanent manner, the others being 
chimneys, church spires or stations where no marks were mentioned 
in the descriptions. 

Twenty-three triangulation stations were occupied for the purpose 
of locating beacons or other objects, and the geographic positions of 
43 points were determined. 

[E. B. LATHAM.] 

SUMMARY OF BEBULTS.-Topograpby: 5 square miles of nren revised, 3 miles 
of general coast line revised, 5 topographic sheets partly flnlshed. 

In the latter part of November the field revision of topographic 
work on the coast of Maine in the vicinity of Portland, which had 
been temporarily suspended in April owing to the necessity for 
work in another locality, was completed. The work done is included 
on topographic sheets 312, 414, 1188, 1224, and 1225. 
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MAINE, MASSACHUSETTS, AND RHODE ISLAND. 

[ISAAC WINSTON.] 

SUMMARY oF. RESULTs.-Trlnngulatlon: 7 square miles of area covered, 73 
stations recovered nnd 1·e-marked, 7 stations In main scheme occupied for hori
zontal measures, 4 geographic riositlons determined. 

During the autumn of 1913 a revision was made of the triangula
tion in the State of Maine along the Kennebec River from Augusta 
to a point about 8 miles south of Bath. A small sloop with auxiliary 
power was used for transportation. 

All of the old stations in the vicinity of the river were searched 
for and nearly all of them were recovered. All recovered stations, 
26 in number, were re-marked with standard station nnd reference 
marks. Three stations were found to have been destroyed. 

Several tidal bench marks were recovered and levels were run 
between them. Several were found to have been destroyed. 

Notes were made of numerous chan~es affecting the charts of the 
river and the necessary corrections were noted on copies of the 
charts. 

The geographic positions of Ames Ledge Light and Abagadassit, 
Trout, and Rear Range Lights were determined. 

Work was closed on November 14. 
A revision of the triangulation in Narragansett Bay, Sakonnet 

River, Mount Hope Bay, R. I., and Taunton River to Taunton, Mass., 
was made between July 22 and September Hi. A search ·was also 
made for tidal bench marks at Sakonnet Point, Warren, Bristol, 
Bristol Ferry, and Babbits Wharf, Mount Hope Ferry, R. I. 

Twenty-six stations were recovered and re-marked where neces
sary; 18 stations were found to have been destroyed and 3 stations 
not found are probably lost. Two tidal bench marks were recovered 
and re-marked, 1 was :found of which the stability is doubtful, and 2 
were found to have been destroyed. 

-wharves were located at Tiverton, R. I., on both sides of the 
Sakonnet River and also the reservoir dam back of Easton's Beach 
near Newport. 

Between July 21 and August .13 the work of recoverin~ and re
marking triangulation stations in Rhode Island between N arragan
sett Bay and Fishers Island Sound 'was in progress. Twelve sta
tions established by the Coast and Geodetic Survey and 36 stations 
established by the United States Engineers were recovered. The 
Coast and Geodetic Survey stations were marked with the standard 
station and reference markers and the United States Engineers sta
tions with the authorized Engineers station markers and with the 
strmdard reference markers. The United States Engineers stations 
Cedars and Middle Bridge E were found to have been destroyed. 

The geographic position of Green Hill Life-Saving Station was 
determined. 

l\lAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE. 

[ROSCOE P. STROUGH.] 

SUMMA.BY OF BESULTs.-Hydrography: 10 square miles of area covered, 210.2 
miles run while sounding, 10,959 soundings made, 1 hydrographlc sheet fin
ished. 

Work was begun in June 1913 on a hydrographic survey of Pis
cataqua RiYer, Great Bay and the affiuent streams. 
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The work was carried from the northwestern limit of the survey 
made by the Coast and Geodetic Survey in the Piscataqua River in 
1903, 3t miles east-southeast of Dover Point, up the Piscataqua 
River to the junction of the Salmon Falls and Cocheco Riversi and 
up the Salmon River to a distance of 1! miles above the highway 
and electric car bridge at South Berwick Junction. From the limits 
of the survey of 1903 the work was carried through Little Bay, up 
the Bellamy River to ajunction with the hydro~raphic survey of 
that river made by the United States Army Engmeers in 1909, up 
the Oyster River to the head of navigation, through Great Bay and 
up the Exeter River to about one-tenth mile north of the Stratham 
lughway bridge, joining with the U?ited States Engineers survey 
of 1909. The Cocheo and Lamprey Rivers were also surveyed by the 
United States Engineers in 1909. 

The control of this work was obtained largely from the triangula
tion. Some of the topographic signals from the surveys of 1900, 
1908, and 1909 were recovered and used~ and some new signals were 
located with the plane table and sextant. 

Lines of soundings were run generally in the direction of the chan
nel at intervals of from 30 to 60 meters, according to depth, except 
un shoals where closer development was required. The soundings 
were referred to a tide staff at Dover Point. 

l\IASSACHUSETTS. 

[ C. H. SINCLAIR.] 

In the latter part of June a field revision was made of the chart 
of the vicinity of Cohasset, Mass., in order that recent chan~es~ im
provements, new structures, etc., might be put upon a new edition of 
the chart. 

The positions of the aids to navigation were determined by the
odolite or sextant angles. Four stations were occupied with the 
theodolite. This work was completed on June 24. 

An inspection was made of the small observatory at Cambridge, 
Mass., with reference to its use in longitude determinations. 

[J. H. HAWLEY.] 

SUMMARY OF BEBULTS.-Triangulatlon: 54 square miles of area covered, 1 
signal pole erected, 3 geographic posltlons determined. Hydrography (wire 
drag) : 4 square miles of area covered, 12.3 miles run while dragging, 89 
angles measured, 7 soundings made, 1 tide station establlsbed, 1 bydrogrnpblc 
sheet begun. 

In the latter part of May a wire-drag party was organized to con
tinue work begun during the previous season in the approaches to 
the Cape Cod Canal in Buzzards Bay, Mass. The expected early 
opening of this important waterway made it desirable that all dan
gers in the channels leading to it should be accurately located. 

Wire-drag work was be~un on June 25. A drag about 2,400 feet 
in length was used. A tide staff was established at the mouth· of 
Westport River and tide observations were begun on June 26. Sev
eral natural objects were located by triangulation to furnish con
trol for the work. 
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MABSACIIUSETrS, RHODE ISLAND, AND CONNECTICUT. 

[W. E. PARKER.] 

In September, in accordance with an arran15ement with the Bureau 
of Lighthouses, apparatus .for the observat10n of currents was in
stalled on light vessels No. 42, Hen and Chickens; No. 90, Vineyard 
Sound; No. 85, Nantucket Shoals; No. 41, Hedge Fence; No. 5, Cross 
RiJ?; No. 3, Shovelful Shoal; relief No. 66, Boston; No. 48, Cornfield 
Pomt; No. 13, Bartlett Reef; No. 23, Ram Island Reef; No. 39, Bren
ton Reef; and No. 7 4, Cape Elizabeth. 

The light vessels were visited in the order named, as the tenders 
were available for transportation. The lighthouse inspectors and 
officers of the vessels afforded every facility to the officer assigned 
to this duty. 

On each light vessel where possible the instruments were adjusted 
and one observation made with the assistance of an officer of the 
vessel, and full instructions were given in regard to the observations 
required. 

MASSACHUSETTS, NEW YORK, NEW HAMPSHIRE, AND VERMONT. 

[FRANK NEUMANN.] 

STATIONS OCCUPIED: Massachusetts: Becket and Pittsfield. New Hampshire: 
Winchester. New Yorlc: Alexandria Bay, Cape Vincent, Clayton, Camden, Mor-· 
rlstown, Potsdam, Pulaski, and Rome. Vermont: Ludlow, South Londonberry, 
and Vergennes. · 

Magnetic observations were made at the above-named stations dur-
ing the season from May 28 to June 30. · 

The stations on the St. Lawrence River were established as nearly 
as possible in the localities where observations had been made by 
the United States Lake survey observers in 1913. Stone or concrete 
posts and magnetic station markers were used to mark most of the 
stations. 

A meridian line was established at Ludlow, Vt. 
The stations at Camden, Clayton, and Morristown were not marked. 

RHODE ISLAND, NEW YORK) AND DELAWARE. 

[E. F. DICKINS.] 

Inspection duty for the region included between Narragansett and 
Delaware Bays has been continued by an officer of the Survey with 
headquarters at the Customhouse, New York City. 

The duties of the inspector are to obtain information for the cor
rection of charts, reported dangers, notices to mariners, etc. ; to 
furnish information in regard to charts, sailing directions, and 
tides; to supervise the construction and shipment of material needed 
for the repair or outfit of the vessels and boats of the survey, and to 
receive and forward instruments or material for the use of field parties 
and vessels; and to keep in touch with the maritime public and navi
gators and to find out their needs. 
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RHODE ISLAND A~D NEW JERSEY. 

[J. B. BouTELLE, Commanding Steamer Endeavor.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTs.-Trlangulutlon : 118 square miles of urea covered, 
35 signal poles erected, 29 stations occupied for horlzontnl measures, 100 
geographic positions determined. Leveling: G elevutlons of tidnl bench marks 
determined by leveling, 5 miles of levels run. Topography: Plnne table tri
ungulation for determination of hydrographlc signals, new wharves, etc., only. 
Hydrogrnphy: 67.5 square miles of aren sounded, 1,270.5 miles run while 
sounding, 6,102 positions determined, 59,734 soundings made, 4 tide stations 
established, 3 hydrographlc sheets completed. 

On July 1 the steamer Endeavor proceeded from New York to 
Narragansett Bay and began work on a sheet extending from Hope ' 
Island to the head of Greenwich Bay. On July 15 this work was 
temporarily interrupted in order to determine the position of buoys 
and of a reported rock off Great Point. This rock was located and 
also one in Sakonnet River, and the positions of the buoys were de
termined, and on July 24 the resurvey of Narragansett Bay was 
resumed. 

Signals were erected over the area covered by three hydrographic 
sheets and determined by triangulation and by plane table and sound
ing was continued until November 1. The three sheets completed 
comprise the area on the west of Prudence Island from Hope Island 
northward to Bullock Point Lighthouse and including Greenwich 
Bay, and thence on the east side of Prudence Island and including 
Bristol Island to as far south as Dyer Island. Few changes were 
noticed from the general depths indicated on the charts. A number 
of uncharted rocks were located particularly off the north end of 
Patience Island. 

On November 1 the vessel proceeded to Lewes, Del., and was en
gaged in examirting the changes in Ricord and Cape May Channels. 
On November 21 the vessel proceeded to Baltimore for repairs. 

From June 9 to 30 the steamer Endeavor was engaged in hydro
graphic work in the vicinity of Cape May, N. J. Signals were 
erected and determined in position by triangulation. Sounding was 
commenced on June 18 and was in progress at the end of the month. 

NEW YORK. 

[E. B. LATHAM.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.-Topography: 14 square miles of area surveyed, 53.5 
miles of shore line suncyed, 2.5 miles of rail nnd electric ronds sun·eyed, 4.75 
miles of roads surveyed, 1 topographic sheet begun, scale 1/10,000. 

A topographic resurvey of Jamaica Bay, south shore of Long 
Island, N. Y., on a scale of 1/10,000, was begun on May 15 and was 
in progress at the close of the fiscal year. By the end of June, 14-
square miles of area had been covered and 53.5 miles of shore line run . 

. 
CONNECTICUT, NEW YORK, AND NEW JERSEY. 

[H. C. GRAVES, Commanding Steamer Hydrogmphc1·.] 

SUMMARY oF RESULTs.-Hydrogrnphy: 1.5 square miles of aren covered. 30 
miles run while sounding, 1,501 soundings made, 1 hydrogrnphlc sheet finished, 
23 uncharted rocks located, 6 other objects for correction of charts locnted. 

Under instructions dated July 1 the steamer Hydrographer left 
Baltimore on July 21 and proceeded by way of the Chesapeake and 
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Delaware Canal to Cold Spring Inlet at Cape May, N. J., arriving 
there on July 22. 

At Cape May an examination was made, changes in channels and 
shoals were reported, and information was obtained in regard to 
the inland waterways on the coast of New Jersey. On July 24 the 
vessel proceeded to Jersey City. 

From July 24 until October 23 the party on the Hydrographer was 
employed on the field of work covering all navigable waters and 
tributaries in the vicinity of Block Island Sound, Gardiner's Bay, 
Hudson River to Troy, and New York Bay. The navigable waters 
and inside route on the south coast of Long Island from Peconic 
Bays to Far Rockaway Inlet were examined. 

Twenty-three uncharted rocks were located, ·and six other chart 
corrections were reported, and hydrographic surveys were made of 
Great Salt Pond, Block Island North Reef, and for a reported shoal 
at 'Vhitestone Point, East River. 

Twenty swings of the ship, each on 32 headings, were made to 
determine compass variation. 

NEW YORK. 

[H. C. DENSON.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.-Trlangulatlon: 70 square miles of area covered, 9 
signal poles erected, 8 stations In main scheme occupied for horizontal measures, 
40 geographic positions determined. Leveling: 3 permanent bench murks estab
lished, 2 miles of levels run. Topography: 18' square miles of area surveyed. 

Chart revision work on the south shore of Long Island in the 
vicinity of Great South Bay was begun in May. The object of this 
work was to bring the charts of this region up to date to meet the 
requirements of the numerous motor boats and other small craft 
navigating these waters. No considerable changes were found to 
have taken place in the natural :features of the shore line, but the 
great number of improvements that have been made, such as bulk
heads, yacht basins, navigable canals, and numerous new roadways 
leading to the shore necessitates what is almost an entirely new 
survey of the area shown on the old charts. · 

By June 30 the topography had progressed from the western edge 
of the town of Babylon to Great River, a distance of 11 miles, in a 
direct line to the eastward and extending back from the shore as far 
as the main highway running east and west on Long Island. The 
work completed on the outer beach includes Muncie Island, Oak 
Island Beach, Point of Woods, and Ocean Beach. 

The triangulation was begun at the base Nichol to Island and was 
carried as far as Howell's Point, a distance of 13 miles. 

In the execution of this work permanent objects such as standpipes, 
'vatertanks, cupolas of buildings, and factory chimneys were care
fully determined for use in hydrography. 

A r£connoissance of the area to be surveyed indicates few changes 
in depths from those shown on the chart, except in the vicinity of 
Fire Island Inlet, and where dredging has been done in the channels 
leading from the main shore to the resorts on the ·outer beach. 
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NEW JERSEY. 

[STEHMAN FORNEY.] 

SUMMARY OF BESULTs.-Reconnolssnnce: () squure mlles of area covered, 225 
llnes of intervlslblllty determined us per sketch submitted, 54 points selected 
for scheme. Base llnes: 7 tertiary. 'l'rlungulutlon ( tertiury) : 14.5 squure 
miles of urea co,·ered, 68 slguul poles erected, 104 stations in main scheme 
occupied for horizontal measures, 204 geographic positions determined. To
pogruphy: 32.85 square miles of urea covered, 50.95 miles of shore line of 
rivers surveyed, 24.5 m!les of shore llne of creeks, 91 miles of shore llne of 
ponds surveyed, 3i miles of shore llne of ennuis, 90 miles of rallronds, 4 to
pographic sheets finished. Hydrogrnphy: 1 squure mile of urea sounded, 11 
miles run while sounding, mo positions determined, 215 soundings, 2 Ude 
stutlons occupied, 1 hydrogruphlc sheet finished. 

From July 1 to September 30 work was continued on the triangu
lation of Newark Bay up to the mouths of the Hackensack and Pas
saic Rivers and the topography and shore line of Newark Bay into 
the mouths of the same rivers. 

At Bergen Point, where the refining plant of the Texas Oil Co. 
is located, there is a dredged channel which was made by that com
pany in order to permit their large seagoing tank steamers to come 
to the wharves. This channel was thoroughly sounded out and 
developed. No other hydrographic work was done on Newark Bay 
or the Hackensack and Passaic Rivers, as the depths in these locali
ties do not appear to have changed to any extent since the dredging 
in 1906-1913 and the surveys by the United States Army Engineers 
in 1906. 

The triangulation was extended up Newark Bay from the line 
Bergen Point Lighthouse to Summerville Methodist Church spire, 
stations in the trmngulation of the United States Army Engineers. 
All church spires, factory chimney stacks, and· other prominent 
objects visible from the bay and rivers were determined in position. 

In October the triangulation was completed up the Hackensack 
River to Smoke Hill and up the Passaic River to the Erie bridge 
in Passaic City. The topo~raphic sheet on a scale of 1/10,000 of 
Newark Bay, up the Passaic River to the Plank Road Bridge in 
Newark, and up the Hackensack River to the Jersey City end of 
the same bridge was also completed. 

An entirely new scheme of triangulation was necessary £or New
ark Bay and its tributaries. None of the original stations were. 
recovered, many of them having been obliterated by the erection 
of buildings and others by the erosion of the shores. In the triangu
lation of the Passaic River stations were established on the tops of 
flat-roofed buildings and marked with the usual bronze disks set in 
cement blocks. The lines are short and the stations numerous, but 
an unbroken scheme of quadrilaterals was developed from Smoke 
Hill on the Hackensaok and up the Pasee.ic River to the first dam 
above Passaic River. 

The shores of Newa.rk Bay and its tributaries ha.ve undergone 
marked changes in the way of improvements along the water front; 
many new buildings, wharves, a.nd structures have been built, a.nd 
many of the old structures have been removed or destroyed. 

All extensive sewer system is under construction at Newark, which 
when completed will greatly improve the sanitary conditions along 

64897°-14--a 
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the Passaic River. The solid portion of the sewage will go to a dis
posal plant on the Newark flats and the purified liquid residue will 
ftow into Newark Bay. 

Between January 1 and March 22 the party was engaged in the 
tertiary triangulation of the Passaic River northward from the Erie 
Railway bridge at Arlington, N. J., and the topographic survey of 
the Hackensack River from its mouth northward to the vVest Public 
Service Building, and of the Passaic R.iYer from the Plank Road 
Bridge to the i~ennsylvania R.ailway passenger bridge, including a 
great deal of detail in the way of docks, bridges, streets, trolley and 
railway tracks. In this work local and railroad maps were utilized 
for details. 

Between March 23 and May 3 the party was temporarily under 
charge of E .. B. Latham. During this period 7 tertiary base lines 
were measured on the county and railroad bridges crossing the Pas
saic River, and two plane-table sheets were partly completed, and 
tracing made from local surveys. 

From May 4 to the close of the fiscal year the triangulation and 
topographic resurvey of the Passaie northward from the Erie Rail
way bridge at Arlington, N. J., was continued. The triangulation 
was completed to the first dam above Passaic, and the topography 
to triangulation stations Coal and Brush. 

LE. D. LATHAM.) 

SUMMARY OF RESULTs.-Base lines: G tertiary, total length 2,100 meters. 
Topography: 7.5 squure miles of nren surveyed, 13 miles of rivers surveyed, 26.5 
miles of roads surveyed, 2 topographic sheets pa1·tly finlslled. 

Between March 27 and May 4 the resurrny of the Passaic River 
was teml?orarily in charge of E. B. Latham. The plane-table work 
was contmued. Streets near the water front were plotted from pub
lished maps and controlled by points determined in the field. Six 
lines in the triangulation of the Passaic River from 108 to 1,200 
meters in length ·were measured with a tape and base apparatus. 
One topographic sheet of Passaic River, south of the Erie Railroad 
bridge, on a scale of 1: 5,000, was practically completed and another 
sheet north of the Erie bridge was one-quarter completed. 

[PAUL C. WHITNEY, Commanding Steamer Hydrouraphcr.] 

SUMMARY OF ni,:suLTs.-Hydrography: 6 square miles of nrea covered, 32.25 
miles run wltlle sounding, 2G2 angles mensurecl, 651 soundings mnde, 1 tide 
station estal>lislted, 1 hydrogrnphlc sheet finished. 

In the early part of June the following work was done: 
Topographic examination of a se~tion of t~e water front of ;Eliza

bethport, N. J., to locate an error m a previous survey; location of 
buoys in the lowezl anchorage, New York Bay; location of life-saving 
stations along the coast of New Jersey; search for shoal spot re
ported 1 mile southeast of Fort Hamilton, N. Y. This report was 
found to be erroneous. 

On June 22 the llydrographer began operations in Long Island 
Sound, in Yicinitv of Stamford. This work consists of what is prac
tically a resurvey of the water areas of the Sound from Execution 
Rocks eastward to the Norwalk Islands. 
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DELAWARE. 

{PAUL C. WHITNEY.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.-Leveling: 2.6 miles of levels run to connect tidal 
bench marks. Hydrography: 9 square miles of area covered, 117.8 miles run 
while sounding, 3,889 soundings made, 1 tide station established, 1 hydro
graphic sheet finished. 

Between July 31 and August 14 a hydrographic survey on a scale 
of 1: 10,000 was made of the inner and outer harbors of Delaware 
Breakwater. Natural objects previously determined were used for 
signals. £\-11 existing tidal bench marks in the vicinitv were connected 
by leveling and a tide staff used in this survey was referred to these 
bench marks. The nonexistence of the back range for compass devia

. tion work was reported on. 

NEW JERSEY, DELAWARE, MARYLAND, AND VIRGINIA. 

[L. A. POTTER.] 

Field revision of the region included in Coast Pilot, Section " C," 
which includes the coast from Sandy Hook to Cape Henry, with 
Delaware and Chesapeake Bays and their chief tributaries, was 
begun March 16. The navigable waters were visited by using the 
re~ular steamer lines or by hired launches. The work on the Potomac 
River and tributaries was completed on March 30. 

On May 11, revision work was taken up at Milton, Del. From this 
date until May 23 an examination was made of the interior channels 
and inlets on the coast between. Cape Henlopen and Cape Charles. 
On May 16, 2! mi~es of shore line 'vas relocated at Assateague anchor
age, where extensive changes have occurred. On May 19 and 20, 2! 
miles of shore line was relocated at Wachapreague and Great Machi
pongo Inlets. 

Between May 23 and June 23 the navigable waters on the eastern 
shore of Chesapeake Bay from Cape Charles northward, to and in
cluding the Choptank River, were examined. 

Throughout the · progress of the work opportunity was taken 
wherever possible to take sextant angles for the location of aids to 
navigation. 

NEW JERSEY, DELAWARE, PENNSYLVANIA, VIRGINIA, AND NORTH CAROLINA, 

[J. R. BENTON.] 

STATIONS occuPIED.-Ncw Jersey: Beverly, Bordentown, Haddonfield, Hights
town, Lambertville, Merchantville, and Trenton. Delaware: Bellevue, Felton, 
and Wilmington. Viirgfnia: Cape Charles. North Oa.rolina: Scotland Neck. 

The stations in the foregoing list were occupied for magnetic ob
servations by the observer named between July 1 and Au~ust 16. 
Of these Cape Charles was an old station which was reoccupied and 
the others were new stations. The new stations were permanently 
marked usually with a terra cotta drainpipe set in cement and capped 
with a. bronze station mark. 

In the region around Bellevue, Del., the magnetic declination was 
found to be more than 12 degrees west of north, the normal variation 
for that locality bei~g only about 7! degrees; and to determine the 
e~tent of this irregularity observations were made at 26 additiqnal 
places in Delaware and Pennsylvania for a distance of about 22 
miles east and west and about 13 miles north and south of Bellevue. 
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It was found that the declination varied in the region covered 
between extremes of 3 degrees and 21 minutes west at Montchanin, 
Del., and 12 degrees and 12 minutes west lit Bellevue, Del. The dip 
varied between 71 degrees at Talleys Corner, Del., and 73 degrees 
and 30 minutes at Concord, Del. The horizontal intensity also 
varied between .1770 Gauss at Concord, Del., and .2014 Gauss at 
Hockessin, Del. 

The distribution of the magnetic disturbance in this region appears 
'to be quite irregular although the westerly declination seems to in
crease at points on the eastern side of the disturbed area and to de
crease at points on the westward side. The irregularity appears to 
extend beyond the area over which observations were made, but is 
greater on the west side of the Delaware River where the country is 
hilly and rocky. 

Between June 20 and June 30 magnetic observations were made at 
Wilmington, Del.; Bordentown, Hightstown, Lambertville, and 
Trenton, N. J. At all of these P.laces, except Wilmington, the old sta
tions were reoccupied. At Wilmington observations were made as 
nearly as possible in the position of the original station, but no 
mark was left as the ground was being regraded. TJle other sta
tions were permanently re-marked. 

MARYLAND. 

(GEORGE HARTNELL.] 

The regular work of the magnetic observatory at Cheltenham, Md., 
has been continued during the year. All of the observatory instru~ 
ments have been in satisfactory adjustment. 

Comparisons were made with the standard observatory instru
ments of a magnetometer and earth inductor belonging to the Car
negie Institution. 

In the latter part of the year a number of adjustments to the mag
netographs were found necessary, but this did not prevent obtain-
ing complete records of the magnetic elements. · 

A new azimuth mark was placed and satisfactory observations for 
azimuth were made. 

The observatory buildings are in good condition. 

VIRGINIA. 

(0. W. FEBGusoN, Commanding Schooner Matchless.] 

SuMMABY OF BESULTs.-Reconnoissance: Length of scheme 45 miles. Base 
lines: 1 secondary, 429 meters in length. Triangulation: 107 square mlles of 
area covered, 175 signal poles erected, 27 observing tripods and scntrolds built 
(average height 25 feet), 32 stations in main scheme occupied for horizontal 
measures, 12 stations 1n supplemental scheme occupied for horizontal measures, 
22 geographic positions determined. Leveling: 13 permanent bench marks 
esta!>lished, 8 miles of levels run. Topography: 2.3 square miles of area sur
veyed, 86 miles of general coast line surveyed, 3 n11les of· creeks surveyed, 7 
miles of roads survewed. 8 ropogrn.phic sheets finished. Hydrography: 165 
square miles of area covered, 1,876.7 mll'es run while sounding, 6,291 angles 
measured, 47,810 soundings made, e tide stations established, 2 current liltatlons 
accupied, li hydrographic sheet• finished. 

At the beginning of the fiscal year the schooner M atohless, which 
had J?reviously been engaged on the survey of the eastern branch of 
Elizabeth River, Va., was at Baltimore undergoing repairs. 
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The survey of the eastern branch of Elizabeth ij,iver was resumed 
on September 12, and continued to completion on September 21. 
The triangulation started from stations Berkley_ and Power. In 
this work six station marks established by the United States En
gineers were utilized and another was determined. Other triangula
tion points occupied and r.eference points were marked in the usual 
manner.. In September the line between Broad and Park triangula
tion stations was remeasured twice with a steel tape and satisfactory 
results were obtained. 

The topographic work executed on a scale of 1: 5,600 was all in the 
vicinity of Norfolk. The details were mapped for a distance of 200 
to 300 meters from the river, joining with the survey of the southern 
branch.· 

The hydrography was continued to the head waters of the branches. 
Sounding lines were run only in the direction of the stream. The 
western limit of the hydrography is Campostella Bridg~ the area to 
the westward having been covered by the United States .l!.lngineers. 

Current observations were made on two days in the channel below 
the Norfolk & Western Railroad bridge. 

Observations of high and low waters, night and day, were made 
during the progress of the work at a gauge established at Berkley. 

Between September 12 and 15 lines of level were run in Richmond, 
Va., connecting two tidal bench marks with permanent bench marks. 

On September 20 the work in Elizabeth River was finished and 
surveys were begun on the eastern shore of Virginia in the vicinity 
of Cape Charles. The inshore hydrography from 3 miles below 
Fishermans Island at the entrance to the Chesapeake Bay to 25 miles 
above, with a usual width of hydrography of 3 miles, was in progress 
during the period from September 23 to December 31. 

Twelve old triangulation stations were recovered from which a 
supplemental scheme of triangulation was extended to furnish points 
for the control of the hydrography. The line Old Plantatio? Flats 
Lighthouse to Cherrystone Lighthouse was used as a base. 

The positions of lightship No. 35 on the Middle Ground and of 
other aids to navigation were determined. 

Tide observations were made at Cape Charles City during the 
progress of the hydro~aphy in that vicinity and a comparison was 
made of the results with those obtained at the quarantine station at 
Fishermans Island. 

The work done by this party from January 1 to June 30 begins 3 
miles below Fishermans Island, covers 45 miles of the eastern shore 
of Chesapeake Bay, and includes many creeks. 

This area is covered by three large sheets on a scale of 1 : 20,000 
The more detailed work is shown on· a hydrographic sheet and a 
topographic sheet for the entrance to Cape Charles City and for 
Cape Charles City itself on a scale of 1: 5,000. -

For the control of the topography and hydrography 25 old trian
gulation stations were recovered, and a sufficient number of addi
tional points were located either by triangulation, with the plane-
table or by traverse lines. · · 

Ali old stations recovered were permanently marked. 
The shore line of Nassawaddox Creek was rerun, and such other 

topographic work was done as was required to show changes in the 
shore line. 
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The principal w.ork done was the hydrograph:y of the creeks and 
from the shore to a depth of 6 or 7 fathoms, with lines sufficiently 
close to develop all of the shoal area, bars, and channels. 

Tide gauges were established at the quarantine station on Fisher
mans Island, at Old Plantation Flats Lighthouse, at Cape Charles 
City, and on Nassawaddox Creek and Nandua Creek. 

[W. C. HoooKrNs, Commanding Steamer Bache.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.-Trlangulutlon: 3 stutlons occupied for horizontal 
measures. l\fagnetlc work: Ship swung at 1 station for magnetic deviation. 
Hyrlrography: GG square mlles of area coYered, 644 miles run while sounding, 
14,619 soundings made, 1 tide station _established. 

After completing repairs at Boston the steamer Bache sailed from 
that port on August 5 and arrived in Chesapeake Bay on August 8. 
From that date a careful development was begun of a comparatively 
shoal bank northward of the main ship channel close to Cape Henry 
at the entrance to Chesapeake Bay for the purpose of ascertaining 
the deepest draft that can be safely taken over the bank. 

A tide gauge was established at the wharf of the Cape Charles 
quarantine station on Fishermans Island. The tide staff was con
nected by leveling with the bench marks at that station and with 
several additional bench marks established for the purpose. 

On account of the difficulty of fixing positions, due to the width of 
the entrance and to the frequently hazy condition of the air, a water 
signal was built on the Middle Ground shoal. Bad weather and 
rough water retarded the erection of this signal. . 

On August 3 the vessel was visited by the Assistant Secretary of 
Commerce and the Superintendent of the Coast and Geodetic Survev 
who cnme on board at Hampton Roads to inspect the work at the 
entrance to the bay. 

The hydrography of the entrance was advanced as rapidly as con
ditions would permit. The water signal which had been built with 
considerable trouble and expense was destroyed by a severe storm in 
the latter part of September and was not reerected. 

By the latter part of October the area included between the paral
lels 36° 57' and 37° 03' and by the meridians 75° 49' and 76° 00', 
had been sufficiently examined, and work was closed for the season 
on October 28. 

After closing this work an examination was made of a rock in the 
Georgetown Channel, Potomac River, opposite Easbys point, which 
had been reported as a danger to navigation. 

NORTH CAROLIN A. 

[R. P. STROUGH.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS : Base lines : 3 secondary, 852, 539, and 1,025 meters In 
length. Triangulation: 670 square miles of area covered, 108 signal poles 
erected, 3 obserYlng tripods and scaffolds built, average height 40 feet, 104 
stations in main scheme occupied for horizontal measures, 115 geographic 
positions determined. Azimuth: 1 nzlmuth station occupied. 

Work was begun January 14 on the triangulation of the coast of 
North Carolina in the vicinity of Swansboro. Four triangulation 
stations established in 1909, just east of Bogue Inlet, were recovered 
and a base line about one-half mile in length was measured between 
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two of them. The geographic positions throughout the scheme de
pend upon that of station Bell at the southwest extremity o:f the base. 
After the measurement of the base signal building and observing were 
carried on when the weather permitted until about the middle of 
February, by which time work was completed as :far as Freemans 
J.anding, about 10 miles southwest o:f White Oak River. From here 
nearly to New River the sound is about one-third mile in width and 
it was necessary to narrow the scheme to this width. Along the shore 
of the mainland the high trees come down nearly to the beach and a 
broadening of the scheme by the use of high poles and scaffolds was im
practicable. Many stations were necessary. A base was measured in 
this narrow portion of the work about 3 miles northeast of New 
River. The measurement o:f this base agreed with the computed 
length within about 1 part in 15,000. From this base toward New 
River the scheme is narrow for about 2 miles and then broadens 
considerably at the mouth o:f New River and continues with a width 
of over a mile :from New River to the southwest :for about 12 miles 
where it narr°'vs slightly and then broadens out to l! or 2 miles in 
width at Topsail Sound. 

Connection was made with six triangulation stations established 
in 1855, and the lengths o:f .the lines between them were found to 
agree satisfactorily with the new work. Three stations of the United 
States Army En~ineers at the mouth of New River were recovered 
and connected with the triangulation. Two of these stations were 
re-marked. 

About April 1 work was begun in Stump Sound and continued 
through Stump and Topsail Sounds to Bald Eagle Ppint abreast 
o:f Rich Inlet. Many o:f the old stations along this portion of the 
coast were searched for but none were found. AU the new stations 
were marked with the standard disc station and reference marks. 
On May 20 the charge o:f the work was transferred· to C. L. Garner. 

[C. L. GARNER.] 

SUMMARY OF nESULTS.-10 square mlles of area coYered, 9 signal poles erected, 
13 stations in muin scheme occupied for horizontal measures, 19 geogruphlc 
positions. 

The triangulation done by R. P. Strough between Beaufort and 
Rich Inlet was extended to Wrightsville, N. C., by C. L. Garner be
tween May 23 and June 12, when work was closed for the season. 

·work was begun on the line Eden to Rich, of which station Rich 
had not been occupied, and carried to about 1 mile east of Wrights
ville Beach, finishing with a completed quadrilateral. Stations of 
the former triangulation were searched for but none were found. 

SUMMARY OF REBULTs.-Bnse Jines: 1, 2.238 meters In length. Triangulntlon: 
210 square miles of area covered, 44 signal poles erected, 7 observing tripods 
and scnffolds built, heights from 10 to 45 feet, 40 stations ln main scheme 
occupied for horlzontnl measures, 75 geogruphlc positions deterrulned. IAn'ellng: 
1.3 miles of levels run. Topography: 14 squure miles of nren surveyed. 83 miles 
of shore line of rivers surveyed, 1.7 miles of creeks surveyed, 2.7 mlles of roads 
surveyed, 2 topogrnphle sheets finished. 

Between December 30 and May 18 work of triangulation and 
topogrq.phy was done in Albemarle Sound nnd· vicinity. · 

After building the necessary signals observations m the triangu
lation across Albemarle Sound were begun on January 16 and con-
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tinued until February 9, when on account of unfavorable weather 
observations were suspended on the sound and work begun on Alli
gator River, where the weather conditions had less effect on progress. 

The triangulation was carried up the river to above Deep Point, 
where the stream narrows to about one-half mile in width, and was 
closed on March 8. The triangulation on Albemarle Sound was 
then resumed and afterwards that on the Pasquotank River. 

During the observations across Albemarle Sound large signal 
lamps were used and observations were made at night. 

The topography· in the Alligator River, begun March 27, was 
carried up the river to the end of the triangulation and finished by 
April 21. The shore line was found to have receded along practi
cally the entire river, in several places as much as 200 meters. 

On April 22 the triangulation in North River was taken up and 
continued to beacon No. 10, south of Buck Island. Here it joins with 
the triangulation by the United States Army Engineers, which ex
tends to the mouth of the Albemarle and Chesa:peake Canal. 

A base 2,200 meters in length was measured Just to the southward 
of Buck Island. · 

Permanent reference marks were established at each station in the 
triangulation consisting of a brass plate set in concrete, and dis
tinctive marks were also cut in trees. The marks were often placed 
at a considerable distance from the shore, in order that some mark 
may be recovered even if the station, which is usually close to the 
shore, should be lost. 

XORTH CAROLINA AND SOUTH CAROLINA. 

[ISAAO WINSTON.] 

SUMMARY OF RESuLTS.-Triangulation: 11 square miles Of area covered, 2 
observing tripods and scaffolds built 25 feet in height, 8 stations occupied for 
horizontal measures, 3 geographic positions determined. 

In March the work was begun of dete~mining by triangulation the 
geographic positions of three beacons in the mouth of North Edisto 
River,· S. C., erected in 1913 for the use of the Bureau of Lighthouses. 
Scaff olds and signals 25 feet in height were constructed at each of 
these beacons and at two old triangulation stations and a pole was 
erected on the roof of the Rockville church, the steeple of which had 
been d~royed. A search was made for triangulation stations" Haul
over" and "Burrill," but these were found to have been destroyed, 
nor could many other of the old stations be found. Five lines were 
found to be obstructed by high trees and on two of them heavy cut-
ting was necessary. . 

The old stations " East Bace," "First Mile Stone," " Second Mile 
Stone," and "Seabrook Island" were used, and four new stations 
were established. 

The geographic positions of the three beacons were determined. 
Preparations were made in the latter part of May ·for completing a 

tertiary triangulation of the Cape Fear River from the work by the 
Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1913 up to Wilmington, to include con
nection with the old stations of the Coast and Geodetic Survey and 
with the triangulation of the United States Engineers, and also a 
determination of the geographic positions of all lights and day marks 
established by the Bureau of Lighthouses. 
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Information relating to the triangulation by the United States 
Engineers was obtained from their office at Wilmington, N. C., and 
all arrangements for the work were completed, when the observer was 
instructed to suspend operations and proceed to the coast of South 
Carolina. 

On June 7 work was begun on the erection of 7 large hydrographic 
signals for the use of the party on the steamer Bache on the coast of 
South Carolina, in vicimty of Cape Romain. This work was in 
progress at the close of the fiscal year. Observations on lmown posi
tions were made from the signals, and from Cape Romain and 
Georgetown Lighthouses such signals as were visible were observed 
upon. 

NORTH CAROLINA. 

[P. 0. WHITNEY, Commanding Steamer Hydrographer.] 

SUMMARY OF BESULTS.-Reconnolssnnce: Length of scheme 75 miles, 200 square 
miles of nren covered. 'l'rlungulntlon: 200 square miles of nren covered, 77 sig
nal poles erected, 3 observing scnft'.olds nnd tripods built, height 30 feet, 61' 
stations In main scheme occupied for horizontal measures, 14 stations in supple
mental schemes occupied for horizontal measures, 137 geographic positions deter
mined. Topography: 3 square miles of urea surveyed, 10! miles of shore line of 
rivers surveyed, 12! miles of roads surveyed, 1 topographic sheet finished. 
Hydrogrnphy: 9 square miles of aren sounded, 253.2 miles run while sounding, 
14,165 soundings, 2 tide stations established, 7 hydrographlc sheets finished. 

From December 22 to May 6 the Hydrographer was engaged in 
the survey of the Pamlico River, N. C. 

A new scheme of triangulation \vas run from stations of the Coast 
and Geodetic Survey triangulation which had previously been estab
lished by Assistant J. W. Maupin, up the Pamlico River to Washing
ton, N. C., and a i:;cheme was carried up the Pungo River to Leech
ville from a line of the Pamlico River work. Especial effort was 
made to recover stations of the old triangulation of 1871-1873, but 
only one was found, Cedar Grove near Washington. 

The work was connected with the triangulation of the· United 
States Engineers from Washington to a point 10 miles below. Nearly 
all of the stations of the United States Engineers were recovered. 
All lights and other objects of importance to navigators and others 
were determined in position, both m the Pamlico and Pungo Rivers. 
At the request of the United States Engineers a scheme of triangula
tion was carried up Slades Creek. No old stations were found in the 
Pungo River. 

All main scheme stations were permanently marked and reference 
points were established. • 

The hydrography consisted in the development of certain spots; 
points of shoals, etc. A complete development of Pamlico River out
side of the dredged cut and above Fort Point was made to show the 
limits of the dumping grounds on which the material from the cuts 
had been deposited. In several these are bare at low water. A shoal 
carrying 5i feet near Fort Point was located and another off the 
mouth of Broad Creek. All buoys were located. 

To show the improvements along the water front of Washington 
and vicinity a torographic survey on a scale of 1: 5,000 was made. 

Assistance was rendered the U. S. Torpedoboat Foote by pulling 
her off a reef upon which she had dragged in a gale in t:he harbor of 
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Washington, N. C. At the' request of the commander of the United 
States Naval Battalion, an officer of the llydrographer was detached 
to navigate the Foote from Elizabeth City to Washington. Aid was 
rendered the kee:per of the United States lighthouse depot at Wash
ington in relightmg and repairin.g beacons. A launch and the serv
ices of several men were temporarily placed at his disposal for this 
purpose. 

NORTH CAROLINA AND SOUTH CAROLINA. 

(J. B. BOUTELLE.] 

SUMMARY OF BEBULTS.-Trlangulatlon: 35 square miles of area covered, 9 
stations occupied for horizontal measures,. 6 geographic positions determined. 
'.ropography (shore line only) : 30 miles of general coast line surveyed, 2 topo
graphic sheets finished. Hydrography: 47 square miles of nrea covered, 634 
miles run while sounding, 4,215 positions determined, 26,266 soundings mnde, 
3 hydrographic sheets finished. 

The party on the steamer Endeavor began hydrographic work in 
St. Helena S~und, S. C., on February 4. A number of old triangula
tion stations were recovered, signals were erected and determined in 
position by triangulation, and the sounding and topography of the 
shore-line changes was begun and continued until April 18. The 
shore line on the south and east sides of Otter Island at the mouth 
of the Ashepoo River and at the northeast end of Hunting Island 
was found to have changed considerably. Between the niouth of 
J ohnsons Creek and Harbor River a long point covering considerable 
area has built out extending up the channel of Harbor River south 
of Egg Bank. The northeast end of Hunting Jsland has been cut 
away for about three-tenths mile from a point about one-half mile 
south of. Hunting Island Lighthouse. These changes have caused 
corresponding changes in the hydrography, new cbannels and shoals 
having formed on this area. The entrance to Haroor River is nearly 
closed up by new shaals with narrow channels between them with 
depths rangmg from about 8 to 14 feet. With an easterly swell the 
sea breaks all over this area and it is unsafe for any but lightcdraft 
boats with a pilot or with local knowledge to attempt to enter Harbor 
River from the sea. There is a good channel with a least depth of 
8 feet on the western side of Egg Bank extending from Morgan to 
Harbor River, and this is used by all local boats. It has recently 
been marked by four day marks, consisting of a large pile and target. 
A new channel has cut tlirough Pelican Bank about north from Egg 
Bank, from the main channel of the sound into Morgan River. It 
has a least depth of 8 feet and is abovt 500· feet wide.· 

Considerable change was found over the area on the south and 
west side of Ashepoo River, known as Combahee Bank. The beacon 
which was formerly on the point of the shoal is now in 4 fathoms of 
water. The two long shoals on either side of the main channel of 
St. Helena Sound which were reported t.o have moved one-half mile 
southwest were found to be in practically the same position as 
charted. The main channel was sounded from the mouth of the 
Coosaw River to the bell buoy outside the bar, the \vork extending as 
close as possible to the shoals on either side. 

On April 20 the party proceeded to Cape Fear and surveyed the 
Slue Channel around the end of the cape, the eastern side of the 
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Middle Ground and channel at entrance to Cape Fear River, and 
made a plane-table survey of the shore line from Bald Head around 
the cape and thence to Carolina Shoal Beach. Extensive changes 
were found here, the cape having been cut away for about one-half 
mile and a new slue channel .formed. This channel has a least depth 
of 13 feet and is about 400 feet wide with two turns. It has been 
used for several years by the fishing steamers drawing 9 to 10 feet, 
and the Beaufort, N. C., pilots take yachts through to avoid the long 
trip around Frying Pan Shoals. The slue has been recently buoyed, 
but owing to the very strong currents and to the sea breaking heavily 
here with an easterly swell the buoys are liable to drag out of posi
tion. The shore line from the cape to the Carolina Shoal Beach 
also shows extepsive changes, and the two inlets, Corncake and New 
Inlet, have both moved to the north. 

FLORIDA. 

[N. H. HECK.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTs.-Trlnngulntlon: 3 square miles of aren coYered, 3 sta
tions occupied for horizontal measures, 1 geographic position determined. 
Topography: 0.3 squure mile of nreu covered. Hydrogrnphy: 20 square miles 
of urea dragged, 0.1 squ11re mile of area sounded, 102.2 miles run while dragging, 
2.8 miles run while sounding, 6,166 positions d<'termln<.>d, 511 soundings made, 4 
hydrogravhlc sheets finished. 

Vv ork of examining with the wire drag the approaches to the har
bor of Key West was resumed early in January. 

The instructions for the season's work included the develo:pment 
of a shoal ridge outside of the outer reef, a complete examination of 
the Northwest Channel, the dragging of areas previously omitted 
and the examination of the result of operations by the Corps of 
Engineers, United States Army, in improving the main ship channel 
to a Jeast depth of 30 feet mean low water over a width not less than 
300 feet. 

The first work taken up was that in the main ship channel. The 
removal of a portion of the Western Triangle shoals was completed 
by the United States Engineers, and with the cooperation of the Bu
reau of Lighthouses buoy C3 was removed and then replaced in a 
position to indicate the full. width of the channel as improved. The 
northeast part of Western Head, charted at 22 feet, was completely 
removed by the Engineers to a depth greater than 30 feet. Several 
additi.onal shoals were buoyed for the use of the United States Engi
neers m locating them for removal. In the channel through the outer 
reef the project of the United States Engineers included a '300-foot 
channel 30 feet deep at mean low water, 15 feet on each side of the 
entrance range. In order to make an immediately available deep 
channel the engineer first removed the 24-foot shoal eastward of the 
range. The method of removal was to blast near the deel? water first, 
so that the material might be removed by gravity assisted by the· 
action of the current on the finer material resulting from the explo
sion. This operation was found to be partly successful, but the sur
vey indicates that the available depth of the channel is no greater 
than before, as lumps remain over which the depth has not been in
creased. The engineer was supplied with the necessary information 
for completing the channel to the required depth. 
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The weather during the season was generally favorable for the 
examination of the outer reef. As a result the indicated outer ridge 
was almost completely developed from Pelican Shoal to Vestal Shoal. 
The depths over the ridge are greater than 40 feet except in certain 
places. Ridges lying off Sand Key and Southeast Channel entrance 
were previously examined and developed as follows: · 

Off Vestal Shoal, Satan Shoal, and w· estern Dry Docks, western 
extension of ridge off Southeast Channel, two parallel ridges off 
Middle Sambo Shoal. Depths were found generally from 30 to 39 
feet, the former depth occurring in a number of places. 

At the close of the season on March 31 the dragging of the North
west Channel was completed except in a few small areas, and over 
the greater part of it the effective depth was only 15 feet. This depth 
is fixed as a maximum by the presence of two uncharted shoals. A 
special effort was made to leave no area unfinished on which there is 
a depth of less than 17 feet. .. 

Areas left unfinished in previous work were dragged as oppor
tunity offered, those nearest Key West being first taken up .. Some 
special soundings were taken in the boat harbor at Key West. 

The new position of the Northwest Beacon Light was determined 
by triangulation. Some chart revision work was done to show a new 
wharf and changes in the railway terminal. 

All bench marks at Key West and the staff of the automatic tide 
gauge were corrected by leveling. 

A number of improvements were made in the methods of recording 
and plotting the wire drag work. The description of the_ long wire 
drag was revised for publication. · 

FLORIDA, ALABAJIIA, MISSISSIPPI, AND LOffiSIAN,A. 

rw. E. PARKER.] 

In the latter part of April work was begun on examination of. cer
tain inland waters along the Gulf coast east of the Mississippi not 
included in the examination of the previous year or requiring reex
amination on account of reported cnanges. From Fort Myers, Fla., 
a trip was made down the Caloosahatchee River and into Pine Is
land Sound and another trip up that river and into Lake Okechobee. 
At Tampa, Fla., informat10n was obtained from the office of the 
United States Engineers in regard to the canal under construction 
between Boca Ceiga, Bay and Clearwater Harbor. A reexamination 
was made of Anclote River to determine the positions of new lights 
which were reported to have been established. · 

From 'Carrabelle, Fla., an examination was made of Crooked and 
Ocklocknee rivers and Ochlocknee Bay. Information was obtained 
from the Florida; State drainage engmeer regarding the extension 
of the State drainage canals from Lake Okechobee to the Atlantic. 
The eastern part of the canal from Apalachicola River to St. An
drews Bay was reached by hired launc~ from Apalachicola and the 
western part by laun~h from Panama City on S~. Andrews Bay. All 
of the branches of St. Andrews Bay were exammed. From Panama 
City the route was to Pensacola and from there to Perdido Bay, 
where an examination was made of the bay and entrance. 

The Mississippi River from New Orleans to the Gulf, Lakes 
Borgne and Pontchartrain 'and all of the navigable passages on the 
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eastern side of the Mississippi for which complete information was 
lacking were examined. 

A careful examination was made of improvements recently com
pleted at Eau Gallie, Fla. 

All field work was completed by June 6. 

FLORIDA AND TEXAS. 

[CHARLES c. YATES, Commanding Steamer Bache.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTs.-Hydrography: 240 Square miles of area covered, 
1,188 miles run while sounding, 6,677 soundings made, 800 miles run with sub· 
marine sentry, 609 positions determined, 121 lines of astronomical positions 
observed, 1 tide station established, 2 hydrographlc sheets finished. 

On April 29 the steamer BMhe began a survey of that portion of 
Sabine Bank in the vicinity of Sabine Bank Lighthouse, the object 
of the work being to investigate the existence of shoals on which 
several ships were supposed to have grounded in 15 or 25 feet, and 
reported as being three-fourths to l~ miles from the lighthouse. 

The results of this survey showed that the existing charts of the 
locality are less in error than appeared from the reports of the ship
masters, and indicate that the vessels had probably grounded much 
nearer to the light than reported. 

The survey made will furnish all information necessary for the cor
rection of the charts so that similar accidents will not occur in the 
future. The removal of the buoy located on the eastern side of the 
channel to the western side on the shoalest point making out to the 
eastward from the light was recommended. 

On the voyage from Key West to Sabine Bank and in returning a 
survey was made to develop a 10-fathom shoal reported by fisherineil 
where the charts show depth of 25 to 35 fathoms, situated about 100 
miles northwest of Tampa. During the first part of the search for 
this shoal the ground was covered rapidly by going full speed with 
a submarine sentry set at 20 fathoms and by soundings taken every 
half hour. For three nights and days this method gave no indica
tion of the shoal; but on the last day the sentry struck bottom and a 
sounding- of 17 fathoms was obtained where the chart showed more 
than 25 fathoms. 

On the return voyage the search was continued by taking soundings 
every five minutes but no depth was found of less than 14 fathoms. 
The bottom is very rocky and consecutive soundings showed abrupt 
changes of 5 to 7 fathoms. 

ALABAMA, FLORIDA, GEORGIA, AND· MISSISSIPPI. 

[W ALI.ACE M. Hll.L. l 

STATIONS OOCUPIED.-A.labama: Anniston, Double Springs, Hamilton, and 
Vernon. Fl-Orlda: Archer, Blountstown, Bonifay, Bradentown, Bristol, Clear
water, Dunnellon, FernnndJna, Galnsvllle, Green cave Springs, Jasper, Mac· 
clenny, Montello, Pensacola, Plant Olty, Quincy, Sanford, and Tallahassee. 
Georgf,<J,: Alamo, Clyde, Oochran, Conyers, Dallas. Darien, Earonton, Hin~
vUle, Jeffersonville, Macon, Savannah, St.. Marya, Springfield, and Wrightsville. 
Muatarif>pt: Aberdeen e.nd Corinth. 

Between Jam~ary 21 and June 30 magnetic observations were 
made at the stations above mentioned, most of which were new sta
tions. At some places both old and new stations were occupied. 
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Meridian lines were established at Double Springs and Heflin, 
Ala.; Blountstown and Gainsville, Fla.; Alamo, Conyers, and 
Darien, Ga. 

Most of the stations were marked with stone posts 30 by 6 by 6 
inches, with bronze magnetic station marks set in the top. 

From the observations it would appear that the magnetic declina
tion is now decreasing in some parts of Florida and Georgia. 

INTERIOR STATES. 

ALABAMA, CALIFORNIA, COLORADO, LOUISIANA, NEW MEXICO, OREGON, 
TENNESSEE, TEXAS, AND WASHINGTON. 

[J, W. GHEEN.] 

STATIONS occUPIED.-Alabama: Huntsville. Arizona: Tucson nnd Yuma. 
California: Barstow, Chico, Du.nsmuir, Gnzelle, Glendale, Grants Pass, Indio, 
Red Blutl', San Bernardino, and Stockton. Colorado: 'l'rlnldnd. Louisiana: 
'Alexnndrla nnd Ln l!'uyette. New Mexico: Deming and •Tucumcari. Oregon: 
Cottage Grove, Corvallis, Eugene, Glendnle, Hillsboro, Junction City, nnd 
Portlnnd. Te11Jas: Amarillo, El Pnso, Groesbeck, und Wichita Falls. ·Washing
ton: Seattle. 

Magnetic observations were made at the stations named between 
February 25 and June 16. 

At Groesbeck and Wichita Falls, Tex., meridian lines were estab
lished. The observations at Tucson, Ariz., were for a comparison of 
magnetometer No. 20 with the observatory instruments. 

At Chico, Cal., and Glendale and Junction City, Oreg., the obser
vations for declination seemed to indicate local attraction. Observa
tions at auxiliary stations failed, however, to indicate the presence 
of euch local attraction. 

ARKANSAS, l\IISSISSIPPI, AND TENNESSEE. 

(E. H. PAOENHABT.) 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.-Base lines: 1, prhnnry, 6,020 meters in length. Tri
angulation: 200 square miles of area covered, 10 stations In mnln scheme oc
cupied for horizontal measures, 4 stations In supplementul scheme occupied 
for horizontal mensures, 14 stations occupied for vertical measures, 18 geo
graphic positions determined, 18 elevations determined trlgonometrlcally. 

Between May 2 and May 13 the Capleville buse line was meas'ured. 
This base is partly in Tennessee and/artly in Mississippi, and is 
6,020 meters m length. Two-thirds o its length is in Mississippi. 
It is situated about 7 miles south of Germantown, Tenn. It crosses 
two small creek beds and passes through two small stretches of tim
ber; otherwise it extends over rolling ground, either cultivated or 
pasture. When the base was measured the ground was in good con
dition for stake setting and the crops just coming up were damaged 
but little. Where the base crosses the State line road a concrete 
mark was set and connected with the triangulation by tape and one 
observed direction. Mr. J. S. Bilby assisted in the measurement. 

After the completion of the Capleville base the observation of 
angles was begun in the scheme of primary triangulation between 
Huntsville, Ala., and Memphis, Tenn. From Northwest Base, in t4e 
vicinity of Germantown, Tenn., the work wa& continued westward 
to Memphis, where connection was made with three stations of the 
Mississippi River Commission and the United States Engineers, 
of which stations one is a permanent bench mark of the adjusted, 
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level net. Ten primary stations and 4 supplemental stations were 
occupied by June 30. At all main scheme stations, with the excep
tion of Exchange, which is on top of the Cotton Exchange Building 
at Memphis, observing towers were used. 

Work was then resumed in the vicinity of Germantown and con
tinued eastward. 

NEBRASKA, COLORADO, UTAH, IDAHO, Jl!ON'l'ANA, AND IOWA. 

[H. E. McCOMB.] 

STATIONS occuPrno.-Nebra8Tca: Lincoln, Beaver City, .und Trenton. Colo-
1·arlo: Greeley, Golden, Central City, Cripple Creek, Lnlrn George, Snllda, Lend
ville, Breckenridge, Fuirpluy, Suguuche, Alamosa, Creede, Durango, Silverton, 
Telluride, Rldgewuy, Ourny, nnd Grnnd Junction. Utah: Green River, Provo, . 
Heber, Ogden, Morgun, Coalville, Brigham, and Logan. Idaho: Idaho Fulls. 
Montana: Helena and Butte. Iowa: Dunlap, Exira, Griswold, and Mondamin. 

The above-mentioned stations were occupied for magnetic observa
tions during the season between July 1 and September 5. 

Stations were reoccupied at Lincoln, Nebr.; Grand Junction, Colo.; 
Green River and Ogden, Utah; and Helena, Mont. A new station 
was established near the site of a former one at Greeley, Colo. 

The magnetic stations were marked with limestone posts 6 by 6 
by 20 inches, with a brass plate countersunk m the top. The stones 
were usually set flush with the ground. Considerable local dis
turbance was noticed at Central City and Creede, Colo., and at 
Butte, Mont. · 

Between June 13 and 30 observations of magnetic declination, dip 
and intensity were made at Lincoln, Nebr., and Dunlap, Exira, and 
Mondamin, Iowa. 

As the values for the magnetic declipation differed considerably 
from the expected values, auxiliary stations were established at each 
place. Three such stations at Griswold, Iowa, showed practically 
the same declination as the primary station.· Two such stations at 
Exira and Dunlap, Iowa, also gave· practically the same declination 
as the primary stations. At Mondamin, Iowa, however, values were 
obtained which differed considerably on going only a short distance 
from the primary station. Six auxiliary stations were occupied 
besides the primary station and two extra stations were occupied :for 
dip alone. Local magnetic disturbances appear .to be common in this 
section of Iowa, and surveyors encounter considerable difficulty in 
using the compass. 

MONTAN.A, WYOMING, ID.AHO, COLOR.ADO, UTAH,_ TENNESSEE, ARKANSAS, 
AND MISSISSIPPI. 

[J. S. ·BILBY.] 

SUMMARY oF RF.SULTs.-Reconnoissance: 850 miles of progress made, 44,050 
square miles of aren covered, 185 lines of lntervisib111ty determined in mn.ln 
scheme nnd 81 secondary scheme, 69 points selected for majn scheme and 22 for 
secondary scheme, 3 bnse lines selected 14,400, 6,650, nnd 7,590 meters in length. 
Base lines: 3 primary base lines 11,800, 6,G50, and 6,000 meters In length, pre
pared and mensure(\ In cooperation with observing party. Triangulation:. 4 
stands for instruments built 29 observing tripods and scatl'olds built; average 
height, 82 feet. . 

The measurement of the El Paso base line, begun on July 7, was 
completed on July 23 and preparations were at once begun for the 
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measurement of a base line at Cheyenne, "'Wyo., in the vicinity of the 
line Waddill-Whitaker. 

Between July 28 and August 11 the base site was prepared, the 
necessary levels run, the base measures made, and the base connected 
with the triangulation. In the measurement of these two base lines 
Mr. Bilby cooperated with C. V. Hodgson. 

On the completion of the measurement of the Cheyenne base line 
arrangements were made for beginning a reconnoissance from Salt 
Lake to the Canadian boundary. This work was begun on August 
20 and was completed by October 31. 

The line Og<len Peak-Pilot Peak was selected for the base starting 
from the transcontinental triangulation, and connections were made 
at the northern end of the scheme in the vicinity of Sweet Grass hills 
with the triangulation along the forty-ninth parallel. The distance 
from the base starting from the transcontinental triangulation to the 
forty-ninth parallel triangulation as measured through the scheme is 
.555 miles. The work was completed, including the field records, in 
21 months, and the total cost was about $850, or $1.52 per mile of 
progress. This is the lowest unit cost of which there is record. 

All of the stations except 3 are on mountain peaks and can be 
approached over fairly good roads to the foot of the mountainR and 
by pack animals from there to the station. In all there are 26 pri
mary stations in the main scheme, including base net and Laplace 
stat10ns. Only one signal is required, a 30-foot signal at Chester 
west base. Practically no clearing of timber is required, and only 
stands for the instruments are needed. A base line wns located in 
the vicinity of Chester, Mont., near the northern end of the scheme, 
and 2 Laplace stations were selected, one at Bozeman, Mont., and the 
other at Chester, Mont. 

Connections were made with 4 bench marks, with monuments of 
the Wyoming-Idaho and Idaho-Montana boundaries, with the tri
angulation of the Missouri River and that of the forty-ninth parallel, 
r.nd with stations of the United States Geological Survey at many 
points along the scheme. 

Between November 1 and February 9 a reconnoissance was made 
for primary triangulation from· Little Rock, Ark., westward to a 
point on the ninety-eighth meridian. 

Field work was begun November 25, the intervening time being 
occupied in travel to the field and making the necessary preparations. 
By February 9 all field work and records had been completed and the 
party equipment made ready for shipm~nt to the next locality of 
work. . 

The reoonnoissance was begun at stations Shinall-Reynolds in the 
vicinity of Little Rock, the two most westerly points of the reoon
noissance made in 1912. Starting from these two points the scheme 
was swung to the southward of the Arkansas River; westward to the 
vicinity of McAlester, Okla., and thence westward to Arbuckle Moun
tain, Table Mountain, and Purcell, triangulation stations of the 
ninety-eighth meridian. The dis~ce measured through the axis of 
the scheme is about 295 miles. In the east.em. half "Of the scheme the 
country is very rough, the stations are on the high ridges and moun~ 
tains, and with few exceptions the points can be reached only with 
pack animals. The country is heavily timbered in this part of the 
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scheme, but on the tops of the ridges and peaks the timber is small 
and of no value, so that the lines can be readily cleared and only 
Eitands for the instrument are required. 

On the western hnlf of the scheme nearly all of the stations can 
be reached by wagon, and the hills and ridges are flat and covered 
with timber, so that signals are necessary to overcome obstructions. 
In all there are 43 primary stations in the mnin scheme, including 
the base-net stations nnd 2 Laplace stations. Signals ranging from 
30 to 60 feet in height are required at 17 stations nnd stands for the 
instrument at 26 stations. The average height of the signals was 
42 feet. 

During- the progress of the work provision was. made for two Lap
lace stations and one base line. Connections were provided for with 
3 leveling bench marks and 4 posts marking the boundary between 
Arkansas and Oklahoma, and also with several triangulation stations 
of the United States Geological Survey. 

In March work was begun on the erection of signals for the tri
angulation between l\fomphis, Tenn.! n·nd Huntsville, Ala., beginning 
at Memphis and working eastward. By June 30 signals had been 
built at 25 primarv stations uncl at 4 secondary stations, all of which 
were marked with' station and reference marks. · 

Tripods nnd scaffolds were built at till stations, the average height 
of the tripod head being 62 feet above the station mark. In addi
tion to this a 20-foot i:mperstrncture was built on each of the signals, 
making the average height of the light stand 82 feet .. 

On May 8 and 9 the chief of the signal-building party aided in the 
measurement of the Capleville base line. 

:IIONTANA. 

[JOIIN H. Pt:TEBS.] 

SUMMARY OF nEsur,Ts.-Len~llng-: 1!l0 permunent benc!J mnrks estnbl!shed, 
554.5 miles of levels run. 

On July 7 work was begun for extending the line of precise levels 
from the bench marks established at Butte, Mont., northward along 
the Great Northern Railway to Shelby, Mont., and thence eastwnrd 
along the Great Northern Railway toward Crookston, Minn. 

In order to check the elevations of the bench marks at Butte the 
line of levels was ext'ended to the southward of Butte for a distance 
of 7 miles, touching upon 8 bench marks of the existing level net. 

Going northward from Butte the line follows the Great Northern 
Railway through the cities of Helena and Great Falls to Shelby, and 
thence eastward a distance of 18 miles to the small town of Devon, 
Hill County, Mont., at which point the season's work ended. 

In accordance with supplemental instructions a line was run from 
the main line at Shelby wesbyard a distance of 2~ miles to Virden, 
Mont., and thence northward along the Canadian Division of the 
Great Northern Railway to the United States and Canada bound11ry 
at Sweetgrass, Mont. (Coutts, Canada), at which point a connection 
was made with bench marks of the United States and Canada 
Boundary Survey and with bench marks of the United States Geo
logical Survey. 

64307°-14--4 
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. At frequent intervals during the progress of the work connect.ion 
wa~ made with be~ch _marks established by oth~r S1;Jrveys, incl1;Jding, 
besides the orgamzations named, the M1ssoun River Commission, 
the United States Reclamation Service, and the Great Northern 
Railway. Whenever a line of levels of another survey was inter
sected, special effort was made to secure a connection with at least 
two bench marks of that line. In all 114 permanent bench marks 
were established and 336 miles of progress was made. 

In the latter part of March work was begun on the extension of 
a line of precise levels from Butte, Mont., to Pasco, Wash., via 
Spokane, vVash., with spur to the Canadian boundary from Sand 
Point, Idaho. Work was begun at Missoula, Mont., from which 
point the line was extended 84 miles westward along the branch of 
the Northern Pacific Ha1lwav. whi~h follows the Clark Fork Rfrer. 
The line was then extended 'southeastward to Silver Bow, Mont., 
where connection was made with bench marks of the adjusted level 
net. The party was then moved back to the westward of Missoula, 
where it bei;an working toward Spokane, Wash. One motor and one 
band velocipede car were used for transportation in the work of the 
two seasons, and the rate of progress made averaged 72.5 miles per 
month. By June 30 the line had reached Plains, Mont., a distance of 
218.5 miles from Silver Bow. 

l\IINNESOTA AND NORTH DAKOTA. 

[C. M. CADE, July 1 to Se11t. !) ; GEORGE D. CowrE, Sept. 10 to NO\·. 10, 1913, and 
!\lay 1 to June 30, 1914.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTs.-Levellng: 505 miles of line completed, 250 bench 
marks establlshed. 

On July 1 a party was organized at Crookstown, Minn., to carry 
the line of precise leveling from that place westward along the line of 
the Great Northern Railway toward Butte, Mont. 

Two of the bench marks in the city of Crookstown had apparently 
been disturbed by the settling of the structures on which they were 
placed .. Two others were found of which the elevations were practi
cally unchanged, an4 one of these (City) was taken as the initial 
bench mark fer the lme of levels. · 

With the permission of the Great Northern ·Railway velocipede 
cars were used for the transportation of the party and instruments. 

On September 10 the charge o:f the party was transferred to 
George D. Cowie. 

The line of precise leveling was carried to Berthold, N. Dak., clos
ing on bench marks T4, U4, and V4. Then a branch line was run 
from Minct, N. Dak., to Portal, N. Dak., along the Minnesota, St. 
Paul and Sault Ste. Marie Railroad tracks, and a connection made 
with bench marks whose elevations had been determined by Canadian 
surveyors at the boundary monument west of the Canadian Pacific.. 
Railway station. 

The grades throughout the line were low and the weather during 
the latter part of the season was excellent. 

Permanent bench marks were established along the line of the rail
roads every 2 or 3 miles and on public buildings in towns. The for-
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ward and backward runnings were made on different days and under 
different conditions of weather. 

The bench marks used were Coast and Geodetic Survey bronze 
discs set in buildings or bridge abutments, iron posts with bronze 
caps on top and iron flanges at the bottom, stone and reinforced con
crete posts with bronze discs, and hollow squares cut in masonry 
foundations of water tanks and in the steps or copings of permanent 
buildings. 

Permanent bench marks were set out but not connected by levels 
along the line of the Great Northern Railway west of Berthold as 
far as Manitou, a distance of 45 miles, for use during the next field 
season. 

·work was resumed in May, 1914, at Berthold, N. Duk., and by the 
close of the fiscal year the work had been carried to the vicinity of 
Calais, Mont., a distance of 164 miles. 

Field work closed for the season on November 10. 

ARK,ANSAS, l\IICJIIOAN, MINNESOTA, MISSOURI, AND WISCONSIN. 

[WALLACE M. HILL.] 

STATIONS occuPIF.D.-Arlcansas: Chnrleston, Conway, FayetteYllle, Fort Smith, 
Huntsville, Lonoke, Morrlllton, Ozurk, nnd Purls. Michigan: Athens, Bnttle 
Creek, Cnledonln, .Lowell, Ludington, and Wayland. Minnesota: Bethel, North 
Brunch, Rush City, and Zlmmermun. Missouri: Kunsns City (new station). 
Wisconsin: Balsam Luke, Birchwood, Clintonville, Curnberlnnd, Frederick, 
Hurley, Ingrum, Pnrk· Falls, Rice Luke, Seymour, und Tomuhuwk. 

During the season from July 1 to December 13 new magnetic sta
tions were established and magnetic observations were made at the 
stations named above. 

Old stations were recovered and magnetic observations were made 
at Kalamazoo, Mich., Ladysmith, Wis., and Kansas City, Mo. (old 
station). 

Magnetic observations were made for the investigation of the 
extent of local magnetic disturbances at Green Bay, Albert Storm's 
farm, Black Creek, Appleton, Van Buskirk, Saxon, and Mellen, all in 
'Visconsin. These places were occupied in an attempt to determine 
the approximate area over which an unusual local disturbance was 
:found to affect the magnetic elements, but the stations were not 
marked. · 

Observations were made at the first four places on account of an 
unusual disturbance about Seymour, Wis., and at the last three places 
on account of a similar disturbance at Hurley, 'Vis. Meridian lines 
were established at Wayland, Mich.; Seymour, Birchwood, and 
Balsam Lake, Wis.; and Ozark and Conway, Ark. A meridian line 
at Fort Smith, Ark., was verified. 

The local disturbances at Seymour and Hurley, Wis., are probably 
due to large deposits of magnetic ore. At these places there is much 
uncertainty as to property lines. All surveys are made with the com
pass, and the mag!letic declination is found to differ as much as 1 
degree in 6 or 7 miles. 

In nearly all cases the stations established were marked with stone 
posts approximately 30 by 6 by 6 inches, with bronze marks set in 
the tops. 
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COLORADO, MONTANA, WYOMING, SOUTH DAKOTA, NORTH DAKOTA, ARI
ZONA, NEW MEXICO, AND TEXAS. 

[C. V. HODGSON.) 

SUMMARY OF BESULTs.-Buse llnes: 2 prlnmry, 11,289 meters nnd 6,650 meters 
in length. Triangulation: 25 square miles of aren covered, 4 stations in main 
!<cheme occupied for horizontal measures, 4 stations In main scheme occupied 
for vertical measures, 2 geographic positions dete1,mlned, and 2 elevations deter
mined trlgonometrically. Latitude nnd azimuth work: 37 latitude stations 
occupied, 2 azimuth stations occupied. 

The work of this party during the season from July 15 to October 
15, 1913, consisted in primary base.measure and latitude observations 
along the one hundred and fourth meridian triangulat~on between 
Colorado and the Canadian border. Two bases, the El Paso base and 
the Cheyenne base, were measured with satisfactory results, and 25 
latitude stations and 2 azimuth stations were occupied. 

A motor truck was used for the transportation of the party and 
equipment, resulting in a considerable savmg of time and expense. 

The latitude observations were made with a .zenith telescope, and 
it was :found that with this instrument the observations of 18 pairs 
of stars on a single night were sufficient to insure the required degree 
of accuracy, which was n probable error of +0".10. A portable 
wooden tripod was used as a stand for the instrument. During the 
next season a very much lighter stand, made of aluminum, was used. 

The El Paso base was measured in cooperation with J. S. Bilby, 
who prepared the base, run the levels, and furnished the additional 
men required. The same tapes and method of measurement were 
used as on the Provo base during the previous season. 

The Cheyenne base was also prepared for measurement by Mr. 
Bilby, and the same methods were used in the measurement as on 
the El Paso base. 

The work of observing latitudes was begun after the 1r..easurement 
of the El Paso base, and was continued without interruption during 
the remainder of the season, except for the measurement of the 
Cheyenne base. 

During August, besides the measurement of the Cheyenne base and 
the occupation of 4 triangulation stations, 10 latitude stations were 
occupied, the roads in the region traversed being in better condition 
than those encountered Inter in the season. 

In May observations were begun for the determination of latitude 
nt stations along the Texas-California arc of primary triangulation 
and on the California-Nevada boundary. 

For the transportation of the party and equipment the motor truck 
used during the previous season on the one hundred and :fourth 
meridian between Colorado and the Canadian border was brought 
from Denver, Colo., to the first station to be occupied at Barstow, 
Tex. From this point the work progressed steadily, and by June 30, 
12 latitude stations had been occupied. 

ARIZONA. 

[W. w. MEBBYMON nnd A. F. BEAL.] 

The regular observations of the three magnetic elements were con
tinued during the year at the Coast and Geodetic Survey magnetic 
observatory at Tucson, Ariz., without serious interruption. 
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The instruments are in good adjustment and satisfactory records 
have been obtained. 

The scale value and absolute observations have been made at the 
usual times. 

The magnetograph has been kept in continuous operation, record
ing changes in decimation, horizontal intensity, and vertical intensity. 

Chronometer corrections were obtained at regular intervals and 
time was also obtained from observations of solar transits. 

The Bosch-Omori seismograph was kept in practically continuous 
operation. Twenty-four earthquake shocks were recorded. 

The usual meteorological observations were continued and the re
sults transmitted to the Weather Bureau. 

p ACIFJC COAST. 

WASHINGTON. 

[F. H. HARDY, Commnnding Steumer Gedney.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.-Trlnngulntlon: 31 squnre miles of nren covered, 8 
slgnnl poles erected, 7 stations occupied for horizontal mensures, 9 geographic 
positions determined. Topogrnphy: G square miles of area surveyed, 1G mlles 
of genernl const line surveyed, 3 miles of shore line of rivers surveyed, 2 mlles 
of shore line of creeks surveyed, 2 topogrnphfc sheets finished. Hydrogrnphy: 5 
squnre miles of uren covered, 177.G miles run while sounding, 4,186 angles meas
ured, 9,208. soundings made, 2 tide stations estubllsbed, 1 hydrographic sheet 
finished. 

Between January and March a revision was made of the hy
drography and topography of the water front at Bellingham, Wash., 
extendmg from !l little east of the cement company's wharf to the 
bell buoy. The hydrography was carried out to the 30-foot curve. 
The improvements on Eliza Island were shown on a separate topo
graphic sheet. 

Triangulation stations Francis, John 2, Chuckanut, Sandstone, 
Hodge, Gnarl, Eliza, tfhree Rocks, Spring, and Lummi South were 
recovered and re-marked. 

Stations White, Samish, Inianti, Rain, Fairhaven, Dump, Sehome, 
Eldridge, Crib, and Town were searched for but not found. 

Stations Chuckanut, Francis, and John 2 were occupied and Town 
2 and Beach were established and determined and a number of con
spicuous objects were determined in position. 

A search was made for a reported rock off the west coast of Cyprus 
Island in the vicinity of Strawberry Island, and the report proved 
to be erroneous. . 

In this vicinity triangulation stations Obstruction Pass, North 
Blakely, South Blakely, 1tnd North .Turnes were recovered and re
marked. The tid1tl bench mark in Obstruction Pass was recovered 
nnd re-marked and a new one established. 

Tidal observations were made at Bellingham from February 6 
to March 23. 

[G. T. RUDE.] 

SUMMARY oF BESULTs.-Trfangulntlon: 27 square miles of aren covered, 10 
signal poles erected, 10 stations occupied for horizontal measures, 54 geographic 
positions determined, 9 old stntlons re-marked, 10 new stntlons marked, 47 ref
erence marks established. 

A search :for old triangulation stations on Lake Washington was 
begun February 18. 
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A number of the old stations were found and re-marked and new 
stations were established where necessary. 

On March 24 a reconnoissance was made of Union Bay in order to 
connect with a monument of the Army Engineers at the east end of 
the Lake Washin~ton Canal, then in course of construction. Sta
tion Monument of the Engineers, near the shore, was :found and con
nected with the triangulation scheme of the Survey, and two disc 

. reference marks were established. 
Observation of angles was begun March 9 and continued until 

March 28. 
All stations were marked with Coast and Geodetic Survey disc tri

angulation marks set in concrete posts weighing from 250 to 400 
pounds each. Three reference marks were established near and con
nected with each station. 

Old stations Cot, Brush, Bay, Groat, Ash, High, Ruin, Pick and 
Dry were recovered and re-marked. New stations Clear 2, t{ane, 
Lake, Sand 2, Brick 2, and Golf 2 were established and marked. 
Stations Clear 2, Lane, Kane, Cot Sand 2, Brick 2, Brush, Golf 2, 
Bay, and Monument were occupied with a theodolite :for horizontal 
angles. Forty-three intersection stations were located. 

Owing to the high stage of water on the lake many of the stations 
were under water, makinu the work of re-marking difficult and in 
some cases impossible. ''1'hen water is let into Lake Union through 
the new canal the water level in Lake "\Vashington will be lo>vered 
7 feet. This will materially change the shore li?e and make neces
sary a new survey of the water front. The stations under water at 
the time of this survey may then be readily found and re-marked. 

[E. H. PAGENHART.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTs.-Reconnoissance: Length of scheme 60 miles, 2,100 
square miles of area covered, 18 lines of lnter\·lsibillty determined, 13 points 
selected for scheme. Triangulation: 600 square mlles of ureu covered, 2 
signal poles erected, 10 observing tripods and scaffolds bullt with heights from 
60 to 215 feet, 6 stations ln main scheme occupied for horizontal measures, 6 
stations occupied for vertical measures, 29 geographic positions determined, 29 
elevations determined trigonometrlcully. 

At the beginning of the fiscal year a party was in the field en
~aged in reconnoissance, si~nal building, and occupation of stations 
m the secondary triangulation between Grays Harbor and the Strait 
of Fuca. 

In this work it was regarded as desirable to establish stations at 
intervals of not greater than 10 miles, and for the reason that the 
method 0£ clearing lines between stations in a heavily wooded country 
would permit determination of only a comparatively small number 
of points the plan was adopted of building above the trees so as to 
obtain an unobstructed view of the horizon, by which means a large 
.number of intersection stations can be obtained with the degree of 
accuracy required in secondary work. 

Construct10n work in such a country is expensive, but not as much 
so as the observation of angles, and the latter therefore should be 
done at the most favorable season, which is between the middle 0£ 
.Tuly and the middle of September. 

In the reconnoissance, which was made between May 29 and Sep
tember 20, stations were selected which would control 'the imp~rtant 
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topographic features and also furnish a scheme having lines which 
may be observed without difficulty under ordinary conditions of 

· weather. Considerable work was done in cutting trails to aid the 
construction party in reaching the stations. The construction work 
was done between June 5 and October 3 by a party consisting 
of a foreman and 5 men. Six stations were prepared wltich re
quired but little work, and 15 at which building or cutting, or 
both, were necessary. Six miles of trail were constructed for ·pack 
animals and 9 miles of other trail. At station Sooes suitable small 
trees were found for a separate instrument stand and ·observing plat
form. At Ozette a large forked tree was sawed off about 60 feet 
from the ground and the instrument mounted in the same tree as the 
platform with satisfactory results. At Ellis the tops of two trees 
were brought within 10 feet of each other and a platform and stand 
built between them about 120 feet from the ground. At Lapush a 
platform and stand were built in three trees 187 feet above ground. 
At Moclips, an intersection station, a large spruce was cut off 215 
feet above ground and a crow's nest built in the top. The highest 
point of Mount Olympus was marked and a cairn erected over the 
point to be used as an intersection station. 

At two stations, Hoh and Taholah, a new type of signal was built. 
The tallest tree was selected for the stand; two other trees were felled 
against it as bra<!es, and the stand and platform, in one, built upon it. 

Construction work was completed except in a few instances, where 
slight changes in the scheme may be found necessary. 

The observing pnrty consisted of 4 persons-the observer, a re
corder, a packer, and a lightkeeper. No heliotropes were used and 
all of the observations were made on lamps and signals. A 7-inch 
Berger theodolite fitted with lighting device was used in this work, 
as it could be easily packed over the trails and with it vertical angles 
could be measured, doing away with the extra instrument for verti
cals required with a direction instrument. 

The four stations Arch Rock, Vancouver, Ozette, and Carroll, all 
reached by water, were first occupied, and afterwards station Sooes 
and Ellis. Further observations were prevented by unfavorable 
weather. The two quadrilaterals at the north end of the scheme 
were completed. The work of the season closed on November 30. 

WASHINGTON, OREGON, AND CALIFORNIA. 

[II. A. SERAN.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTs.-Reconnolssnnce: Length of scheme 64 statute miles, 
600 square miles of area covered. Trlnngulntlon: 1,785 squnre miles of nren 
covered, 17 Signals erected, 20 stntfons In mnln scheme occupied for horizontal 
mensures, 16 stations occupied for vertical measures, 43 geographic positions 
determined, and 41 ~levutions determined trlgonometrlcnlly. 

Under instructions issued June 23 work was begun on the extension 
of the secondary triangulation in southwestern Oregon to the south
ward from the vicinity of Gold Beach to connect with the coast ter
tiary triangulation at a point between Sister Rock and Reddings 
Rock off the coast of California. 

Work was begun at a point slightly to the eastward of Gold Beach 
in the latter part of July. · 
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After a preliminary reconnoissance made between July 29 and 
August 4, during which 2 stations of the triangulation of 1907 were 
recovered, a construction party was put at work clearing lines of 
sight, building trails, and erecting signals, while the chief of party 
continued the reconnoissance to the southward. The type of signal 
selected was a four-sided pyramid about 18 feet in height and from 
6 to 8 feet in width at the bottom. 

Fog and bad weather interfered with the progress of reconnois
sance, but by September 1 stations were selected as far south as the 
Klamath River, Cal., and the work of observing angles was then 
begun in the vicinity of Gold Beach, Oreg., the construction party 
continuing to the southward. After the construction party had com
pleted the programme originally laid out a search was made for the 
old stations of the tertiary triangulation along the coast near the 
mouth of the Klamath River, and 3 stations of this work were re
covered. 

The observation of angles was continued until November 26, when 
the work was closed on account of bad weather, the last station occu
pied being Red Mountain, about 4,000 feet in height. 

In all 11 stations in the main scheme were occupied for observations 
of horizontal and vertical angles. . 

On April 28 work was resumed on the extension southward of the 
secondary triangulntion from southwestern Oregon southward to 
connect with the tertiary triangulation along the California coast at 
some point between Sister Rock and Reddin()' Rock, Cal. 

Between April 28 and May 4 a portion of the party was engaged 
in a search for the old triangulation stations along the coast, estab
lished about 40 years previously. In the interval so many changes 
had taken place that the old descriptions of these stations were ren
dered practically useless. The instructions called for a connection 
with three of the old stations, and this "·as made with the stations 
High Bluff, Flint Rock, and Flint Ridge. High Bluff and Flint 
Rock had been recovered at the close of the 1913 season. These sta
tions were re-marked with standard disc trianl!>:ulation stations marks 
and reference points were established and similarly marked. An un
successful search was made ·for station Klamath South. Between 
May 7 and June 14 observations were made at stations Klamath 
South 2, Mound, High Bluff, Flint Rock, Flint Ridge, Red Moun
tain, Rattle, Child, and Gordon Mountain. Red Mountain, .Child, 
and Gordon Mountain had been occu:pied in 1913, but were reoccu
pied in order to establish a central pomt in the triangle from which 
the work was afterwards ext{'lnded and connected with the coast 
triangulation. 

At the end of June the party had completed the connection with 
the coast triangulation in northern California and had been moved 
to Clallam Bay, Wash., to take U:(> the work needed to complete the 
triangulation in the Olympiq Penmsula, begun in 1913 by the party 
of E. H. · Pagenhart. 
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OREGON. 

(E. B. LATHAM.] 

SUMMARY oF RESULTs.-Triangulutlon: 73 square miles of area covered, 150 
signal poles erected, 120 stations In main scheme occupied for horizontal 
measures, 12 stations In supplementul schemes occupied for horizontal measures, 
271 geographic positions determined. 'l'ovogruphy: HI geographic positions of 
light stations determined tOPogmphlcully. 

The work of determining the geographic positions of aids to navi
gation and prominent objects along the Columbia River was in prog
ress at the beginning of the fiscal_year. In this work the triangula
tion stations established by the United States Engineers were used 
wherever J?racticable. 

The positions of light stations between Puget and Walker Islands 
were determined by sextant angles and tape measurements plotted on 
photographs of the original sheets. On this stretch of the river con
ditions during the high-water stage were unfavorable to the carrying 
forward of a triangulation with stations on the banks of the river 
which would see the light stations. 

From '\Talker Island Light Station to Swan Bar (up:per) Light 
Station, in the city limits of Portland, Oreg., all light stations except 
Coffin Lig'ht were determined by triangulation. 

The triangulation from the base .Mount Coffin, Rinearson, Hunt
ington (recovered Coast and Geodetic Survey stations), extends 
down the river to 'Vo.Iker Island Light Station and to the United 
States Engineer's line Quarry-Slaughter. 

From the line Slaughter-Quarry (United States Engineers and 
Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1913) the triangulation is completed to 
the line H262-H232 (United States Engineers) through a system of 
single triangles. 

Overlapping this work is the Coast and Geodetic Survey triangu
lation from recovered base Carr-Drays Mound, extending down the 
river to Cowlitz River Light Station. The triangulation from· the 
base Carr-Drays Mound joins the United States Engineers trian~u
lntion on the line HlO and H222 • From this line the triangulation 
consists of the observations of the Unit~d States Engineers combined 
with those by the Coast and Geodetic Surve:y party, and with a con
nection at Martins Bluff (Coast and Geodetic 1878-1913) extends to 
the recovered C<:>nst and Geodetic Survey base Gatton-Howell. 

From the United States Engineers station 42 at the junction of 
the Columbia and 'Villamette Rivers to United States Engineers 
station 392 above the Northern Pacific bridge there is computed a 
system of single triangles observed by the United States Engineers 
a'lone. From the base Caples (Coast and Geodetic Survey, 1883) 
to Scott (Coast and Geodetic Survey 1881-1883), there is a triangu
lation of United States Engineers and Coast and Geodetic Survey 
observations combined which extends to the line P 44. 

The triangulation of 1913 combined with that by the United States 
Engineers consists of well-determined points near the river bank 
from Portland to the Columbia River entrance, except between 
Walker Island and Cathlamet, a distance of about 17 miles .. 
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In the progress of the work numerous directions were observed 
on wharves, tangents to shore line and other artificial and natural 
features useful for a topographic revision, and notes were made of 
changes for use in correcting the charts and sailing directions. 

OREGON AND CALIFORNIA. 

[J. W. MAUPIN.] 

SUMMARY OF REBULTs.-Reconnolssnnce: Length of scheme 15 statute miles, 
8 square miles of area covered, 148 llnes of lntervlsibllity determined, 58 points 
&elected for scheme. Triangulation: 4 signal poles erected, 92 old stations re
covered, 86 old stations re-marked. Topography: 110 square miles of urea re
,.lsed, 64 miles of general coast line revised, 20 miles of creeks revised, 50 miles 
of roads surveyed. 

Between January 21 and May 31 chart-revision work on the south 
coast of California was carried from the south side of Newport 
Bay to the town of La Jolla, a distance of 6.4 miles with a width of 
from 1 to 3 miles. This area was thoroughly gone over with special 
attention to the seaward slope, an.d all changes affecting the charts 
were noted. The positions of a number of permanent objects were 
determined. The old triangulation stations were permanently re
marked with standard station and reference marks set in concrete 
piers. 

On June 8 work was begun on a resurvey of Yaquina Bay, Ore~. 
The work done before the close of the year was confined to recon
noissance, cutting lines of sight, signal buildin~, and station mark
ing. The stations, except 3, were marked with standard station 
marks set in concrete piers. 

CALIFORNIA. 

(FREMONT l\IORSE,) 

SUMMARY OF BESULTs.-Reconnoissance: 9.9 square mlles of area covered, 42 
lines of intervislblllty determined, 16 points selected for scheme. Triangulation: 
9.9 square mlles of area covered, 2 signal poles erected, 5 stations occupied for 
horizontal measures, 14 geographic positions determined. Hydrogruphy: 4 
squnre miles of area sounded, 90.3 miles run while sounding, 1,588 angles meas· 
ured, 3,534 ·soundings made, 3 tide stations established, 3 hydrographlc sheets 
finished. 

On April 12 work was begun on a hydrographic survey at the 
mouth of Mare Island Straits and in Suisun Bay to develop changes 
r?ported to. ha':e taken place and ,to indicate the proper position for 
mds to navigation. 
· 'Vork was begun at the mouth of Mare Island Straits; signals were 

erected and a tide station was established on the Magazine Wharf at 
Mare Island and referred to the old Bradford bench mark. Two old 
triangulation stations were recovered and occupied with th~ plane 
table for the purpose of cutting in the hydrographic signals. These 
together with a few hydrographic points that could be occupied 
were sufficient for the location of all points used. The survey at the 
mouth of Mare Island Strait served to outline the edge of the flats 
and the channel and indicate the proper location for the entrance 
buoy. 
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On March 22 the party moved from Vallejo to Pittsburgh to take 
up the work on sheet No. 2. Five triangulation points were recovered 
by means of which the necessary signals were located. Sounding 
was begun March 28 and completed March 31. The location of tule 
islets on the middle ground near Middle Point, the running of the 
tule line around Cham Island, along the shor1J of Van Sickle and 
Chipps Islands and at th~ entrance to New York Sl~ugh, and the 
location of new wharves m New York Slough occupied the party 
until April 3 .. 

On April 4 the party moved to Benicia to take up the work on sheet 
No. 3. From two triangulation stations recovered near the western 
end of this sheet a triangulation was carried to the east end of Roe 
Island, including nearly all the hydrographic signals used on the 
sheet. Sounding was begun on ·April 11 and completed on April 15. 
On April 16 and 17 the positions of the new wharves within the 
limits of the sheet were determined and the triangulation observa
tions were made. Work was closed on April 17. 

[F. WESTDAHL.] 

An officer of the Survey has continued on duty us inspector for the 
coast of California and m charge of the suboffice of the Survey at 
San Francisco. 

The office work includes the collection of data relating to the 
charts of the Pacific coast, reported dangers, changes in aids to navi
gation, and :furnishing information to the public concerning the work 
of the Survey. 

Atte;ntion is also given to forwarding instruments and supplies 
sent :from the office at Washington, the transportation o:f officers trav
eling to or from the Pacific coast points or the Philippine Islands, 
directing the work of the tide observer at Sausalito, carrying on the 
necessary official correspondence, and various other duties. 

ALASKA. 

[GILBERT T. RUDE, Commanding Steamer Taku.] 

SUMMARY OF BESULTs.-Bnse lines: 1 base line measured. Triangulation: 261 
square miles of area covered, 76 signal poles erected, 50 stations occupied for 
horizontal measures, 132 geogrnphlc positions determined. Magnetic work : 8 
land stations occupied for observations of magnetic declination. Topogrnpby: 
72 square miles of nren surveyed, 66.7 miles of general coast line surveyed, 6 
topographic sheets finished. Hydrogt'llphy: 40 square miles of area covered, 
273 miles run while sounding, 1,454 angles measured, 2,324 soundings made, 3 
tide stations establlsh~d, 8 hydrographlc sheets finished. 

At the beginning o:f the fiscal year the party on the steamer Talcu 
was at work in Prince William Sound and had just begun the survey 
of the east arm of Simpson Bay. The topography and hydrography 

. in this locality were completed by July 15. In the meanwhile a sub
party was engaged in extending the triangulation up Sheep Bay 
from the work of H.P. Ritter in Orea Bay. 

Work was then taken up in Sheep Bay, with an advance party 
extending the triangulation up Port Gravina :from Orea Bay. A 
tide staff was erected in Comfort Cove and a datum plane estab
lished. The erection of signals and topography of Sheep Bay were 
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begun on July 23 and the hydrography on July 1. Work was sus
pended in tl11s locality on August 6 for the purpose of making a 
survey of the hydrography and topography at the head of Passage 
Canal. A subparty was left to continue the triangulation of Port 
Gravina. 

A tide staff was erected in the &mall bay on the south side of Pas
sage Canal about 6 miles :from its head, and obsenations for the 
establishment of a datum plane were at once begun. Signal building 
was begun August 11 and completed on August 13. A preliminary 
measurement of a base was made with a 50-meter tape across the 
gravel flats at the head of the canal for topographic use. A scheme 
for future triangulation was laid out and the stations marked. These 
stations were then located, together with intermediate points for 
hydrographic use, by plane table triangulation. 

The hydrography and topography were begun August 15. The 
topography was completed, with the exception of the contouring, 
o!1 August 19 and the hydrography on August 18. The contouring 
was completed· on August 22. 

Further instructions being received to carry the topographic work 
:from the head of the canal, at least to the crest of the divide, in the 
direction of Turnagain Arm, the topographic survey of the valley 
was begun on September 4. 

The topographic work was done on two sheets, one extending :from 
station South Base at high water mark on the gravel flats at the 
head of the glacier, over the glacier and across the divide to the 
gravel flats between the west end of Portage Glacier and Turnagain 
Arm, including Tunnel and Turnagain shoulders, and the other, in
cluding the peaks to the southward, forming the large basin in which 
Portage Glacier lies. 

A traverse line was run up the valley for the control of the topo
graphic work. 

It was impossible at that season of the year to get entirely across 
the glacier and down to the gravel.flats on the Turnagain Arm side 
on account of deep crevasses, some of which were probably over 200 

· feet in depth and from 20 to 50 feet in width. The last half mile 
of the traverse was particularly difficult. One afternoon was con
sumed making this half mile and back to the smoother part of the 
glacier. This time was spent in cutting ice steps and in searching 
for snow bridges on which to cross the crevasses. The snow bridges 
were very unstable and dangerous. 

A good view wns had of the flats between Tunnel and Turnagain 
shoulders and of the main flats toward Turnagain Arm. Two light
colored rocks, one on each side of these flats, were determined in loca
tion and elevation by intersections from stations on the glacier, as 
were also a number of points on the slope. of Turnagain shoulder. 
Tangent cuts were also taken to each side of the valley toward Turn
again Arm and the 200-foot contour sketched showing the approxi
mate limits of the gravel flats. Numerous elevations were determined 
on the slope of Tunnel shoulder. It was impracticable to get any 
cuts on the west slope of this hill or to get rnto a position on the 
glacier where a good view of it could be had. The contours of this 
part of the hill were sketched on the sheet in broken lines. 

Tunnel shoulder on its east side is composed of sandstone and 
shale. This formation continues through Taku Pass. The approxi-
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mate location and elevations of possible tunnel openings were indi
cated on a topographic sheet which shows all the possibilities of a 
tunnel location and descent to tide water in both directions. 

The gravel flats at the head of Passage Canal are of sufficient size, 
about one-half mile square, to furnish room for a railroad terminal. 

The hydrographic sheet of the head of the canal shows the possible 
locations for a dock paralleling the shore line of the south side near 
the head of the passage and along the delta of Whittier Glacier. 
The gravel flats forming this delta are of sufficient extent for the 
location of coal bunkers and tracks. None of the glaciers discharge 
ice into Passage Canal. 

The hydro#ruphic survey was carried 5 miles down the passage 
from its heact on a scale of 1 : 10,000. 

The main part of the canal is too deep for anchorage, ranging from 
100 to 200 fathoms. An anchorage of limited area, about three-quar
ters by one-quarter mile, was found and developed on the south shore 
about 3 miles from the head of Passage Canal, .with depths ranging 
from 10 to 20 fathoms sticky bottom. The head of the canal is land
locked and no swell enters from outside. 

After the completion of the survey of Pas?age Canal on September 
9 a detached suney was made of Chamberlain Bay and Jackson Cove 
on the south shore of Glacier Island. The sign'al building and to
pography were begun on September 11, a tide staff erected, and con
tinuous readings for datum plane begun. The hydrographic work 
was begun on September 12 and completed on SeJ?tember lG, and the 
topography was completed on the same date. Tl11s is a detached sur
vey on a scale of 1: 10,000. Good anchorage for small crnft muy be 
had in 5 fathoms, mud bottom, near the head of Jackson Cove. In 
heavy easterly weather considerable swell rolls in toward the cove, 
but is broken by the narrow entrnnce and does not enter. This en
trance is very narrow but has sufficient water for any small boats or 
launches which would attempt to pass into such a confined channel. 
Anchorage for larger craft may be had in 14 and 15 fathoms, mud 
bottom, at the head of Chambe1:lain Bay. 

'Vork was resumed in Sheep Bay on September 23 and continue<l 
until September 28. After preparing the steamer Ta.lcu and boats 
for the winter the party proceeded to Seatile arriving there Octo
ber 14. 

On November 22 the magnetic station at the University of Wash
ington, at Seattle, was occupied with declinometer No. 733 for deter
mination of vernier correct10n. During the season five stations were 
occupied with declinometer for variation, and the ship was swung 
0nce for deviation. 

In the latter part of March the 'vork of preparing the steamer 
T alcu for use during the season of 1914 was begun. The party 
r.rrived at Cordova, Alaska, on April 12. Repairs to the steamer 
were completed May 12, und field work was begun on Passage Canul 
on May 16. Signal building for the triangulation to join the survey 
of 1912 with that of 1913 was completed .Jnnt> fi, when the observa
tion of angles was begun and continued until June 19. 

A base line was measured at the head of Passage Canal on June 8 
and 9. The topography and hydrography were begun June 20 and 
23, respectively, and were in progress at the close of the fiscal year. 
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[R. S. PATTON, Commanding Steamer E:cplorer.] 

SUMMARY OF RESUC.Ts.-T1lnngulntlon: 192.5 squnre miles of are!\ covered, 
89 signal poles erected, 1 observing station and scatTold bullt, 12 feet In height, 
38 stations In main scheme occupied for horizontal meusures, 45 geogruphic 
positions determined. Leveling: 11 permanent bench mnrks established, 1 mlle 
of levels run. Latitude, longitude, and azimuth: 1 latitude stntlc>n occupied, 
1 longitude station (chronometric) occupied. Magnetic work: 2 land stations 
and 2 stations at sea occu.pled for magnetic obserYatlons, ship swung ut 2 
stations at sea. 'l'opogruphy: 45 square mlles of area suneyed, 83.5 mlles of 
general coast llne surveyed, 4 topographic sheets finished. Hydrogruphy: 735 
square mlles of area covered, 1,737.1 mlles run whlle sounding, 6,433 positions 
determined, 22,708 soundings, 6 tide stutlons established, 16 current stations 
occupied, 8 hydrographlc sheets finished. 

During the season of 1913 the steamers Explorer and Yukon worked 
in conjunction on the survey of the approaches to the Kuskokwim 
River. 

To give a connected account of the work done it is necessary to 
review briefly the progress made in the two preceding years. 

In 1911 a party on the steamer Explorer measured a base at Good
news Bay, and from this base extended the triangulation about 5 
miles to the southward and 10 miles to the northward. Hydrography 
and topography were executed at the entrance to Goodnews Bay. 

In 1912 the Explorer extended this work to the southward and 
determined points by triangulation along the shore between Good
news Bay and Cape Newenham to control the intermediate topog
raphy, and as hydrographic signals for offshore work. One hydro
graphic sheet was partly completed, extending from Cape Newenham 
northward to the latitude of Goodnews Bay and from the shore west
ward to about longitude 162 degrees 25 m,inutes. The topography 
was completed between Goodnews Bay and Cape Newenham. 

In 1913 parties on the Explorer and Yulcon extended the survey 
to the westward and northward. The triangulation was carried from 
Goodnews Bay to Quinhagamut, a distance of 40 miles. By this 
means numerous mountain peaks were accurately determined for use 
in the hydrography. · · 

The shore line was surveyed between Cape Newenham and Cape 
Peirce and from Goodnews Bay northward to Quinhagamut. 

Hydrography was executed from Cape Newenham northward to 
latitude 59 degrees 32 minutes and from the shore westward to 
longitude 162 degrees 50 minutes. 

This hydrography requires some detail work in places to give 
further development of ·shoal areas but is sufficiently close to give 
accurate information of the prevailing depths. 

Astronomic observations were made to determine the latitude and 
longitude of a station in the triangulation with sufficient accuracy for 
purposes of navigation. The weather conditions were more favorable 
than in the preceding season and about three times as much work 
was accomplished. No time was lost that might be devoted to 
hydrography. The largest day's work was 140.5 miles. · 

The general plan adopted in the hydrogrnphy was for the Explore?' 
to complete the survey of the area included in the 1912 sheet and then 
carry the work to the westward and northward, while the Yukon 
worked in the region abreast Carter Spit, confining her work to the 
area of alternating channels and shoals to the westward of Carter 
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Spit (known locally as the Crossover) and determining only the 
limits of the extensive shoal areas bordering the shores. 

The instructions for the season directed that the hydrography of 
the channel from Cape Newenham to Carter beacon should be com
pleted, and the best water developed across to the main channel of 
the river and of the main channel to the sea. This part of the 
instructions has been carried out, but it remains to be determined 
which of the channels traced out are the ones which lead into the 
river. On two occasions during the seasons efforts were made to 
trace into the river what seemed to be the most. promising che,nnel, 
but neither attempt was successful. On the first the party on the 
steamer Yukon made a reconnoissance as far as Eek Island. The 
results of this trip are as follows: A line of soundings in the Ware
house Channel from a point a little north of Quinhagamut to a posi
tion about 4 miles north of ·warehouse Bluffs and a fairly good 
determination of these bluffs which form the best landmark on the 
]ower river. Tide and current observations were made at A:pigak, 
and a general idea obt:iined of the conditions to be met with m the 
continuation of a survey of the river. 

On September 9 a second attempt was made to trace a channel into 
the river by a party with the steamer Yukon. Good water was found 
to a point abreast Quinhagamut, but was finally lost just above that 
point. 

For the season beginning April 27 the following program of work 
was laid out for the Ewplorer: 

To locate the canneries and wharves at Hooniah and Idaho Inlet, 
and of the submerged rock reported off the eastern entrance of South 
Inian Pass; to make a complete survey of Excursion Inlet and Icy 
Passage; and to make a hydrographic survey of Glacier Bay up to 
the foot of Muir Glacier. 

The work was taken up in the order named, but in the meanwhile 
the Alaska railroad bill was passed by Congress, the Alaskan En
gineering Commission had been organized and had started for the 
head of Cook Inlet to make location surveys preliminary to the final 
designation of a route by the President. Under these circumstances 
it became necessary for this service to carry its surveys to the head 
of Knik Arm, and in the latter part of May orders were issued to the 
Ewplorer to suspend the work originally undertaken and to proceed 
to Cook Inlet for this work. Accordingly, on the completion of the 
surveys in Excursion Inlet and Icy Passage the Ewplorer proceeded 
to Cook Inlet, arriving on June 6 at Ship Creek, where work was in 
progress at the close of the fiscal year. 

[F. H. HARDY, Commanding Steamer Yiilcon.] 

SUMMARY OF BESULTs.-Trlnngulatlon: 82 square miles of nrea covered, 8 
signal poles erected, 1 observing tripod and scnl'l.'old built ( 42 feet in height), 
3 stations in main scheme and in station in supplemental scheme occupied for 
horizontal ruensures, 4 geographic positions determined. Topography: 75 square 
miles of nren sur,·eyed, 43.5 miles of general coast line suneyed, 2 miles of 
rivers suneyed, 1 topogrnphlc sheet finished. Hydrography: 240 squnre miles 
of area covered, 884.55 miles run while sounding, 2,286 positions 'determined, 
12,060 soundings made, 1 tide station established, 1 current station occupied, l 
hydrographic sheet finished. 

The party on the steamer Yukon was organized at Seldovia in the 
latter part of April to continue, in cooperation with the party on 
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board the steamer Emplorer, the survey of the approaches to the 
Kuskokwim River. On May 8 a rock was located at the entrance to 
English Bay, Port Graham. 

On May 9, necessary repairs to the vessel having been completed, 
the Yulwn proceeded to Port Graham where the launch Alpha was 

.caulked and painted preparatory to shipment to Goodnews Bay. The 
Yukon arrived at Kodiak on May 11. 

On May 21 the new cannery in Anchorage Bay was located on the 
chart. On the run from Chignik the courses and distances were 
recorded, a rough sketch was made of the shore, and various land
marks were noted. On May 29 the Yukon anchored off Morzhovoi 
in Sanotski Straits, but owing to bad weather no field work was 
possible there. 

Passing out of the northern entrance to the straits at high water 
on June 1 and following the channel shown on the chart the shoalest 
water obtained until outside Chunak: Point was 17 feet, when outside 
of this point and about 500 meters from it and 40 meters from the 
beach a sounding of 10 feet was obtained. A tide staf.: and bench 
marks were established in Traders Cove and tide observations begum 
The Yulcon arrived at Goodnews Bay on June 3 ~nd after making 
arrangements for the storage of supplies and puttmg the Alpha in 
commission, a line of soundings was run northward to Carter Spit 
and a short distance into Jack Smith Bay. 

As the important work was the development of the channels, plans 
were made for utilizing all of the available daylight hours in extend
ing the hydrography to the northward from a line west of station 
Head for a distance of about 15 miles offshore. · 

As the topographic sheets of the locality did not include the promi
nent mountain range which extends about 1G miles back from the 
coast cuts were made upon it from the triangulation stations and the 
contours were traced in. 

One 40-foot signal was erected at Carter for the triangulation and 
hydrography. One triangulation figure was completed by the occu
pation of Beluka, Head, and Carter. Another station, Tooth, was 
established and marked but not occupied. The topography from 
.Ta.ck Smith to Quinahagak was completed, and a reconnoissance 
made up the river to Apigak. 

The season's work was closed on August 30, and on August 31 the 
party returned to Goodnews Bay where arrangements were made to 
lay up the Yulcon for the winter. 

[H. R. LUKENS, Commanding Steamer Yukon.] 

The party on the steamer Yukon began work about the middle of 
June on the survey of the approaches and mouth of the Kuskokwim 
River. 

On June 18 the main river channel was found and located from 
&k Island to a junction with the survey of 1913. ·Work was in 
progress at the close of the fiscal year. 
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[J.B. MILLER, Commanding Steamer.Patterson.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTs.-Trlangulutlon: 1,131 square miles of urea covered, 
41 signal poles erected, 27 stntlons occupied for horizontal measures, 9 stations 
occupied for vertical measures, 80 geographic positions determined, 36 eleva
tions determined. l\fagnetlc work: 6 land stations occupied for magnetic ob
servations, 4 compass declinometer stations, 3 swings of ship for magnetic 
deviation, magnetic elements observed at 3 stations ut sea. Topography: 135 
square miles of urea sun·eyed, 176 miles of shore line surveyed, 6 miles of 
rivers, creeks, and ponds, 5 topographic sheets finished. Hydrography: 702 
square miles of urea covered, 3,313 miles run while sounding, 34,256 soundings, 
0,658 positions determined, 3 tide stations established, 7 hydrogrnphlc sheets 
completed, 2,362 miles run with submarine sentry. Physical hydrogrnphy: 13 
current stations occupied, 652 surface temperatures of water taken, 4 deep-sea 
soundings made. 

At the beginning of the fiscal year the party on the steamer 
Patterson was engaged in surveys of the coast of the Alaska Penin
sula while a detached party on land was at work on the Shumagin 
Islands, 120 miles distant, where it remained until October 11. 

During the entire season from June 18 to October 14 the Patterson 
was occupied in a search for the reported Leonard and Anderson 
rocks. The whole time of the vessel was devoted to this examination 
to the exclusion of any other work so far as weather conditions 
permitted. 

The Leonard and Anderson rocks are reported to lie 70 miles east
ward of Unimak Pass, 45 miles off Unimak Island, and 30 miles off 
Sannak Island. The reports place them in 3 localities 17 miles apart 
and near the 100-fathom curve. One reported position falls in a 
depth of 400 fathoms, one in a depth of 60 fathoms, and a third in 
45 fathoms. These positions are well separated from the Sannak 
Reefs, and well outside any indications of foul ground, and the con
tours 0£ the bottom have no connection with the Sannak Reefs. The 
bottom is extremely flat, with very gradual slopes, except outside 
the 100-fathom curve, and generally has only a few fathoms slope 
to the mile. It is composed of black gravel and sand throughout. 
Although rocky bottom has been reported here no positive indica
tions of it have been found, and in places where no sample is brought 
!JP the lead seems to show coarse shingle instead of solid rock. 
There is no lava or pumice. 

It was proposed at the beginning of the season to cover the doubt
ful region with lines of soundiilgs one-sixth mile apart, and soundings 
one-sixth mile apart, making necessary 3,000 miles of lines and 
18,000 soundings. One-quarter of this, or 790 miles and 3,700 sound
ings, was completed, and the area for 3! miles on each side of the 
100-fathom curve was ~one over with the submarine sentry. The 
ship also passed many tunes over the reported positions of the rocks, 
in every sort of weather, cruising, riding to a sea anchor, hove to, or 
riding to a kedge anchor dragging over the bottom. Under all these 
conditions no indication of any rock was found, no breaker was seen, 
and no suspicious shoaling was found. The bottom contours are 
regular in shape and the 100-fathom curve especially so. A special 
effort was made to be in the doubtful region at low water of spring 
tides, and this was done at each new and full moon during the season 
with but few exceptions. At the July and August spring tides es
pecially this was carefully observed. The Bassnett sounding tubes 
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were used with great success in the hyclrography, verified by a verti
cal cast each tenth sounding. Two new style power sounding ma
chines with releasing clutches were used simultaneously, and there 
was no difficulty in securing six soundings per mile in a depth of 35 
to 45 fathoms at full speed. It would have been impossible to make 
satisfactory progress if each sounding had been made a vertical cast, 
at these intervals. All the sounding Jines ·were rigidly located by 
sextant angles and none of them by dead reckoning. It is not possible 
to use the dead-reckoning method successfully here, us the currents 
are strong and variable. For the work "·ith the submarine sentry, 
howe,•er, this method was used, and the outside limits covered were 
located by bearings, Sumner lines, and by the 100-futhom curve, which 
is fixed by the hydrography. · 

The survey of the Shumagin Islands was conducted by a camping 
·party with power launches and boats. Complete surveys were carried 
through Pcpof Straits, and all of Popof Island and one-half ,of 
Unga Island were completed, including Zachary Bay and the four 
important anchorages of Humboldt Hnrbor, Coal Hnrbor, Barnlof 
Bay (also called Squaw Harbor), and Delnrof Bay. This comprises 
the most important part of the Shumagin Islnn<ls, "·here nll the traf
fic passes. The other islands, harbors, and passages are used only 
by cod fishermen. 

Triangulation was done which covered Unga, Popof, Korovin, and 
Andronica Islands, and a part of Nagai, and two stations were estab
lished on the mainland. It was found possible at the close of the sea
son to complete the connecticn with the triangulation of 1911 at 
Dclgoi Island. A base line-one-half mile long and an azimuth had 
been measured at Sand Point at the beginning of the season. The 
length of the triangulation along its axis was about 7D miles. 

The topography covers one-half of Ung11 Island and nll of Popof 
Island and was included on four sheets. Humboldt Hur0or and 
Delnrof Harbor were surveyed on a scale of 1: 10,000 and the remain
der on a scale of 1: 20,000. - The planetable was used, and traverses 
were carefully closed on triangulation points except along one portion 
of the precipitous shores. The contours of the land were sketched. 

The hydrography of this locality was done with a steam launch. 
This work was completed in the waters adjacent to Unga Island from 
the northern point by way of Popof Strait to Sealion Rocks, a dis
tance of 30 nautical miles, and along the shores of Popof Island 
except on the northeast coast. The work was done on five sheets. 
Humboldt Harbor and Delarof Harbor were surveyed on a scale of 
1: 10,000 and the remainder on a scale of 1: 20,000. Important parts 
of harbors and channels, including Zachary Bay and Coal Harbor, 
were covered with sounding lines one-thirty-second to one-sixteenth 
mile apart, and general development of bottom, where no dangers 
were suspected, by lines one-fourth and one-third mile apart. Doubt
ful spots were carefully examined. All local authorities were con
sulted and several rocks were found by this means. Zachary Bay was. 
found much more difficult to enter than had been reported, and also 
the north entrance to Popof Strait. In the south end of Popof Strait 
a dangerons rock was found almost on the vessel track. 

Baralof Bay or Squaw Harbor, on Ung11 Island, was found to be a 
good harbor. 
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Tides were recorded with an automatic gauge at Sand Point 
throughout the season and a series of comparative tide observations 
was made in Zachary Bay. 

Currents were observed from the ship when at anchor in a favor
able position; a good series was obtained in Humboldt Harbor and 
some observations were made in Unga Strait and other positions from 
there, westward to Unimak Island. As is well known there is a con
tinuous current westward along the Alaska Peninsula. This is 
strongest at the beginning of northeasterly or easterly storms and on 
the day before they begin. The tides at such times have but little 
effect on the current. The magnetic observations secured include a 
new station at Sund Point and ship swings for the three clements in 
Popof Strait, Pavlo£ Bay, and off Sannak Island. An unsuccessful 
search was made for local attraction reported between Dolgoi Island 
and the mainland. There are apparently small local attractions of 
2 or 3 degrees at many places along this coast and among the islands, 
and many of the pebbles found along the shore will affect n sensitive 
needle if held near it, but no large attraction was found in the places 
visited. Four ship swings were made on the voyage from Unalaska 
to Honolulu, for variation only. The usual meteorological observa
tions were made for the 'Veather Bureau during the season. 

Before starting for Alaska the ship was fitted with a radio tele
graphic set which was in use throughout the season. The greatest 
distance over which signals were sent was 1,300 nautical miles on the 
Yoynge from Unalaska to Honolulu. 

The survey of the Shumagin Islands was resumed in May. The 
season's work was planned to include a careful survey of the outer 
coasts of Unga and Popof Islands and all of Korovin. 
. The work done by June 30 consists in the location of additional 
intersection stations by triangulation, the beginning of the topo
graphy and hydrography on Nagai Island, and the completion of 
the survey of the two principal harbors on Nagai Island, and of a 
large area off the coast. The above work was done by a detached 

party. · ·· l hi d k · · The party remamm~ on t le s p was enO'age or wor m various 
localities as the conditions pernntted. T~e triangulation was ex
tended northeastward along the mainland coast, and topographic 
and hydrographic reconnoissance was carried along with it. Some 
work was done as far as Kupreanof Harbor and Ivanov Bay. A 
complete line of soundings was run from Cape Newenham to Unimak 
Pass, in Bering Sea, a distance of 305 miles. 

Tides were registered by an automatic gauge in the Shumagin 
Islands. Current observations were made by the ship. at anchor 
whenever the anchorage was open to currents. Magnetic observa
tions were made at sea and five swings of the ship secured. Surface 
temperatures of sea water were taken on the voyage from Honolulu 
to Alaska. 

In June the Patterson conveyed the Yukon party from Unalaska 
to Goodnews Bay and assisted in launching the steamer Yukon, which 
had been hauled out during the winter. 
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[C. G. QUILLIAN, Commanding Steamer McArthur.] 

SUMMARY o~· llESULTS.-Heconnoissance: 189 square miles of area covered, 
29 llnes of Jntervlslblllty determined, 8 points selected for scheme. 'l'riungula
tlon: 555 square miles of area covered, 44 signal poles erected, 38 stations 
occupiecl for horfzontul measures, 10 statlons occupied for vertJcal measures, 
77 geographic positions determined, 50 elevations determined trigonometnl.cally. 
Latitude, longitude, and azimuth work: 2 latitude stations occupied, 1 Iongf
tude station (chronometric) occupied, 2 azimuth stations occupied. l\Ingnetlc 
work: 9 land stations occupied for magnetic declination, ship completely swung 
at 10 sea stations for mngnetlc <lel'latlon. 'l'opogrnphy: J J 1 ~ square miles of 
area surveyed, 109! miles of general coast line of rivers surveyed, 2 miles Of 
shore line of creeks surveyed, 2 miles of Hllore Hue or ponds surveyed, 4 topo
graphic sheets finished. Hydrography: 386± squar3 miles of area covered, 
1,858.4 miles run while souncllng, !),050 positions determined, 30,335 soundings 
made, 4 tide stations establlshed, J2 current stntlons occupied, 5 hydrographic 
sheets finished. 

During the season ending September 25 the party on the steamer 
Jf cArthur completed the followmg work in Cook Inlet: 

The topography of the shore line was completed from the termina
tion of the work by the same vessel in l!Hl southward around Chi
nitna Point, including Dry Bay, Oil Bay, Iniskin Bay, and Ursns 
Cove, to u point just south of Rocky Cove and joining the topography 
of Iliamna Bay previously executed. 

The triangulation was extended from signals Chinitna and Augus
tine (rn08) through several figures to a line from the south side of 
Bruin Bay to the southwest side of Augustine Island, giving a good 
and readily accessible base for extending the triangulation into Kami
shak Bay. The triangulation locates signals for the contr.ol 0£ the 
entire survey, and connects with the survey of Iliamna Bay, pre
viously on independent data. 

Inshore hydrography was completed from a point northward of 
Chinitna Point and following the shore line to the southern side of 
Ursus Cove and including Oil Bay, Dry Bay, and Iniskin Bay, and 
joining the previous hydrography of Iliamna Bay. 

The ship hydrography joins the inshore work and covers with 
lines spaced one-quarter mile apart the entire area northward from 
1 mile north of Au~stine Island and eastward to meridian 153 de
grees 10 minutes. No hydrography or topography was done at Au
gustine Island but outside tangents were cut in with the ship. 

Automatic tide-gauge observations were made at Seldovia Bnv 
throughout the entire season. Staff readings were taken at Iniskin 
Bay, Seldovia, and Iliamna Bay. 

Current observations were made on several days in Iniskin Bay 
and at various places along shore when the vessel was anchored at 
night. 

No outlying dangers were discovered in the track usually followed 
by vessels. No dangers were found farther than 2 miles offshore. 
One shoal in the entrance to Iniskin Bay and one shoal about 2 miles 
east of Rocky Cove were found. , 

Between April 29 and June 30, 1914, the McArthur was engaged 
in general surveys in Nichols Passage, Alaska. 

An automatic tide gauge was established on the wharf at Metla
katla and another on the lighthouse wharf. at Ketchikan. Several 
old bench marks were recovered· at Ketchikan and connected with 
the tide staff by leveling. At Metlakatla the old bench mark of .1882 
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was recovered and three new marks were established and connected 
with the tide staff by leveling. Old stations established in 1913 in 
Port Chester were recovered and furnished distances for the plane
table survey until the triangulation could be extended from the work 
of 1912. Soundings were begun as soon as the signals were located. 

Four signals of the 1912 work were found standing, and two of 
them were selected as a base for extending the triangulation into 
Nichols Passage. The triangulation was connected with three gf 
the stations in Tongass Narrows. 

The triangulation was also carried into Port Chester and con
nected with a base line measured there in 1913, and preparations were 
made to continue the work into Felice Strait. 

All of the stations estnblished were marked with standard station 
marks, and reference points were established and similarly marked. 

Topography was begun on the Port Chester sheet on a scale of 
1: 10,000, wl11ch was practically completed. The sheet joining Ton
gass Narrows, on the same scale, was completed. The rem·ainder of 
Nichols Passage is being surveyed on a scale of 1: 20,000. 

The hydrography of Port Chester was completed and the work was 
extended to the southward from Tongass Narrows. 

The magnetic station at the University of Washington, at Seattle, 
was occupied before sailing; observations were made also at the 
station of 1907 at Ketchikan and two triangulation stations near 
Metlakatla. Ship observations, consisting of swinging ship? were 
made at Seattle and Port Townsend, and an incomplete swmg in 
Fraser Reach. 

On May 30 assistance was rendered the Ketchikan Power Co.'s 
barge Blanche, which was waterlogged and in danger of foundering. 
The pumps of the 11/ c.Arthu1• were used in freeing the barge of 
water. 

[R. B. DERICKSON, July 1 to Nov. 21. F. H. HARDY, Nov. 22 to June 30, Com· 
mandlng Steamer Gedney.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.-Trlangulntlon: 61 square miles of nren covered, 46 
stations occupied for horizontal measures, 65 signal poles erected, 57 old 
stations recovered, 54 geographic positions determined. Leveling: 12 permanent 
bench marks (tidal) established, 1.25 miles and levels run. Magnetic work: 
3 Jund stations occupied :(or magnetic declination. •.ropogrnphy :,90.5 square 
miles of area covered, 203.9 miles of general coast line surveyed, 8 topographic 
sheets finished. Hydrography: 125 square miles of area sounded, 1,716.3 miles 
run while sounding, 8,783 positions determined, 27,311 soundings mude, 5 tide 
stations establlshe~. 7 hydrographlc sheets finished. 

At the beginning of the fiscal year the party on the steamer Gedney 
with subparties usmg the launch Cosmos and launch No. 117 were at 
work on the west coast of Prince of Wales Island to the northward 
of San Cristoval Channel. On June 29 the Gedney had deter
II).ined the position of the pinnacle rock struck by the steamer 
Curacao. 

As it was necessary for the Gedney to return to Ketchikan for 
coal, advantage was .taken of the opportunity to make supplementary 
soundings in Rose Inlet in the vicinity of the rock off the cannery 
wharf. A tide staff was erected and connected with suitable bench 
marks. The datum plane was obtained by simultaneous readings 
with a staff erected at the Kasook Inlet tide station. On July 14 the 
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Gedney returned to Rose Inlet nnd Cnpe Muzon. Work was car
ried on at Cape Muzon as the condition of the weather permitted 
until August 2. 

On August 28 the launch Cosmos left the Gedney to locate the 
wreck of the steamer State of California in Gambier Bay and the 
rock on which she struck. This work was completed and the Cosmos 
rejoined the main party on September G. From that date to the close 
ef the season the entire party was engaged in the de\•elopment of 
the channels through San Alberto Bay and Klawuk Inlet. Survey
ing operations were closed on October 2. 

Fifty-five old stations of the triangulation executed in lfJOG were 
recovered and serve.d as a base for the topography and hydrography. 

The shore line of the main ship channel from Cupe Lynch to Cupe 
Suspiro and Parida is included on four sheets, the first extending 
from Cape Lynch to Point Desconsido, and the other three covering 
the shore line "from Culebra Island through San Cristoval Channel, San 
Alberto Buy, and the south end of Klawak Inlet to Cape Suspiro. 
This includes most of the islands forming the northeastern boundary 
of San Alberto Bay and the east side of San Fernando Islands from 
the Palisades to Fern Point. These sheets cover the most intricate 
part of the coast line along the \Vest Coast Passage from San Juan 
Bautista Island to Cape Lynch. 

A plane-table triangulation was carried from the known position 
of signal Cape and the azimuth station Cape to signal Y to the 
southern extremity of Dall Island. About 1 mile of shore line was 
run in the vicinity of the outlying rocks to determine the most south
erly point of the island. 

1n order to locate signals from the develoi:ment of the rocks and 
shoals upon which the steamer State of California was reported to 
have struck, a base was measured in Gambier Bay and about 2 miles 
of shore line were rodded in. The work includes an outline of the 
wharf and cannery of the Admiralty Trading Co. in Gambier Bay. 
The topography on all of the sheets was confined chiefly to the shore 
line. 

The hydrography completed extends from Cape Lynch to Cape 
Flores, connecting the surveys of 1912 with previous work at the 
mouth of Davidson Inlet. 

A steam sounding machine was constructed at the beginning of the 
season for use on the Gedney. All soundings were taken with the 
wire vertical. In depths less than 10 fathoms the hand lead was 
used. A channel sweep was used in investigating shoals and sus
picious soundings. 

At Cape Muzon the hydrography was done with the ship's whale
boat. Very close development was made of the waters in the vicinity 
of the outlying rocks at the south extremity of Dall Island. 

In Gambier Bay the hydrography was confined to locating and de
veloping the two rocks and the wreck of the steamer State of CaU
fomia. 

An automatic tide gauge was maintained throughout the season at 
Cruz Bay. Staff gauges were established and read in various locali
ties during the progress of the hydrography. 

Three land stations were observed for determining the magnetic 
declination, one in the Gulf of Esquibel, one at the north end, and 
one at the south end of San Alberto Bay. 
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At the beginning nnd close of the season some preliminary work 
was done with a view to beginning a hydrographic and topographic 
survey of Port Chester. A short base was measured in the vicinity 
of the Coast and Geodetic Survey boathouse and a scheme of triangu
laticn laid out to extend 11p and down Nichols Passage and connect 
with the triangulation of Clarence Strait and Tongass Narrows. 
Four stations "·ere occupied for the measurement of horizontal 
tingles. All stations occupied in the reconnoissance were marked and 
described. 

In the latter part of April the Gedney left Ketchikan, Alaska, 
urriving at Craig on April 28. An automatic tide gauge was erected 
at Craig and operated continuously to the close of the fiscal year. 
On :May 1 the Gedney left Craig for Tonawek Bay. While at Craig 
the triangulation o:f Klu,wak Inlet was completed and a reconnois
sunce made to the northward. 

The topography from the northern limit of the Gedney's work of 
mm "'llS completed through Tonawek :Narrows to join with previous 
work in Sea Otter Sound. The triangulation of this area was also 
completed. 

The hydrography from the northern limit of previous work by the 
Gedney through to the previous work in Sea Otter Sound was com
pleted. In the soutlwrn part the hydrography was not extended 
eastward of the line from the small island off Culebra Island to the 
small island about 2-t miles to the northward of it. To make a com
plete chart this should be <lone, but for the purpose of a channel 
through to Sea Otter Sound it was unnecessary. 

The channel was dragged over with a wire set at 6 fathoms. The 
bottom was found to be very irregular and much time was spent in 
developing localities where shoals were indicated, most of which 
were gone over with the drag. 

Some hydrobrraphy was <lone in the southern part of the area sur
veyed in preYious years, and the drag work was extended through 
the channel inside the island on which triangulation station Peep 
is located to the 20-fathom curve. The cannery buildings at Kar
heen were located, u.nd the bight on which they are situated was 
both dragged and sounded. 

On .Tune 13 suneys were begun in Trocudera Bay and Klawak 
Inlet. By June 30 the topo~:rraphy of Klawak Inlet was completed. 
The triangulation of Tonawek Bay was completed, and about 300 
miles of soundings had been run and 60 miles of shore line surveyed. 

[F. L. ADAMS, July 1 to .Tune 1G; .T. w. GREEX, June 17 to June 30.] 

The usual reccr<ls of the throo magnetic elements have been ob
tained with the photographic recording instruments at the Sitka 
Ma~netic Obsfrvatory. The records are continuous except for slight 
ncc1dental interruptions. 

During the early part of the year electric power was introduced 
in Sitka. No effect was observed on the instruments from this 
cau£e. 

Ten earthquakes were recorded during the first half of the fiscal 
year, and nine during the second half year. 

The required absolute observations, scale-Yalue determinations, 
and daily meteorological observations were made. 
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OUTLYING TERRITORY. 

PORTO mco. 

[GEORGE D. Cowrn.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTB.-Triangulntlon: !l Rignal poles erecteu, 10 Rtatlons In 
supplemental sc!Jeme occupieu for !Jorizontal measures, 9 geogrup!Jic vosltlons 
determined. Leyellng: 1 tidal bench mark established, one-sixteenth mile of 
le,·els run. Hydrogr1iphy: One-eig!Jth squure mile of urea sounded, 3 miles run 
while sounding, 00 positions determined, 21:i0 soundings, 1 tide station estab
lished. 

In ,January reconnoissance, signal building, an<l observations of 
horizontal angles were begun on Culebra Island, the use of a light
house tender having been obtained for transporting the party. 

Buoys were determined in position and a preliminary search made 
for reported shoals in the entrance to Great Harbor, Culebra Island. 
The lighthouse tender was at the same time engaged in setting buoys 
in that vicinity. 

One new triangulation station, Resaca 2, was established, the posi
tions of five range beacons were determined, and all of the buoys in 
Great Harbor and its approaches, "the Sound" and on Grampus 
Shoal, were located. Beacon B, the inner beacon on the outer range, 
and the mooring buoys used by the Navy have been removed. 

Search was made for station marks at East and "\Vest Base, but 
neither was found, they probably having been destroyed. 

The signal building and triangulation at Fajardo for the purpose 
of locating hydrographic signals having been completed and a tem
porary title gauge established, an examination was made of the north
west quadrant of a circle 1,400 meters in diameter with the middle 
point of Obispo Cayo as its center. This area was sound~d over with 
a launch, and two shoal spots were found, as reported, with 9 and 12 
feet of water over them, but no other indication of shoals. These 
shoals are both of coral rock and of small extent. A search was made 
with an improvised wire drag for shoals in the entrance to Great 
Harbor, and the two shoals shown on the chart were examined. 
Twenty feet were found on a reported 18-foot spot, 200 feet west 
southwest of buoy N ~' and 20 feet on a reported 13-foot spot 
near the same buoy. Both are coral heads of small area. The drag, 
150 feet long, was set for 22 feet depth and failed to show any shoal 
spots, other than those mentioned, of less than that depth, although 
the entire area of the shoals was examined. 

Assistance was rendered by the oflicers and crew of the lighthouse 
tender at San Juan, especially in locating the shoal spots in Fajardo 
Harbor and the buoys near Culebra Island. 

[FRANK NEUMANN, July 1 to Apr. 12; HAROLD w. PEASE, Apr. 13 to June 30.] 

The regular work of the magnetic observatory nt Vieques, P. R., 
has continued with but slight interruption during the year. Extra 
absolute observations were made whenever changes of base line oc
curred. The instruments generally were in good adjustment. Scale
value observations were made at least once each month. Time obser
vations were made every week or 10 da vs with a sextant. Daily 
meteorological observations were made. 'During March and April 
special observations were made with magnetometers. 
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l'B.ILII'PINlll ,IBLANDS. 

[P . .A. WELKEB, Director of Const Surreys, .Tuly 1 to Feb. 28; W. C. ITol'l5'klns, 
Director of Coast Survey,;, Mur. 1 to June 30.) 

The Director of Coast Surveys in the Philippine Islands, whose 
office is at Manila, has immediate direction of the details of the field 
nnd office work in these islands under general instructions from the 
Superintendent of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, makes plans :for 
field work, and issues instructions to field parties. The results of 
observations made in the field are reported and discussed in the 
office at Manila, and drawings for new charts are there prepared 
and transmitted to the office at Washington for publication. The 
general plan of the division of expenses between the Government of 
the United States und the Philippine government which has applied 
since January 1, 1902, was observed during the year. 

Except during the periods when repairs were necessary, the parties 
attached to the five steamers available for duty were continuously 
engaged in surveying. 

There has been the usual exchange of results and harmonious 
cooperation with the naval and ti1ilitary authorities and the various 
officials under the government of the Philippine Islands. 

Under the dircct10n of the commanding officers of the vessels long 
series of automatic tide-gauge observations were obtained at various 
places throughout the islands. These are referred to in detail in 
the individual reports of these officers. Two gauges were loaned to 
the Bureau of Lands for 11 period of about three months in exchange 
for the results of the tide observations which an observer detailed 
:from that bureau obtained with these gauges in the vicinity of the 
mouth of the Cotabato River, Mindanao. The automatic gauge at 
Manila was in constant operation during the entire year. The re
sults of these observations prove to be of great value for use in the 
t'stublishment of reference plnnes for surveys and in the preparation 
of tide tables for the use of the navigator. 

The annual revision of the table of distances between ports in the 
Philippine Islands for the use of the Board of Rate Regulation has 
been continued. 

The Director of Coast Surveys has continued to serve as secretary 
o:f the Philippine committee on geographic names, on which he was 
appointed August 9, 1911. Go<?d progress has been made in the 
compilation of a list of ~eograp~tc names. . 

The necessity for ha vmg coalmg and water supply stat10ns nearer 
to the localities of work has been overcome to a certain extent by 
the establishment of an excellent station at Port Uson, which will 
serve as a base for the surveys of the entire region about the Cal
amianes and Northern Palawan. 

The dispute in relation to the rights for fishing within certain 
boundaries in Manila Bay was referred to the I3ureau of Surveys 
by the Secretary of Commerce and Police of the Philippine govern
ment. The points involved were thoroughly investigated and the 
delimitation of the boundaries indirating the rights in accordance 
with the best information available was- indicated upon maps and 
transmitted to the secretary of commerce and police. 
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The work of reduction of the tidal und hydrographic records was 
kept practically up to date, and the adjustment of the triangulation 
nnd computation of geographic positions wns continued. 

Tracings for the publication of charts "·ere completed and for
warded to the office at ·washington for publication. The plotting o:f 
soundings on hydrographic sheets an<l the inking o:f topographic 
sheets turned in by the field parties "·ere continued. 

The distribution and sale of charts and publications of the Survey 
and the hand corrections required to charts previous to issue arc 
attended to by the Manila ofiicc. 

The preparation of notices to mariners and sailing directions for 
the Philippine Islands was continued. 

During the year 1,612 square miles "·ere covered by reconnoissance, 
8,137 square miles of triangulation completed, 1,177 miles of coast 
line surveyed, 902 square miles of t-0pogruphy surveyed, and 37 
topographic sheets completed. The hydrogruphic work covered 
12,445 square miles, 22 tide stations were occupied, and 35 hydro
graphic sheets were completed. 

Several new maps of the Philippine Islands were compiled in the 
geographic division, 5 maps \Vere published, and progress was made 
in the compilation of a number of other maps, including a map of 
the entire archipelago on a scale of 1: 1,000,000, which will conform 
to the plan adopted by the International Geographic Congress for au 
atlas of the world. 

Lil. C. DENSON, Coruruunulng Steamer P<Lthfindcr, July 1 to Dec. 31, 1013.J 

8l.'MMAllY OF RESULTS.-Triaugulution: 1,800 square miles of areu covere<.I, 28 
i;lgnul poles e1 ectcd, 11 ouseniug seuffo'<ls uml tri)lods built with heights from 
25 to 140 feet, 47 stations in main scheme occupied for horizontal measures, 2!> 
stations occupied for vertical measures, 13-1 geogrnphl<: 11ositio11s uetermlned, 
113 elevations determined trigonometrleully. 'l'opogruphy: l(iO square miles of 
urea covereu, 15i:i.5 miles of general con st llne run, 27 ml 'es of shore line of 
rivers run, 5! topog1·aphic sheets finished. Hydrogrn)lhy: 1,73G! sqnnre miles 
of urea covered, 2,544 miles run while sounding, 6,410 positions determined, 
23,54!) soundings made, 1 tide station established, H hydrogruphic sheets fin
ished. 

On July 1, the Pathfinder was engaged in general surveys, con
sisting of triangulation, topography, and hydrography, on the east 
coast of the island of Mindana~ between Lianga an<l Caraga Buys. 
This work was continued until vctober 10, when it was necessary to 
suspend operations on account of unfavorable weather conditions. 
The work accomplished during the season practically completed the 
entire survey of the east coast of the island, which had been in :prog
ress during the two preceding seasons. The result was gratifying 
as furnishmg the data for the preparation of charts of a regior1 
dangerous to navigation and pre,·iously almost unknown. 

The field season in this locality having closed, the steamer pro
ceeded via Cebu and Manila to Olongap.o Naval Station, where ar
rangements were completed on October 22 for the installation of 
wireless telegraph apparatus and for minor repairs. During the in
tervals while this work was in progress the computations, inking o:f 
topographic sheets, plotting of hydrographic sheets, and preparation 
of progress sketches, descrii)fo•e reports nnd statistics, all relating to 
the work on the east coast of Mindanao, were completed and sub
mitted to the Manila office. 
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While the work of installation of wireless apparatus and repairs 
\V8.S still in progress at Olongapo, on November 1, the survey of the 
approaches to Manila Bay, between Subic Bay and Fortune Island, 
was commenced. 

On November 6, the repairs and installation having been com
pleted, the steamer proceeded to the Ca vite Na val Station for coal 
and supplies, and, on November 10, returned to the vicinity of Subic 
Bay to resume the field work, which was continued without inter
ruption until December 24, when it was necessary to return to Ma
nila for the purpose of preparing inventories and reports and mak
ing arrangements for transferring the command. 

·with the survey of the approaches to Manila Bay still in pro
gress, the transfer of the command of the steamer Pathfinder was 
effected at the close of the calendar year, 1913. 

H. B. DERICKSO·N", Commundlng Steumer Pathfinder. 

SuMJllARY OF ut:su1.Ts.-Reconnolssunce: Length of scheme 20 miles, 150 
l!<}UUrt~ miles of urea co\·ered, ~ lines of inter\'isibillty determined, 3 points se
lected for scl!eme. Ruse Jines: 1 primary, 4,204 meters In length measured. 
'.frlangulutlon: 52() square miles of nren covere1l, 5 observing tripods uud scuf
folds built, heigl!ts 15 to 125 feet, 12 signal vole~ erected, 15 stutlons in muiu 
scheme occupied for horizontal meusures, 3 stations In sumilementul scheme 
occ111iied for horizontal measures, 8 stutlons occupied for ve1·tlcal measures, 16 
geogrn1il!lc positions uetermlned. Levellng: 1 pPrmanent bench mnrk estab
lished, 3.0G miles of levels run. 'l'opogruphy: 144 square miles of nrea sur
,·eyed, 141.8 miles of general coast line sun·eyed, 4G.1 miles of shore line of 
rivers surveyed, 43.5 miles of e1·eeks and sloughs sun·eyed, 12 miles of roads, 
streets, unu trails surveyc>d, 7 topogru11hlc sl!cets finished. Hydrogruphy: u,219 
8qunre miles of urea co,·ered, 2,277 miles run while sounding, 10,439 angles 
measured, 23,617 soundings made, 3 tide. stntlons established, 8 llydrographic 
sheets finished. 

During the second half of the fi~cal year the suney at the 
entrance to Manila Buy was completed. 

FiYe triangulation statio!ls were .occupied between f?ubic Bay and 
Fortune Island and the tnangulat10n on the north sic.le of the bay 
was connected with that on the south side. Topo~raphic and hydro
graphi~ signals were located a~d the )?osition of the lighthouse .on 
Correg1dor Island was determmed. I he suney of the shore hne 
was continued from l\fapalun Point to Cochinos Point on the north 
side of the entrance to Manila Bay and from Companario Island to 
Carubuo Island on. the south side. This topographic survey was 
confined to the immediate shore line and as much of the adjacent 
country as could be contoured from the coast stations. 

The hydrography consisted of deep-sea soundings by the Path
finder over several doubtful areas situated 6 to 10 miles off the coast, 
together with a complete inshore development extending approxi
mately to the 30-fathom curve between Punibatujan Point andMonja 
Rock at the entrance to Manila Bay, a distance of about 28 nautical 
miles. 

Tidal observations were continued at a station in Ilinanga Bay. 
On March 6 work was begun on the southeast coast of .the island of 

Mindanao in the vicinity of Parang. 
A base line 4,204 meters long was measured in the delta of the 

Cotabato River and connected with the triangulation formerly exe
cuted in this region. Topographic and hydrographic; surveys ex
tending east of Bongo Island from Tugapangan Pomt over and 
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through the channels of the Cotabato delta, joining previous work on 
both the north and south sides. Reconnaissance for the triangulation 
was in progress at the date of last report. 

In connection with the hydrographic work e. tide staff was erected 
at the old naval wharf at Pollock. 

While making passage from the working ground in the vicinitv 
of Parang to Zamboanga and return, sounding lines were run, th"e 
ship's position being plotted by dead reckoning. 

In June the vessel was moved to Linao Bay. 
The completed topography and inshore hydrography extend from 

north of Lrnao Point to north of Sangay Point. A thorough devel
opment of Port Lebak and approaches was made. This is an excel
lent anchorage for vessels of any draft. 

A line of deep-sea soundings was run from off Quidapil Point to 
Sibugay Island. 

[W. M. STEIRNAGLE, Commnndlng Steamer Research.] 

SUMMARY oF RESULTS.-Reconnolssunce : 300 square mlles of area covered, 
14 lines of lnterrlslblllty determined, 5 points selected for scheme. 'l'riangnl:i
tlon: 1,100 square miles of nreu covered, 24 signal poles erected, 11 stations 
occupied for horizontal mensures, Jl stations occupied for vertlcul measures, 
43 geogrnphlc positions determined, 31 elevntlons determined trigonometrlcnlly. 
Topography: 77.3 square miles of urea surveyed, 77.8 miles of general coast 
line surveyed, 5 miles of shore line of creeks run, 0.5 mile of roads surveyed, 
4 topographic sheets finished. Hydrography: 5H0.8 square miles of area cov
ered, 1,895.2 miles run while sounding, 7,737 positions determined, 23,480 sound
ings made, 4 tide stations occupied, 7 hydrographlc sheets finished. 

During the period of this report the steamer Research was engaged 
in the surveys of the northern part of Samar Sea, in the vicimty of 
San Bernardino Strait and between the islands of Samar and 
Mash ate. 

A chain of triangulation covering the western half of the area 
between Samar and Masbate was carried along the east coast of 
Masbate and over the outlying islands from Port Cataingan, north to 
southern Luzon and southern Ticao. The reconnaissance was also 
completed and stations for the continuation of the work were estab
lished to a junction with previous work in northern Ticao and 
}fasbate. A reconnoissance was also used in the area between Burias, 
Ticao, and Luzon, which developed the fact that the proposed con
nection with the triangulation in Albay Gulf can be executed with 
much less difficulty, and more economically, by carrying it directly 
across the isthmus, instead of via Sorsogon Bay, as had been contem
plated. 

In the establishment of stations, little clearing was necessary except 
for one station on Masbate and one on Ticao. At the latter place, 
14 days were spent in clearing lines of sight. In several places 
mounds of earth and rock, supposed to be old Spanish stations, ~ere 
found. 

The topographic survey of Destacado Island and the entire N ar
anjos group was finished and also the east coast of Masbate from 
Port Cataingan to Black Rock Pass. The work extended over the 
entire areas of the smaller outlying isla~1ds and from 2 to 3 miles 
inland on Masbate Island. 

The hydrographic work covered, approximately, that. part of the 
Samar Sea lying bet"'een Dumurug Point on the east coast of Mas-
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bate, and the outlying islands Tagapula and Capul and the southern 
part of Ticao Island. Inshore hydro~aphy with a pulling boat was 
executed on the west sides of Dalup1ri and Capul Islands, entirely 
around Destacado Island and the Naranjos group, and along the 
east shore of Masbate from Dumurug Point to Black Rock Pass. 
The offshore work was all executed with the steamer. 

Strong tidal currents prevail in San Bernardino Strait and the 
approaches. This is especially true about the shoals, where hydro
graphic development was extremely difficult. The currents are fre
quently in the nature of tide rips, running in opposite directions at 
places only short distances apart. 

An automatic tide gauge was in operation at Mauo River, Samar, 
from July 1 to August 28, when it was discontinued. On the follow
ing day, August 29, it was installed at Naro Day, on l\fosbate Island, 
where continuous observations were obtained until the close of the 
season in that locality, on December 16. For reduction of soundings 
in the immediate vicinity of the work around N aranjos Islands, a 
temporary tide staff was maintained in Sabariog Day, where readings 
were obtained as occasion required from July 24 to September 23. 
For work in the vicinity of Port Cataingan, a staff was erected at 
Mintag Point, at the south end of the port, where readings were 
obtained on various days from September 13 to 20. 

On December 17 work in this locality was closed and the vessel 
proceeded to Manila for general overhauling and repairs. En ·route 
to Manila, from December 18 to 22, an investigation of a reported 
uncharted shoal at Port Laguimanoc was made. The steamship 
Bustamente was reported .to have grounded upon such a shoal during 
the month of August of this year. After a fruitless search and the 
obtaining of information that the steamer grounded upon a shoal 
already charted and which was about 400 meters west of the reported 
position, the vessel continued to Manila, arriving there on December 
23. The following day repairs were commenced by the Bureau of 
~ avigation and at the close of the calendar year thls work was still 
m progress. 

[PAUL M. TRUEBI.OOD, Commanding Steamer Research.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTs.-Reconnolssnnce: 1,182 square miles of area covered, 
length of scheme 50 miles, 17 lines of intervisib1llty determined, 4 new stations 
selected for main scheme, 17 stn tions selected for tertiary scheme. Triangula· 
t.lon: 2G signal poles erected, 11 stations occupied for horizontal measures, 8 
istntlons occupied for vertical measures, 35 geographic positions determined. 
Topography: 67 square miles of area surveyed, 22 miles of general coast line 
l'lur,·eyed, 16.8 miles of shoreline of rivers and creeks surveyed. Hydrogrnphy: 
80 square miles of area surveyed, 439 miles run while sounding, 1,459 angles 
measured, 4,775 soundh~gs made, 2 tide stutlons established. 

Work was resumed by the steamer Research in the latter part of 
February in the vicinity of Ticao Pass. An automatic tide gauge. 
was installed on the southeast arm of San Miguel on Ticao Island · 
and kept in operation while work was in progress. Tide staffs were 
erected on Murungburun Island in Ticlin Strait and in Butag Bay. 
Comparative readings were made at these stations, and bench marks 
were established. 

Reconnoissance was made and stations selected and marked for the 
triangulation, nnd the observation of angles was begun. Intersection 
stations were established for the control &f the topography, including 
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a number of mountain peaks. Upon these vertical angles were 
measured. 

Topography was begun in Ticlin Strait, and after connectin·g with 
the work of 1902 was carried westward along the coast of Luzon. 
The work included a detailed traverse of the shore line controlled 
by triangulation stations at intervals of from 3 to 5 miles and the 
location of contours as far as visible from the shore line. Surveys 
were made of numerous salt lagoons and winding streams through 
the mangrove swamps. Numerous signals were located for the use 
of the hydr9graphic party. 

The hydrl>graphic work in Ticlin Strait was connected with the 
work executed in 1902 and 1913. The strait itself and the channels 
between the islands were thoroughly sounded out. A careful survey 
was made of the reef and bank to the southeast~ south, southwest, 
and west of Calantas Rock. .A least depth of 6 feet was found on 
part of the wreck of the steamer PlwrsaJ,ia. This locality should be 
carefully avoided on account of the dangerous currents and eddies 
which sweep along the edire of the reef. Ramorauan Bank was care
fully sounded and no depth less than 2 fathoms was obtained. 

A search was made for a 21-fathom spot shown on the chart south 
of Bunubug Point and at the entrance to l\forinap Bay. This area 
was carefully gone over but no indication of shoal water was found. 

During June triangulation was continued in Sorsogon Bay en
trance and stations Di.Im and Mount Tiguib were occupied. Eleven 
points were determined in Sorsogon Bay entrance. The topography 
was continued up the Luzon coast from Agnus Point to Magallanes. 

The ship hydrography was continued from Utabe Bay to a point 
west of Inamoc and was carried out past midchannel. The launch 
worked offshore from 1 to 3 miles and out to qepth of 20 to 70 
fathoms. 

Tide observations were continued at Port San Miguel and com
parative readings were made at Butag Bay and in Sorsogon Bay 
entrance. 

On June 22 the steamship Ohwrruca was sighted aground on a 
reef west of Bantigui Point and assistance was offered but declined. 
Her position was determined by cuts from two triangulation stations 
and a range. 

A hydrographic development was made of a shoal at the east end· 
of the Cebu sea wall, showing a least depth of 15 feet. 

[R. F. LucE, Commanding Steamer Romblon. J 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.-Trlangulatlon: 545 square miles of area covered, 38 
Hlgnals erected, 27 stations occupied, 41 geographic positions determined. l\Iag
netlcs: 2 sen stations occu[lled for magnetic declination. To(lography: 91 
square miles of area surveyed, 147 mlles of general coast line surveyed, 4 topo
graphic sheets finished. Hydrogm1ihy: 508 squnre miles of area covered, 2,ll!l 
miles run while sounding, 8,874 positions <letermlned, 23.518 soundings made, 
3 ·tide stations occupied, 3' hydrogruphlc sheets finished. 

At the beginning of the fiscal year the Romblon was engaged in 
combined operations in the Calamiancs and in building a wharf 
for use in establishing a coaling and water supply station at Port 
Uson. 

Owing to the great expense and delay incident to traveling 
long distances between the field of 'work and a base of supply 
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where coal and water can be obtained, the necessity for establishing 
stations nearer to the field of work became Yery urgent during the 
previous fiscal year, and with this in view the commanding cfficer 
of the steamer Romblon was directed to make special examina
tions for locating the most favorable places about the Calamianes 
and northern Pala wan, which resulted in the selection of Port Uson, 
on the northeast point of the island of the same name, and only 1 
mile distant frcm the town of Coron, where mail and general sup
plies can be received about once in three weeks. 

All of the coaling stations of the government of the Philippine 
Islands being operated by the Bureau of Customs, an attempt was 
made to have one established at Port Uson, which should be under 
similar arrangements, but, as this failed on account of the necessary 
facilities not being arnilable and the estimated cost being too great, 
an arrangement was finally entered into under which the Bureau of 
Customs allotted 1,000 pesos ($500) toward the expense of building 
the wharf, the Government of the 'United States to pay the expense 
:for constructing the water-supply system. . 

In order to carry out this plan, the commanding officer of the 
Romblon was directed to, purchase the necessary materials and build 
the wharf and water-supply system, with the force available on the 
steamer, without seriously interfering "·ith the work of surveying. 
The materials were transported from Manila by the steamer Romblon 
and the work was commenced a few days before the close of the last 
previous fiscal year. By July 12, the wharf, reservoir, and water-. 
pipe line were completed and there is now an excellent station avail
able, which will serve as a base for the surveys of the entire region 
about the Calamianes ancl northern Palawan. 

The wharf is 324 feet long and ~ feet wide, except the outer 24 
feet, which is 1G feet wide. A concrete dam was built at the source 
of the water supply from which a pipe line was laid to the outer end 
of the wharf, a distance of about GOO feet, and the source of supply 
was surrounded by a wire fence. 

As field work was in progress during the time of construction, the 
expense outside of materials and hire of a little extra labor was very 
slight. 

On July 12, the wharf and water-supply system having been com
pleted, the Romblon proceeded to Manila and on the following day, 
July 13, the steamer was turned over to the Bureau of Navigation :for 
general overhauling and repairs. 

Repairs were completed on September 8, and the ship left to re
~mme work in the Calumianes and on the east coast of Palawan. 

A considerable amount of tertiary triangulation was executed dur
ing the period of this report. This work extended from Taytay Bay, 
on the cast coast of Palawan, to the most northern point of that 
island und to a connection with the work of the previous year on 
Linapacan Island. The actual observing of the executed scheme pre-· 
sented no clifficulties, as the lines were all short and weather con
ditions were favorable, but the establishment of the several stations 
and the clearing of the lines of sight required considPrable time on 
account of the densely wooded country imd the great elevation of the 
mountain peaks upon which some of the stations were loratcrl. In 
connection with the regular scheme, numerous subsidiary points were 
located for accurate control of the topogra·phy and hydrography. 
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The topographic work executed consisted of the mapping of the 
shore of the south coast of Batas Island, the .north and west coasts 
of Maitiaguit Island, the shore of Sharks Fin Bay on Palawan 
Island, the west coast of Malabuctun Island, the western of the two 
bays on the north coast of Linapacan Island, the north coast of 
Galoc Island, all of Popototan Island, and a number of unnamed 
smaller islands. The topographic surveys extended from 2 to 5 
miles inland from the shores of the larger islands and over the entire 
area of the smaller islands. 

Launch and boat hydrography was executed in Sharks Fin Bay, 
and in the region between Maitiaguit and Batas Islands; also off 
the south, west, and north coast of Linapacan Island, and the north 
coast of Culion. In these localities there were many shoals and 
careful development was necessary. The ship hydrography covered 
the area from about 1 mile off the north coast of Linapacan Island 
to about 1 mile north of Culion Island and extending to the westward 
for about 15 miles off the coast of Culion, except a patch of about 2 
miles in width off the coast of Culion, which had been completed 
during the previous year. The entire region about the Calamianes 
and the island of Palawan is filled with shoals and dangers to navi
gation, and hydrography requiring very close development is neces
sary. 

On November 29 an automatic tide gauge was installed on the 
south coast of. Batas Island where continuous observations were 
obtained during the remainder of the year. For the purpose of 
facilitating the reduction of soundings, tide staffs were erected at 
various places throughout the region of the work, where half-hourly 
readings were taken during the times when hydrographic work was 
in progress. The datum planes· for these staffs were obtained by 
reference to the automatic ~auge established by the F athomer at 
Port Uson, or to the automatic gauge at Batas Island. 

After January 1 work was done in the vicinity of the north end 
of Palawan Island until ,January 30, when the vessel sailed for 
Manila. On February 11 the command was transferred to W. M. 
Steirnagle. 

A scheme of tertiary triangulation was carried about 15 miles down 
the west coast of Palawan. Topographic signals were located from 
the triangulation. 

The shore line of the following localities was mapped: West coast 
of Malabuctun and Mobanen Islands, south coasts of Mobanen and 
Pinachinyan Islands, and west coasts of Pinachinyan and Caisian 
Islands, with the small adjacent islands, and the shores of Silanga 
Bay, extending into Taytay Bay. The topography was carried in
shore from 1 to 3 miles. 

The following areas were covered by the hydrographic work: The 
bay on the south coast of Linapacan was finished, the west and south 
coasts of Mobancn, Malabuctun, Casian, and Pinachinyan Islands, 
with adjacent islands, extending about a mile offshore, the inshore 
work of Silanga Bay, ship work west of Culion Island, and ship 
work west of Mobanen and Malabuctun Islands. Lines of soundings 
were run radially to the coast out to about a mile from shore and 
outside of that usually parallel to the shore. Inside the 20-fathom 
curve the lines were spaced about 100 to 200 meters apart, and outside 
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from 200 to 250 meters apart, except that in channels, passages, or 
harbors lines were run not over 50 meters apart. 

The automatic tide gauge on Batas Island was continued in opera
tion. 

[W. l\I. STEI!INAOLE, Commanding Steamer Romblon.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.-'l'rlangnlatlon: 284 square miles of urea coYered, 19 
signal poles erected, 15 stations In supplemental scheme occupied for horizontal 
measures, 22 geographic positions determined. Topography: 42 square miles of 
urea surveyed, 103.5 miles of general coast line surveyed, 1 m!le of shore line 
of rivers surveyed, 3 topographic sheets finished. Hydrogruphy: 824 square 
m!Jes of urea cornred, 3.480 m!les run wh!Je sounding, 13,333 angles measured, 
35,889 soundings made, 2 tide stations establlshed. · 

After the transfer of the command of the steamer Romblon on 
February 11, work was continued on the northeast coast of Palawan 
to join with the work of the steamer J1Jarinduque. ·work was begun 
on the off-lying islands, beginning with Casian Island and working 
northward toward Iloc and Linapacan Islands. At the end of May 
work was being extended northward to a junction with the work west 
of Linapacan Island and also offshore to the northward "to join with 
the surveys in vicinity o:f Culion Island. 

Only such triangulation was done as was required to furnish points 
for the topography, the main scheme triangulation having been pre
viously completed. 

The execution o:f the topography was difficult, owing to the rocky 
coast line and numerous rocks and islets. This work was making sat
isfactory progress ut the close of the year. 

The inshore hydrography required close development on account 
of the many coral roofs and submerged rocks. A satisfactory fair
way was found leading north and south along the west side of 
Mobanen, Mulabuctun, and Iloc Islands. Only one important shoal 
was found with least depth of 5~ fathoms. The bottom offshore is 
uneven but the submerged hills and valleys are well defined. The 
ship work was done with Tanner-Blish tubes and Cosmos hand
sounding ·machine. An automatic tide gauge was maintained at 
Batas Island from the beginning of the season. 

In June triangulation for topographic control was.done in the area 
between Linapacan and Cabulauan Islands. 

The topography on. th~ north and west sides o! Iloc Is~and was 
completed and a begmnmg made on the east side of Lmapacan 
Island. 

The inshore hydrography around Iloc Island was finished and 
some work done on the east side of Linapacan Island. Some progress 
was made in the offshore hydrography. 

Tides were observed at Sim Miguel on the east side of Linapacan 
Island and comparative readings made with the automatic tide gauge 
at Batas Island. 

64397°-14~ 
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[L. 0. COLBERT, Commanding Steamer Marinduque.J 

SUMMARY OF BEBULTs.-Triangulatlon: 383 square miles of urea covered, 19 
signal poles erected, 3 stations In m:tln scheme occupied for horizontal meas
ures, 14 stations in supplemental schemes occupied for horizontal measures, 7 
stations occupied for vertical measures, 19 geographic positions determined. 
Levellng: 5 tidal bench mnrks established. Topography: 92.5 square miles of 
area surveyed, 152.6 miles of general coast llne sun·eyed, 1.3 miles of shore line 
of creeks run, 3.7 miles of' roads surveyed, 5 topographic sheets finished. Hy
<lrography: 527.5 l'Qtrnre miles of nren covered, 2 D05.7 miles run while sounding, 
15,622 positions determined, 87,815 soundings made, 2 tide stations occupied, 3 
hydrogruphle sheets finished. 

At the beginning of the fiscal year, from July 1 to July 11, the 
M arinduque was at Manila un<lergoing minor repairs. During this 
time the officers were engaged in compiling data of the previous 
~eason for the use of the Manila office, while the crew was engaged 
in cleaning and painting the ship and receiving supplies on board. 
On July 12 the steamer sailed from Manila for the cast coast of 
Palawan, where field work was resumed on July 14. This was con
tinued without interruption, except from unfavorable weather con
ditions during the remainder of the calendar year. 

The field work of the previous season in this locality had brought 
the main scheme of triangulation from the Cuyos to the eastern shore 
of Palawan, and little additional triangulation was necessary for 
the commencement of the topographic and hydrographic surrnys. 
One additional figure to this scheme was established and obserYed, 
and numerous subsidiary points for the control of the hydrography 
and topography were located. 

Topographic work was completed on the cast coast of Palawan 
and the outlying islands from Santa Cruz Point to 3 miles south of 
Bay Point, and on the east, south, and west coasts of Dumaran Island. 
The work was extended over the entire area of the smaller outlying 
islands and to a distance of about 2 miles, inshore, in Palawan and 
Dumaran Islands. 

Inshore work, with boats and launch, was carried along the entire 
limits of the topographical work to an average distance of 4 miles 
offshore. Hydrographic work, with the steamer, was executed over 
about three-fourths of the area between Santa Cruz Point and 
southern Dumaran and extending, upon an average, about 31 miles 
offshore. The unfinished part of this area is immediately to the 
northward of Dumaran Island. Owing to the numerous shoals, 
dangerous to navigation, in this locality, an unusual amount of de
velopment was necessary, and the spacing of lines of soundings was 
much closer than is generally reqmred. The development of all of 
these shoals had not been completed when it was found necessary to 
discontinue work on account. of the unfavorable conditions during 
the season of the northeast monsoon. 

An automatic tide gauge was operated at Araceli, where con
tinuous observations were obtained during the entire period of this 
report. A subsidiary staff, for convenience in the reduction of 
soundings, was used at Ibobor Island, at the entrance to Calauag 
Bay, from which half-hourly readings were taken, daily, from 
August 16 to November 7. 

While work was in progress in this region, coal and supplies were 
obtained at Puerto Prmcesa. Fresh water was obtained at the same 
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port, but under difficulty, as the source of supply was at a con
siderable distance from the anchorage and transportation in small 
boats was necessary. 

At the close of the calendar year, the steamer M arinduque was 
still in the field with the work in progress. . 

From January 1 to 17 work was continued off the south and west 
coast of Dumaran Island, the vessel then being taken to Manila for 
repairs. The command was transferred to another officer on Feb
ruary 13. 

[F. B. T. SIEMS, Commanding Steamer Marinduque.] 

SUMMAllY OF RESULTs.-Trlangulatlon: 009 square miles of urea covered, 21 
signal poles erected, 1 observing tripod and scatrold built, 35 feet in height, 3 
stntlons In muln scheme occupied for horizontal measures, 20 stations In sup
plemental scheme occupied for horlzontul measures, 20 stntlous occupied for 
vert!C'al measures, 20 geogrnphlc positions determined. •.ropography: 07.2 
square miles of urea surYeyed, 40.3 miles of general coast line surveyed, 2.2 
miles of rh·er surveyed, 2 topographic sheets purtly finished. Hydrographlc: 
540 squure miles of area sounded, 2,203 miles run while &otmdlng. 10,000 angles 
mensurea, 58,853 soundings mude, 1 tide station established. 

From March 9 to June 30 the steamer JI arinduque was engaged in 
combined surveys on the east coast of Palawan Island. 

A subsidiary- scheme of triangulation was extended from Dumaran 
Island to station Green, one of the proposed main scheme points, in 
order to furnish positions for the hydrography in advance of the 
completion of the main triangulation. It was necessary to build a 
signal on a 3i fathom shoal off Flechas Point, to carry on this scheme. 
The triangulation on the eastern part of Dumaran Island was con
nected with the line Norte-Dumaran by a central point figure. Nu
merous intersection points were determined for control of the topo
graphic and hydrographic work. Some signals were built for the 
main scheme triangulation. , 

The ship's hydrography covers the area south of Dumuran Island 
and extends eastward to the 100-futhom curve. The lOcation and 
extent of numerous shoals within 5 or 6 miles off the Palawan coast 
south of Palawan Island were determined. 

The inshore hydrography included the area south of Dumaran to 
the 20-fathom curve and Dumaran Channel. Some shoal areas 
remain to be sounded in the vicinity of Langoy Island and elsewhere. 

An automatic tide gauge at Araceli was in continuous operation 
during the season. A subsidiary tide gauge was established on one 
of the small islands in Dumaran Channel. An uncharted shoal was 
discovered in Iloilo Strait. 

The topography extends from Dumaran Bay t6 the northwest 
point of Dumaran Island and from Esfuerzo Point to Barrio Colasian 
Joining on with the topography to the northward. Numerous small 
islands in Dumaran Channel were included in the work. 

In June the main scheme of triangulation was carried southwest- · 
ward to the line Pagdanan-Green on Palawnn Island, but station 
Pagdanan was not occupied. Points were selected to the southwest
ward. A detached party was enS'ap:ed in triangulation on the west 
side of Palawan. Most of the mshore hydrography in Dumaran 
Channel was completed. 
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LT. J. ::llAUER, Comruanding Steamer Fathomer.) 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS.-Trian~ulntlon · l ,G67 t>qnnre miles of area covered, 
rt4 Riinrn I poles erected. 8 f;tn tions in muln sc:heme occupied for horizontal meas
nrcs, 35 stations in supplemental scheme occupied for borlzontnl measures, 55 
geographic positions detNmiued. :\Inguetlcs: fi lnnd stntions occupied for ruag
uetlc declination. Topograpl1y: 106.8 square miles of area sun·eyed, 289.6 
n1llcs of ~enernl eonst line sun-eyed, 0.1 miles of shore line of creelts run, 5 
topograpllic sheets finislled. Hydrngraphy: 2,201 square miles of area covered, 
10,Tl7.5 miles run while sounding, 38,G23 positions determlnecl, 84,051 soundings, 
3 tide stations established, 45 current stntlons established, 2 hydrogruphic sheets 
finished. 

At the beginning of the fiscal year the steamer Fathomer was en
gaged in surveying the extensive region having Quiniluban Islands 
about central and extending over the area bounded by Panay, Min
doro, northern Palawan, the Calamianes, and Apo Reef. 

During the short periods from July 4 to July 11 and September 1 
to September 10 the steamer was at Manila undergoing minor repairs, 
but during the remainder of the period of this report field work was 
constantly in progress. . . 

A secondary scheme of triangulation was carried over Busuanga 
Island and the small outlying islands to the northward, closing a 
circuit in connecting with the work previously executed in the region 
nbout Culion and Linapacan Islands, thus completing the necessary 
trinngulation for most excellent control of all the surveys to be 
executed in the Calamianes, northern Palawan, und the east coast 
of that island as far south as Dumaran Island. The three steamers 
F atlwmer, Romblon, and Jll arinduque participated in this important 
piece of triangulation, and it is gratifying to note that it has been 
so successfully accomplished that the topographic and hydrograI?hic 
surrnys in this heretofore unsurveyed region can progress rapidly 
and under excellent control. In connection with the triangulation 
executed by the steamer Fathomer during the season, 50 intersection 
stations for topographic and hydrographic control were established, 
all of which' were sufficiently well marked to insure their preservation 
at least until the survevs in the region have been completed. 

Topographic surveys were executed on the south and east shores of 
Busuanga Island, on the east and west shores of Coron Island, and 
in the Cuyos. An effort was made to complete the topography in 
the vicinity of Coron Bay, but on account of the complement of offi
cers being one short, a portion of this work remained unfinished at the 
close of the calendar year. The topography of Coron Island, which 
is now finished, presented considerable difficulty, as there is no beach, 
the rock being undercut, making a traverse almost impossible. The 
work in this region required a strong control. On Busuanga Island, 
topographic work was carried northward :from the entrance to Coron 
Passage, but heavy seas and lack of control made it necessary to dis
continue the work until a more favorable time. 'Vork was then taken 
up on the south shore of Busuanga Island completing the section 
between Matunan Island and Quiuit. The small amount of topog
raphy executed in the Cuyos was for the purpose of developing an 
anchorage for the Fatlwme1·, and work there was discontinued as 
soon as the result was obtained. Tagauayan Bay is the only anchor
age in that vicinity and the wreck of a Spanish gunboat which was 
stranded there during a typhoon indicates that the locality can not 
be considered as being very safe. 
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Owing to the extensive area assigned to the steamer for the pur
pose of execution of hydrographic surveys, it was necessary fre
quently to change the locality of work, in order to take advantage 
of the most favorable weather conditions and best utilize the avail
able time. All other work was confined, wheneYer possible, to the 
development of shoals. Between Mindoro and Busuanga, Framjee 
Bank and Magallanes Bank remain to be developed. Very few of 
the shoals in this region have ever been charted .• There are numerous 
indications of dangers to navigation and it was necessary to space 
soundings in depths of 150 to 300 fathoms, as close as six to ten in 5 
miles, and frequently much closer. This irregularity extends over an 
area of approximatel,r 900 square miles. The submarine sentry was 
in use during the entire time while engaged in sounding in localities 
where there were indications of shoals and it proved very valuable in 
finding many shoals that would have been passed over if soundings 
had been taken in the ordinary manner. 

The hydrographic work of the steamer was carried on during all of 
its movements, while transporting various working parties in the field 
and while en route for coal and supplies; the only time actually lost 
was while in port. 

Fifteen stations for observations of the direction and strength of 
currents were occupied in the northern part of the Sulu Sea and in 
the southern part of Mindoro Strait. 

Three tidal stations were in use during the season. The automatic 
gauge at Port Uson, established during the previous year, was in con
tinuous· operation during the entire period of this report, and at the 
close of the calendur year 13 consecutive months of observations had 
been obtained with that gauge: For conYenience in the reduction of 
soundings tide staffs were erected at Bisucay and in Tagauayan Bay. 
The plane of reference at these staffs was established by means of 
simultaneous observations in connection with the automatic gauge at 
Port Uson. 

Five stations were occupied for the determination of the declina
tion of the magnetic needle. The compass courses were so slightly 
affected by changes in the magnetic variation that no ship swings 
were made. 

Work was continued after January 1 and until the close of the 
fiscal year in the same general localities. In the early part of J anu
nry hydrography between Mindoro and Busuanga Islands was con
tinued and a partial development made of Narvaez Bank. Between 
January 8 and March 10 the vessel was undergoing repairs at Manila. 
From March 11 to the close of the year, with a slight interruption, 
the party was at work on the hydrography and topography of the 
south and west coasts of Busuanga Island, topography and hydrog
raJ?.hY in channel between Busuanga and Culion Islands, and signal 
bmldin/!, triangulation, and hydrography in the Cuyos Islands. . 

The triangulation over Busuanga Island was completed and a 
tertiary scheme with numerous intersections carried over Coron 
Island. Some triangulation was done in the Tagauyan Islands to 
give control for an anchorage. Triangulation was begun in the 
Q,uiniluban group. 

Topography was completed on the south coast of Busuanga Island 
and partly completed on the east coast. The north coast of Culion 
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Island and Port Culion were completed, und also Cocoro Island in 
the Tugauan group. Taga.uan Island was partly finished. 

The hydrography in the area between Apo Reef, Mindoro, and 
Ilusuanga Islands was nearly finished and that in the most difficult 
part of the area between Cuyos nnd Panay, including the develop
ment of some of the shoals. Some work was done in the area between 
Cuyos and Palawan and west of Busuanga Island. Areta shoal was 
partly developed. The channel between Culion and Busuanga Is~ 
lands was completed. Current observations were taken at night 
when the ship was at anchor. Five sets of observations for magnetic 
declination were made. The tide observations of the automatic tids 
gauge at Port Uson were continued during the year. Staff gauges 
were read at Bisucay and Tagauayan. 

All of the Cuyo Islands north of Bonbon, Cuyo Island, with the 
exception of Tabac Rock, were connected by triangulation nnd the 
topography of the islands wus begun. Such hydrography was done 
among the isli.nds as was practicable in connection with the fore
going. 

HAWAIIAN !SJ.ANDS. 

[ E. H. HAND.] 

SUMMARY oF RESULTs.-Trlangulatlon: 127.2 square miles of area covered, 25 
signal poles erected, 23 stations occupied for horlzontnl measures, 10 stations 
occupied for vertical measures, 27 geographical positions determined. Topog
raphy: 64 square miles of area snn·eyed, 146.1 miles of general coast line sur
veyed, 46.3 miles of roads sun·eyed, 7 topographic sheets finished. 

At the beginning of the fiscal year revision work was in progress 
on the island of Hawaii, the survey having been completed as far ns 
the village of Kawaihae. By October 1 the surveys had been ex
tended southward to Hanamalo Point, not far from the extreme 
southerly point of the island of Hawnii. This work includes an 
accurate delineation of the shore line and location of offshore rocks, 
a determination of the cliff heights at frequent intervals, a location 
of all prominent natural and artificial objects which would be useful 
to navigation or as hydrographic signals, and, w.here necessary, the 
development of the land forms by contours. This work was placed 
on four topographic sheets on a scale of 1: 20,000. 

The triangulation consisted in the recovery of all primary stations 
of the old Hawaiian Government survey which were close enough to 
the coast to be of value for the hydrographic work, and an extension 
based on these points for the purpose of locating lighthouses and 
other objects useful as landmarks or offshore hydrographic signals. 
All positions determined were intersection points, since the great 
number of primary stations recovered made any extension merely for 
topographic control unnecessary. 

Four Jighthouses are included in the limits of the work-at Kawai
hae, Keahole Point, Kailua, and N apoopoo. These were located by 
triangulation and a careful determination of their heights was made. 

A whaleboat was used for the transportation of the party. Be
tween Kailua and Hanamalo Point but two sheltered anchorages 
were found and, as it was not safe or feasible to land on the occa
sional strips of beach and haul out the boat, it remained offshore all 
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night; anchored when the weather was :favorable but lying to when 
the swell made this dangerous, with two men standing watch alter
natel v. 

Af the end of October field wor-k was temporarily suspended. 
During the second half of the fiscal year field work was continued 

on the surveys of the island of Hawaii from Hanamalo Point to the 
southward and eastward around the coast toward Hilo, the original 
starting point. The topography was completed from Hanamalo 
Point around South Point to the Keaiwa lava flow of 1868, or about 
8 miles northeast of Punaluu Landing. The triangulation was ex
tended about 10 miles beyond, or to station Puu Kapukapu, at Keau
hou, belcw the volcano. 

The .triangulation consisted of the extension of the supplemental 
work from the lines of the original primary survey for the purpose 
of topographic and hydrographic control, marking new stations and 
old ones where necessary and preparing descriptions of stations. 
Because of the frequency cf primary stations and the absence of good 
intersection objects no triangulation was done until the survey 
reached Honuapo, except that Ka Lae Light at South Point was 
determined from three primary stations. Northeast of Honuapo, 
however, there were no primary stations in the vicinity of the coast, 
excepting Kamehame, so that it was necessary to take the base Kame
hame to Puu Enuhe and extend the work both ways, southwest to 
Honuapo, and northeast to Keauhou. 

The topography consisted of an accurate delineation of the shore 
line, a determination of the cliff heights at frequent intervals, indi
cating the form of the terrain by contours us far back as would be 
useful for navigation, and of marking and listin~ the topographic 
stations with a view to their use in a hydrograph1c survey. Where 
necessary for their identification the natural objects used for sta
tions were marked with white paint or whitewash. 

[J. w. GllEEN.] 

Field magnetic observations were begun in August for the reoccu
pation of stations on the islands of Kauai, Maui, and Hawaii for 
!:ecular variation and also to make a magnetic survey of the crater of 
Kilauea. Observations were begun on Kauai, where stations were 
occupied at Waimea, and Port Allen. A station was occupied at 
Lahuina on the island of Maui. On the island of Hawuii observa
tions were made at two stations on Hilo; at Kapoho, Ka Lae, and 
Kilauea, all of which were repeat stations. 

In the magnetic survey of Kilauea the original plan was to estab
lish four stations at the terminals of the long and short axes of the 
fire pit Haleamaumau und to secure repeat observations at these 
four stations us often ns possible extending over a period of six 
weeks. This work was to be supplemented by two weeks' observa
tions at stations to be selected around the outer rim of Kilauea. On 
account of the dense sulphurous fumes which pass off toward the 
south and southwest under the influence of the trade winds, no sta
tion was possible on this side of the pit. Three stations were there
fore established, going as close to the fumes as practicable on either 
side and halfway between these stations on the north side. Station 
A, on the northwest side and about 40 feet from the rim of the crater, 
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was abandoned after the second set of observations on account of the 
unstable condition of the surface layer of lava rock, and a new sta
tion .A.2 established about 125 feet nearly Jue north from .A.. Also 
station C, 75 feet from the rim of the crater on the southeast side, 
was abandoned on account of the fumes after the first set of observa
tions and a new station C2 established, about 75 feet nearly due east 
of C. After obtaining two complete sets of observations at"station A, 
two at station A 2, four at station B, one at station C and three at sta
tion C2

, an analysis of the results indicated that while a normal 
d~urnal var.iation might be expected at any one station yet the wide 
differences m the values of the elements obtained at the different sta
tions are differences due to location and not to time. 

Ordinarily it is to be expected that as the dip increases the hori
zontal intensity decreases. A comparison of the results obtained at 
the stations around Halemaumau showed anomalous conditions in sev
eral instances, the changes in the Yalue of the horizontal intensity and 
dip following no regular lines of variation. It appears also that 
there are numerous local centers of disturbance. Consequently, it 
was deemed advisable to discontinue the repeat observations at these 
stations and establish as large a number of stations in the vicinity of 
Halemaumau as possible in the time available. Accordingly, five 
additional stations were established. At these five stations the same 
irregularity was manifested as at the stations already established, 
confirming the idea that the abnormal variations are purely local and 
are due to fixed centers of disturbance, perhaps near the surface, and 
in no way connected with the movement of the lava column at Hale
maumau. A test of specimens of the lava rock showed that the sur
face fragments are all magnetic, and all exhibited polarity in a greater 
or less degree. A perceptible change in the direction of the declina
tion magnet was produced by movmg blocks of lava rock weighing 
from 50 to 75 pounds to different positions in the vicinity of the in
strument. 

Around the outer rim of Kilauea 7 stations were established about 
1 mile apart in addition to the former station near the Volcano House 
Hotel. These stations extend almost around the crater, but there is 
a gap of 1.6 miles on the southwest side. At these stations the same 
irre~larities in dip and horizontal intensity were noted as at the 
stations around Halemaumau. 

Polarity was found in a marked degree in fragments of basalt 
thrown out from Kilauea by the explosion of 1790, and this ~olarity 
probably existed at the time they were thrown out, as the ena of the 
rock lying toward the north in some cases attracted and in other cases 
repelled the north pole of the magnet. 

At the request of the director of the Hawaiian Volcano Ob'serva tory 
declination observations were made at 7 observation stations estr.l:i
lished by him around the rim of Halemaumau. The results varied 
from Oto 16 degrees and.were uniformly greater on the east side than 
on the west side of the pit. 

The ascent of Mauna Loa was made on the southeast slope, and 
the camp was located on the southeast rim of the crater. For the 
ascent of Mauna Loa the observer joined a small party sent out by 
the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory. Four pack animals were re
quired to carry the outfitt camping material, and supplies. The 
ascent was made on September 29 and 30. 
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The crater of Mokuaweoweo covers 3~ square miles and is 800 feet 
deep. Mauna Loa is 13,675 feet aboYe sea level. 

The. only ins~rument c.ar~ied on t_his trip was a dip _circle, the ob
servations obt:uned cons1stmg of dip and total intensity by Lloyd's 
method. These observations do not show the wide range in the mag
netic elements obtained at Kilauea, but yet the differences are con
siderable. Dm:ing th.e four days spent at the summit observations 
were made at six stations along the eastern and southeastern rim of 
the crater. At station A an approximate determination of declina
tion was made using the compass attachment of the dip circle. 

Acknowledgement is made of assistance rendered in this work by 
Prof. T. A. Jaggar, jr., director of the Hawaiian Volcano Observa
tory, who furnished transportation for the observer and his equip
ment and placed the facilities of the observatory at his disposal. 

[J. \V. GREEN nnd WM. W. MERRYMON.] 

The regular series of magnetic observations has been maintained 
at the magnetic observatory at Ewa, Hawaii. 

On August 6 the charge of the observatory was transferred to 
Wm. ,V. Merrymon. 

The magnetic, seismographic, and temperature variations instru
ments have been in continuous operations with a few slight inter
ruptions . 
. The routine work of keeping the recording instruments in opera
tion, taking weekly absolute observations of the magnetic compo
nents, caring for the observatory property, and keeping up the 
usual reports and correspondence, has been attended to. 

Between July 1 and December 31, three magnetic storms were 
recorded, that of October 4 to 8 being of unusual mtensity, six lesser . 
magnetic disturbances were recorded. During the same period 125 
earthquakes were recorded on the Milne seismograph1 varying in 
amplitude :from microscopic to greater than the semitrace, about 
17 millimeters. 

Between January 1 and June 30 there were 10 magnetic storms, 
and 98 earthquakes were recorded. 

Meteorological observations were taken twice daily and sun alti
tudes :for time about four times each month. Meteorological reports 
were rendered monthly to the local office of the United States 
Weather Bureau. 

[J. B. MILLER, Commanding Steamer Patterson.] 

SUMMARY OF nESULTs.-Trlnngulntlon: 452 square miles of nren covered, 10 
Btntlons occupied for horlzontnl measures, 20 geographic positions determined. 
Magnetic work: 1 magnetic station occupied for stundnrdlzlng Instruments. 
'.ropography: 16 square miles of urea survc>yed, 32 mll<>s of sr10re line surveyed, 
1 topographic sheet finished. Hydrography: 821 square miles of area covered, 
1,895 miles run while sounding, 18,546 soundings made, 5,651 positions deter
mined, 8 hydrogrnphlc sheets completed, 15 current stations occupied. 

The work done by the party on the ~teamer Patterso71: du~ing the 
winter season of 1913 to 1914, was chiefly hydrographic, smce the 
other classes of work have been largely completed in the Hawaiian 
Islands. 
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A small amount of tertiary triangulation was done to control the 
survey on Lanai Island. Concluded points were determined :from old 
stations, and four new stations were established at important points. 

The topographic work done includes the shore line of Lanai Island, 
from Kaea Point, around the southern, eastern, and northern sides 
to Kaena Point. Signals "·ere located for the inshore hydrography 
and all features within one-half mile of shore were shown. No con
tours were determined as the shores are low, but where cliffs occurred 
their heights were determined. Thus, the work consisted solely of 
closed traverses between triangulation points. 

Inshore hydrography from the shore to 27 fathoms was completed 
on the south coast of l\Inui Island from Kaupo Landing to La Pe
rouse Bay, a distance of 22 statute miles, thus completing that island; 
on Lanai Island, on the southern, eastern, and northern coasts :from 
Kaea Point to Kaena Point, a distance of 32 statute miles; and on 
Hawaii Island around the northwestern point from Kukuihaele to 
Puako, a distance of 47 statute miles. Special surveys in Mala Bay., 
Maui Island, and Kaiaka Bay, Oahu Island, included 4 miles ot 
coast line. The development of all these coasts was made on the same 
scheme; that is, by sounding lines on and off shore one-eighth mile 
apart, with additional lines and soundings at critical or suspicious 
places. No harbors are found on these coasts. At landings the 
sounding lines were run one thirty-second mile apart and closer. 
Geographic positions for locating soundings were obtained from pre
vious topographic sheets of Maui nnd Hawaii Islands, and on Lanai 
Island were located by new topography, as explained above. The 
coasts surveyed are almost entirely exposed to the trade winds, the 
southern Mani coast and the northeast Hawaii coast especially so, 
and are almost unapproachable when these winds are blowing 
strongly. During the past winter, however, the weather conditions 
were greatly disturbed and abnormal, so that advantage was taken 
of these conditions, and work was completed which would otherwise 
have been impossible. 

The sounding was extended from the limit of the inshore work to 
a distance of about!) miles off the coasts of Maui and Hawaii; around 
Lanai it was extended 2 to 5 miles offshore, .accordingly as it joined 
previous work off Maui, or ,~·as intended to join later work off Molo
kai. The limits of old and new work are now fairly continuous and 
definite, and conYeniently situated for extending. The soundings 
from 27 to 80 fa thorns were made at one-third to one-sixth mile inter
vals, with pressure tubes. The usual program was followed for such 
soundings, and the tubes were standardized at each tenth sounding 
by vertical casts. Off Maui and Hawaii the deeper soundings reached 
500 to 900 fathoms and these were made by vertical casts in the 
usual wav. Off Lnnni a comparative shallow bank was found all 
round, and there were few deep soundings. 

Current observations were made at eight localities distributed over 
the whole region with an average of 43 hourly observations in each 
locality. A 20-foot current pole was used, with a log line and pelorus. 
Moderately strong and well defined currents were found, with a. 
strength ns great as 1~ knots. All of the currents are branches of 
the continuous ocean current which flows from southeast to north
west through the Hawaiian Islands, and which is modified by the 
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coasts of the islands, by changes in the barometer and the correspond
ing winds, and only slightly Ly the tides. The currents are only mod
erately important to navigation, as they generally run in the direc
tion of usual vessel tracks. Tidal reducers for the soundings were 
obtained from the automatic gauge operated ·by the Corps of Engi
neers, United States Army, at Hilo, Hawaii, where nn excellent rec- · 
ord is obtained continuously. The tides at Hilo agree in time and 
range with the whole region where soundings were made, and the 
range of tide in the Hawaiian Islands is always small. 

A small amount of work wns done on the coast of Oahu Island, 
requiring five days in all, at the request of the commandant of the 
naval station, and by authority from the superintendent. 

A small amount of sounding was done in Mala Bay, near Lahaina, 
Mani Island, to develop the proposed location for a new Territorial 
wharf. This was at the request of the superintendent of public works 
of the Territory, and copies of the results were furnished to him. 

The magnetic instruments on board the ship were standardized at 
the Honolulu Magnetic Observatory of the Coast and Geodetic Sur
vey. No other magnetic observations were taken in the field during 
the season. The routine meteorological observations for the use of 
the 'Veather Bureau were made throughout the senson and were for
warded to that Bureau on the forms provided by it for that purpose. 

The Hawaiian Islands lie in the track of the northeast trade winds, 
and much of the coast is exposed to the heavy ocean swell and is 
unprotected from the wind, and there are no harbors. During the 
last two seasons it has been found possible to work on such coasts in 
u moderate trade wind, however, and by exercising some care, even 
to anchor the ship there when it is desirable. The wear and tear 
on ship and ·outfit is greatPr than in many other circumstances, 
but is not unreasonable, and many precautions are necessary in 
working with launches and small boats. On these coasts commercial 
steamers handle cargo and passengers in ordinary weather, but it is 
done with considerable risk to them and to the vessels themselves, 
much more than in many other regions. However, during the win
ter 1912-13, and 1913-14, this party was favored with some intervals 
of variable weather, when it was quite safe and convenient to work 
on such coasts. The past winter was especially unusual, and several 
heavy storms passed over, which prevented work altogether, when 
at their height. Much of the most difficult part of the exposed coast 
is now completed, and such localities were given the preference the 
past season, whenever it could be done. 

SPECIAL DUTY. 

OCEANOGRAPHIC WOnI( AND CURRE:ST OBSERVATIONS IN GULF STREAM. 

OCEANOGRAPHIC WORK. 

[CHARLES C. YATES, Commanding Steamer Bache.] 

The oceanographic cruise of the steamer Bache in the Atlantic 
Ocean nnd Gulf Stream from Chesapeake Ilny to Bermnrl1t and the 
West Indies was undertaken in cooperation with the United States 
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Bureau of Fisheries in accordance with the flans of the Permanent 
International Council for the Exploration o the Sea. 

While the work was primarily suggested by the Bureau of Fish
eries for obtaining information as to the ocean conditions governing 
the fisheries on the coasts of the United States, the physical data 
obtained relating to depths, currents, temperatures, and densities 
in the Gulf Stream and ad1acent waters are of equal interest and 
value to the Coast and Geodetic Survey as affecting navigation and 
the charting of the coasts. 

The Bache had her usual complement of officers and crew, and 
two officers of the Bureau of Fisheries were detailed to conduct the 
special studie:~ relating to the fisheries. The work of these experts 
was facilitated by construction of a laboratory for their use anJ the 
addition or modification 'of a number of appliances required for the 
fishing operations. 

While waiting at Norfolk for the arrival of a supply of wire for 
deep-sea work ordered from abroad, the Bache made two preliminary 
crmses for the purpose of adjustmg compasses and testing appa
ratus. Some defects were developed which were corrected as far as 
possible before the final departure of the ship. 

The special wire having arrived the Bache sailed from Hampton 
Roads on January 26. This portion of the cruise ended at Bermuda 
on February 7 after a stormy passage which greatly interfered with 
oceanographic work. During the period of 12 days occupied in the 
voyage to Bermuda the vessel made an average of only 67 miles a 
day. During an average of 15 hours per day she was either lying 
in the trougl1 of the sea and drifting while making physical hydro
graphic observations, or going ahead dead slow, also usually in the 
trough, towing deep-sea fishing nets. 

Owing to the rough weather the Sigsbee sounding machine on the 
platform overhanging the stern could not be used a greater part of 
the time and the drum of the Lucas sounding machine forward gave 
way under the accumulated pressure of wire and in doing so carried 
away the driving wheel. · 

A new sounding machine of a new type was improvised, however, 
from parts of other machines on board which proved extremely 
efficient in deep-sea work. At Bermuda the new sounding machine 
was reconstructed in a more permanent form, and some necessary 
modifications were made to the reeling machine used in deep-sea 
fishing. 

The governqr general of the islands paid a visit to the Bache, as 
did some hundreds of others, the greatest interest being taken by all 
in the apparatus and specimens of deep-sea fish collected. 

Between February 17 and March 4 the Bache was making the 
voyage :from Bermuda to Nassau, Bahamas. By request of the 
colomal secretary of Bermuda the first part of this voyage was de
voted to a search £or a reported shoal located about 20 miles to the 
southeastward. It was not found, and the examination made indi
cates that it does not exist. 

The weather cm this portion of the trip was more unfavorable than 
that from the United States to Bermuda. On February 22 and 23 
the vessel was hove to in a storm about 250 miles southeast of Ber
muda, and again.on the 26th and 27th about 250 miles northeast of the 
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Bahamas. On the evening of February 28 there commenced the most 
severe of all the storms experienced. This culminated on the morn
ing of March 2, when a big sea was shipped which carried away two 
whaleboats, smashed the starboard launch, started the coaming of 
one of the skylights, flooded the ship, and damaged many other parts. 
Fortunately no one was on deck at the time except the officers on the 
bridge. The wreckage was quickly chopped away without fouling 
the propeller. 

Upon arrival at Nassau on March 4 a small supply of coal was 
obtamed sufficient to carry the vessel to Key ·west, at which place 
she arrived March 11. No oceanographic work was done during this 
part of the trip. 

On March 13 the Bache proceeded from Key West to Habana, 
making the regular oceanographic observations across this section of 
the Gulf Stream. The remainder of the cruise took the ship up the 
Gulf Stream in the Florida Straits to Gun Key and then across to 
Fowey Rocks. From there the Bache cruised to Jupiter Inlet, then 
across the Gulf Stream again and on north of Great Araco Island of 
the Bahamas to a final oceanographic station about 200 miles north 
of Hole in the 'Vall. 

On March 23 the vessel returned to Key 'Vest, where the officials 
of the Bureau of Fish_eries packed and shipped to Washington their 
specimens and outfit, and the ship took on cpal and supplies. 

From their nature, the results of an oceanograph expedition are 
not subject to a summary statistical analysis and can only be properly 
covered by a separate report. The following extracts from a letter of 
the Commissioner of Fisheries to the Superintendent of the Coast 
and Geodetic Survey give testimony to the value of the work accom
plished: 

The successful conclusion of the ocennograph cruise of the Bache nnd the 
value of the collections obtained hnpels me to express to you my uppreclutlon 
of the zealous und sldllful execution of the 111,·estlgntlon. 

A prelimlnnry exumlnntlon of the mnterlal collected Indicates thnt it will 
throw much light on biological 11nd physical conditions in the Gulf Stream nnd 
the western Atlantic, partlculnrly when it Is considered in connection with the 
investlgntlons which this Burenu Is conducting nlong the coast us far us the 
Grund Bunks. The region co\•ered by the Bache Is vltnl to om· general inquiry 
and It could not have been Investigated without the invaluable cooperation of the 
Coast and Geodetic Survey. 

I request that you convey to * * • the officers nnd men of the Bache my 
thanks and congrntulntlons for the success with which the expedition hns been 
conducted under circumstances which well might have discouraged men less 
zealous and conscientious. 

CURRENT OBSERVATIONS IN GULF STREAM. 

After the completion of the oceanographic work in cooperation 
with the Bureau of Fisheries, the steamer Bache left Key West on 
March 31 to occupy a station in the Gulf Stream about midway 
between Cuba and the Florida coast. This work was undertaken 
primarily to investigate a new method of measuring deep-sea cur
rents. 

An attempt was made to anchor with wire in about 600 fathoms of 
water a moderate-sized nun buoy provided by the B~reau of Light
houses. The operation was not successful, as the locat10n of the buoy 
was lost at night by reason of failure of the searchlight of the ship. 
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In the morning the buoy could not be found, and presumably it was 
carried away by the 3-knot current .. 

As it was most desirable that this method of current observations, 
depending on the successful anchoring of a buoy in the deep sea, 
should be tried out, the operations were transferred to more pro
tected waters in the vicinity of Cay Sal Bank between Cuba and the 
Great Bahama Bank. Here buoys or markers constructed on the 
ship were successfully anchored on four sides of the Cay Sal Bank, 
one in Florida Straits, one in Nicholas Channel, and one in the Old 
Bahama Channel. 

At these four stations current observations were successfully made 
in deep water out of sight of land, and at the same time observations 
of deep-sea temperatures and sea-water densities were obtained. 

The observations in Old Bahama Channel deYeloped the interest
ing fact of the existence of two distinct ocean streams or rivers super
imposed one above the other, one flowing ut the rate of nearly a knot 
an hour away from the Gulf Stream in the Straits of Florida and 
extending down to a depth of abont 100 fathoms, and the other at the 
bottom flowing in the opposite direction at nearly as great a speed. 

EXHIBIT OF COAS'I: AXD GEODETIC SURVEY AT 'l'IIE :NATIONAL MO'l'OU-BOAT 

snow, XEW YORK CITY. 

(W. E. PARKER.] 

Arrangements were made in January for installing an exhibit of 
the work of the Coast and Geodetic Survey at the national motor
boat show in Madison Square Garden, New York City, and an 
officer was assigned to the charge of it. The Coast and Geodetic 
Survey exhibit was placed in the auditorium, a small room opening 
directlv off the balcony of the main space, reserYed for the educa
tional· features of the show. The exhibit occupied a favorable 
position in the auditorium close to the main entrance from the large 
hall and at a place where it was plainly visible to everyone passing 
into the lecture hall. It attracted much attention and was favorably 
commented upon. The exhibit consisted principally of sailing and 
general coast charts of the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, Coast Pilots, 
Tide Tables, Table of Depths, and Chart Catalogues. A few navi
gational instruments, such as a sextant, three-arm protractor, 
parallel ruler, etc., were included to show methods of working posi
tions on charts. About 12 charts covering Long Island and Sound, 
and Hudson River and New York Harbor, were hung upon the walls. 
The charts were consulted quite freely by people of varied interests. 

TIDE INDICATOR, NEW YORK. 

[W. R. WHITMAN.] 

In July an examination was made of the tide indicator at the 
Maritime Exchange, New York City, which was not working 
satisfactorily. 

The apparatus was overhauled and the indicator put in good 
working order. 
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TRIANOULATJON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 

(0. B. FRENCH.] 

SUMMARY OF RESUL'l's.-Reconnolssunce: lG square miles of area covered, 62 
points selected for scheme. 'l'riungulnt!on: lG square miles of nreu coYered, 23 
signal poles erected, 38 stations occupied for horizontal measures, 62 geographic 
positions determined. 

. After July 1 the triangulation of the Potomac River between the 
harbor of "Washington and Little Falls, for which a reconnoissancehad 
been made and signals erected, was continued. 

The scheme selected extends from Georgetown, where it connects 
with the triangulation executed during the previous fiscal year, to 
Little Falls just above Chain Bridge. The stations on the south side 
are very near the south bunk of the river, whereas those on the north 
are on the tops of the hills along the north side of the river. 

Below Georgetown a. scheme was carried along the banks of the 
river, the stations having been selected and marked and signals 
erecfod by the United States Engineers in charge of the district. 
The observations were made by the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
officer. This triangulation connects with the District of Columbia 
scheme nnd that up the river at its western end, and near the other 
end with the Potomac Park base. 

The triangulation nlong the upper part of Potomac Park is com
posed of short lines owing to the curvature of the river nnd to the 
growth of vegetation along the shore, but good triangle closures 
were obtained. 

The primary object of this work being to furnish points for use 
in a hydrographic survey of the Potomac River, and such points. 
being numerous enough below 'Vashington harbor and the entrance 
to the Eastern Branch, the triangulation was not extended farther 
down the river. 

Field work was completed on.July 19. 

PRECJSJ: LEVELS, DISTRICT 01" COLUlllBIA. 

[GEOitGE D. Cowm.1 

In March, at the request of the District Engineer, Corps of Engi
neers, U. S. A., 'Vnshmgton, D. C., n. line of precise levels was run 
between the Capitol bench mark and bench mark XI on tho Aque
duct Bridge. Connection was made with various other bench marks 
in the District of Columbia. 

TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY 01" GROUNDS OF BUREAU 01" STANDARDS, DISTRICT 
OF COLUlllBIA. 

[0. L. GARNER.] 

SUMMARY OF RESUL'l'S.-Topogruphy: 0.01 square miles of aren surveyed, 0.5 
mile of roads surveyed, 1 topographic sheet finished. 

A special topographic survey of the grounds of the National 
Bureau of Standards, in the District of Columbia, was begun June 
19 and completed a few days after the close of the fiscal year. The 
object of the survey was to re'\;'ise the old map where changes had 
taken place, and to lay out sites for three proposed buildings to the 
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northward of the original grounds. After the elevations of a suffi
cient number of bench marks were determined by leveling a consider
able amount of detail topography was done with the plane table. 
A special descriptive report was made on this work. 

SURVEY BETWEEN PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE AND UNION STATION PLAZA, 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

[W. B. PARKER.] 

At the request of the Attorney General, made through the Secre
tary of Commerce, a survey was made to determine whether or not 
an avenue 150 feet wide from the junction of Pennsylvania Avenue 
and First Street KW., to the Union Station Plaza, the center line 
of said avenue to be located on the axis of the Peace Monument and 
the site of the westerly fountain of the plaza will overlap that por
tion of square 633 which is -..vest of Arthur Place. 

Field work was begun August 8 and completed J\ugust 20. 
The Survey shows that an avenue 150 feet in width, with its cen

ter line located on the axis of the Peace Monument and the western 
fountain at the Union Station will pass 2 feet eastward of the south
east corner of that portion of square 633 which lies west of Arthur 
Place and will nowhere overlap said square. 

The objects which define the axis of this avenue not being inter
visible or visible from any point within a convenient distance from 
both, triangulation was used only to get an approximate check on the 
direct measurements. 

A traverse was carried from the Peace Monument along the west 
sidewalk of C Street to the southwest corner of New Jersey Avenue, 
and thence across open lots to the west fountain of the Union Sta
tion. All lines were measured twice with steel tapes 100 feet long. 

A plat was made of the southern p"ortion of the proposed avenue, 
showing its intersection with all improved property and extending 
from the Peace Monument to north of the intersection of C Street 
and New Jersey Avenue. 

COMPARISON OF PENDULUMS FOR GUAVITY w01m:, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 

[C. II. SWICK.] 

In July and August two independent determinations were made 
of the periods of each of three pendulums for gravity observations, 
constructed by an American manufacturer for the Mexican Govern
ment. 

Observations were begun on July 23 and were continued until 
.August 3. The results of the separa'te determinations were found to 
agree closely and to be well withm the limits of accuracy required for 
gravity work. 
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PHYSICAL HYDROORAPIIY, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, MARYLAND, AND 
VIRGINIA. 

[H .. P. ItrrrEB.] 

SuMMABY OF REBULTs.-Physlcal hydrography: Days on which current floats 
were run, 125; miles of current lines run, 723; stations used for locating cur
rent lines, 2,185; days observations of the extent and movement of muddy 
water, lee, etc., 201 ; miles, 3,670; observations, 1,428; observations of density 
of water, 058; duys, 55; observations of temperature of wnter, 1,351; observa
tions of temperature of air, 776; dnys, 136; tide stations established, 3; direc
tions of currents obsened at .Alexandria, Va.,; number of days and parts of 
days, 121; number of observations, 3,415; locality of work, Potomac River, 
Chain Bridge to Colonial Bench; results to be shown by charts, plats, tables, etc. 

In cooperation with the United States Public Health Service a 
party was organized for a special examination in the Potomac River 
to determine to what extent the tides affect and how far the currents 
carry the sewage from the vicinity of "'\Vashington toward the oy~ter 
beds in the lower Potomac and the amount of dilution the waters of 
the river undergo from the fresh-water streams or influx of salt 
water from Chesnpeake Bav, etc. 

The Coast and Geodetic Survey launch Inspector was assigned for 
use in this work. 

An automatic tide gauge was erected at Alexandria, Va., on July 
1

4 
and kept in continuous operation throughout the year. Current 

observations were begun on August 4 and were in progress at the 
close of the fiscal year. 
· In addition to the launch, two rowboats and a small motor boat 
were used in following the current floats. 

The observations of currents during the year had in view the 
determination, by means of floats, of the actual current paths in 
different parts of the river with special reference to the movement 
of the water in the vicinity of the Washington sewer outlet (1! 
miles below the junction of the Georgetown, "'\Vashington, and Ana
costia Channels) and to ascertain the rate and extent of the probable 
down-stream movement of the sewage discharge. 

The method pursued in making the float observations was to follow 
the float with a rowboat in which were two observers with sextants. 
When the float was set adrift the time was noted and sextant observa
tions were taken by the observers in the boat to fixed objects on 
shore or located buoys in the river. At the same time the boatman 
took a sounding. At frequent intervals the boat was rowed close to 
the float and its position again determined. These observations, to
gether with the state of the weather, condition of the water surface, 
direction and "force of the wind, direction of current, etc.2 were re
corded and constitute the field record. Whenever practicable the 
observations were started a short time before the beginning of the 
ebb or flood current and continued throughout that tide. 

At first all of the observations were made during daylight hours. 
Later on, at the end of the day's observations the float was left to 
run unattended during the night and if found still floating on the 
following morning the observations were continued. This plan not 
proving satisfactory, the floats were followed continuously day and 

64307° -14--7 
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night until the observations had to be discontinued on account of 
stormy weather. During the night the path of the float was located 
by noting the time of passing buoys, wharves, lighthouses, beacons, 
and other objects, estimating the distance from shore and taking 
soundings at the same time. 

At the be~inning current observations were made with a pole 15 
feet long weighted so as to float a foot and a half out of water. An 
improved form of pole was afterwards substituted, and proved satis
factory. 

The places from which the current observations were begun at 
various times during the season were Chain Bridge, Aqueduct 
Bridge, Georgetown sewer outlet, north of Highway Bridge, south 
end of Georgetown Channel, and south shore of Anacostia River. 

In addition to the current work observations bearing on the phys
ical condition of the river were taken at various times and places. 
They consisted of specific gravity determinations, water and air 
temperatures, color, turbidity, ice, wind, and weather conditions. 
The 39 localities at which observations of this kind were taken are 
distributed along the river from Chain Bridge to Nomini, Va., and 
c-over about 87 miles of the ri,·cr. They were taken on various dates 
between August 6, 1913, and June 30, 1914. 

Turbidity observations which consisted principally in noting the 
color of the water and specific gravity observations were also made 
and temperatures of the air and of the water at various depths were 
taken. 

Observations to determine the change in the direction of the cur
rent with reference to the stage of the tide were made at Alexan
dria, Va. 

The stage of the Potomac River at Chain Bridge and of the Ana
costia at Bennings Bridge was frequently determined by tide-staff 
readings made in connection with current work near those localities 
and at other times. 

NORTH CAROLINA FISHING GROUNDS. 

[CLEM. L. GARNER.] 

SUMMARY OF REBULTs.-Bnse lines: 2,500 meters In length. Triangulation: 6 
signal poles erected. Ilydrography: (I() 1iosltlons determined, 2 hydrogrnphlc 
Hheets finished. 

At the request of the North Carolina Fish Commission an officer 
was assigned in September to replace the buoys marking the fishing 
limits of Albermarle, Croatan, and Pamlico sounds, as prescribed by 
acts of the General Assembly of North Carolina in moo. The buoys 
remaining in position were relocated when there was in any case 
evidence that they were not where originally placed. 

Preliminary arrangements for the work were made by J. H. Leroy, 
fish commissioner of North Carolina. 

Work was begun October 9 north of Durants Island, where the 
marks had partly disappeared. Progress was much retarded by un
favorable weather. On October 30 four buoys were placed in 
Croatan Sound marking the area limited to Dutch or pound net 
fishing. From this time the work was directed to the vicinity of 
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Durants Island and then carried southward. Buoys Nos. 6 to 11, 13 
to 23, 32, 36, 37, 38, 40 to 43, 45, 48, 50, 150, 157, 158 and 160 were 
replaced; buoys Nos. 151to155, 159 and 47 were relocated, and Nos. 
161 and 162 were newly established. 

Positions of Nos. 33, 34, 35, 39 and 49 were marked by stakes, the 
water being very shallow and not suitable for buoys. Position No. 
39 was left to be marked by the fish commissioner. 

All of the marks placed during this survey show the limits as pre
scribed by law for Dutch or pound net fishing. Those placed to 
mark the restricted area or Oregon Inlet also murk the area in which 
any kind of fishing is prohibited. The laws most violated are those 
covering the Dutch or pound net fishing, and consequently those 
areas were of the first importance. · 

A comparatively small number of buoys that were i;>reviously 
placed were found. All of these were relocated and exammed as to 
their condition and when defective new ones were placed in position. 
Only in a few instances were the buoys found to haYe been moved, 
and this seems to have been caused by ice during the winter season. 
It is found that these buoys made of juniper wood are destroyed by 
the teredo in from one and a half to three years. 

Several old signals were found standmg to the northward of 
Roanoke Marshes Lighthouse but none to the southward of that 
point. 

On November 20 the work was brought to a close, 34 buoys having 
b.een placed2 7 buoys relocated, 5 stakes placed, and a number of 
signals repaired. 

MISSISSIPI>l RIVER COMl\lISSION, 

[H. P. RITTER.] 

In accordance with law an officer of the Coast and Geodetic Survey 
has continued to serve as a member of the Mississippi River Commis
sion in addition to his other duties, and attended the meeting of that 
commission held at St. Louis, Mo., in July, the annual low-water in
spection from Rock Island, Ill., to New Orleans, La., in November, 
and the annual high-water inspection from St. Louis, Mo., to New 
Orleans, La., in April. 

DELEGATE TO MEETING lW AlllERICAN ASSOCIATION l•'OH ADVANCEMENT OF 

SCIENCE. 

[\VILLIAM Bowrn.J 

In December the inspector of geodetic work as a representative of 
the Department of Commerce attended the meeting of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science, held at Atlanta, Ga., 
and read before the association two papers based on the scientific 
work of the Coast and Geodetic Survey. One of these papers read 
before the section of engineering and mechanical science was en
titled "The substitution of metal tapes and wires for bars in base 
lneasurement," and the other, read before the section of physics, was 
entitled," Isostasy and the shape and size of the earth." 
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INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARIES. 

[0. H. TITTMANN, Commissioner.] 

UNITED STATES AND CANADA BOUNDARY. 

[F. D. GRANGER.] 

The survey and demarcation of the boundary between the United 
States and Canada throu.!!"h the Lake of the 'Voods from Northwest 
Angle was continued after the beginning of the fiscal year by a joint 
party under the charge of J. J. McArthur, D. L. S., and F. D. 
Granger, assistant, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, respec-
tively. · 

The Canadian party carried two schemes of triangulation across the 
lake, one following the boundary and the other expanding from the 
vicinity of American Point to cover the main portion of the lake and 
connect with the scheme of work brought from the west by C. H. 
Sinclair, of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. This was 
effected by connection with the following-named points of Mr. Sin
clair's scheme, viz, Driftwood Point, Buffalo Point, Long Point, Big 
Point, Burton, and Oak, the last two being at the extreme southern 
part of the lake near Rainy River. A small scheme of triangulation 
was carried up Rainy River for a distance of about 12 miles to Bau
dette. This scheme was confined to the river banks, the average 
length of the triangle sides being about one-half mile. As soon as 
the small scheme was completed a larger scheme with sides of about 
3 miles in length was begun with the line Oak-Burton for a base. 
This work involved the erection of high tripods and the opening of 
vistas through heavy timbers, as was also the case with the smiiller 
scheme. One of the stations in the larger river scheme "Willow" 
was built on muskeg ground, and although given a good foundation, 
it was so unstable that in its occupation with a theodolite satisfactory 
results could not be obtained, the closure of the triangles with which 
it was involved proving excessive. Finally it was decided to con
clude the angles at this station, as it appeared that no perceptible 
change in the centering of the signal occurred except when bearing 
the weight of the observer. The rest of the signals in this scheme 
were built on more stable ground and the triangle closures were satis
factory. 

Fifty reference monuments were set in the Lake of the Woods to 
indicate the position of the boundary line and 25 in Rainy River. 
These reference monuments consist of a shaft of solid wrought steel, 
45 inches long, 2 inches in diameter, and having a sharp pyramidal 
top. They were set in a bed of concrete 2 feet square and about 2! 
feet deep, and wherever possible in solid rock blasted out for the 
purpose. Along the Rainy River, the ground being free from rock, 
the monuments were set in concrete as described. 

With regard to the hydrography soundings were taken along the 
boundary line through the Lake of the Woods and up the Rainy 
River as far as Baudette. In the river the sounding lines were car
ried from shore to shore wherever it was possible to do so, and a 
single line was run in midstream from the mouth up. 
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[C. H. SINCLAIR.] 

SUMMARY OF RE&m.Ts.-Trlangulat!on: 310 square miles of area covered, 
length of scheme along its axis J.ll miles, 280 slgnnl poles erected, 23 observing 
tripods built (heights 30 to 90 feet), 249 stations occupied for horizontal and 
vertical measures, 280 geographic positions determined. Azimuth: 1 station 
occupied for observation of azimuth. Leveling: 6 elevations (tidal bench 
marks) determined by leveling, 5 miles of len!IS run. 

During the latter part . of June the party that had been engaged 
upon the triangulation of the forty-ninth parallel and the Lake of 
the Woods was transferred to the vicinitv of Fort Frances, On
tario, and International Falls, Minn., to take up the triangulation of 
Rainv River. A base had been measured near Fort Frances on 
June.25 and towers had been erected at East Buse (87 feet in height), 
Squn11 ( 4:0 feet), and Birch ( 7 5 feet), the line between the last two 
furnishing a base. for the trian~ulation of Rainy Lake by E. C. 
Barnard. The base near Fort Frances is 8,0CH.52 meters in length. 
Base tower was rebuilt in June after having been destroyed by a 
severe storm in May. The tower at East Base was blown down 
afterwards on August 15 but was not rebuilt, being no longer needed. 

The survey of Rainy River required two schemes of triangulation: 
(1) A main scheme with sides from 3 to 10 miles in length 0£ suffi
cient strength for bringing the work from the Warroad base and 
the west; (2) a subordinate scheme following the banks of the stream 
to locate permanent reference marks on both sides of the boundary 
and for the topography. 

The subordinate scheme was begun by building small signals 
along the river below International Falls and Fort Frances, using 
as a base the> line East Base to Digest.or, 84lJ.G meters in length; 
the station Digestor being a point on the paper mill at Interna
tional Falls. The main difficulty in this work was due to the neces
sity of confining the triangulation to the edge of the scheme as the 
banks are wooded except for small clearings chiefly on the Canadian 
side. As a rule the width of the stream determined the length of 
the tri:mgle sides, but in the direction of the stream t.he line<> were 
made as long ns possible and the scheme was strengthened by meas
uring bases and connecting them with the triangulation about every 
10 miles. Motor skiffs and a bar~e were used for transportation. 
In the 44 miles of river triungulat10n 255 stations were established. 
The stations were marked with bronze disks set in concrete or in 
holes drilled in the rocks. The work of the season terminated at 
Birchdale. 

The main scheme of triangulation was begun near Fort Frances 
and International Falls, so as to give a base for the triangulation 
of Rainy Lake. 

The reconnoissance was confined to the Canadian side where the 
roads were fairly good. No scaffold signals were consi~ered ne_ces
sary, as tripods properly guyed had proved successful m prev10us 
work. 

When the points had been selected for a sufficient distance ahead 
and the towers were erected observing was begun and continued as 
the work progressed. Eleven signals were blown down by the storms 
in August, causing delay, as most of them had to be replaced. 

All of.the observations in the main scheme were completed by No
vember 13, and a remeasurement was then made on November 14 
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and 15 to test the accuracy of the base at Warroad. The second 
measurement agreed closely with the first. 

In the main triangulation 25 stations ~ere 11sed, of which 20 were 
towers (tripods), ranging in height from 30 to 90 feet, and one pole 
at Big Fork 102 feet. 

Between July 16 and August 3 an azimuth was determined at Fort 
Frances East Base. 

[E. C. BARNARD.] 

SUMMABY OF BESULTB.-Reconnolssance: Length of scheme 39 miles, 22 points 
selected. for scheme. Triuugulutlon: 15 observlug trlpous aud scufl'oltls built 
with heights from 18 to 70 feet, 23 reference and triangulation signals built, 
35 stations In main scheme occupied for horizontal measures, 117 stations in 
secondary scheme occupied for horizontal measures v.nd 52 with plane table, 
89 geographic posltious determined. Leveling: 6 miles of levels run. Azimuth: 
1 station occupied. Topography: 83.8 square miles of area surveyed, 550.60 
miles of shore line run, 45 miles of boundary mapped. Monumenting: 86 refer
ence points set. 

Work on the survey and marking of the international boundary 
in the region of the Lake of the vVoods, Rainy Lake, and Rainy 
River was in progress at the beginning of the fiscal year. 

By July 1 all work had been completed on the Lake of the Woods, 
the triangulation on Rainy Lake was well under way, the recon
noissance having been complete as far as Brule Narrows, half way 
up the lake, the large scale mapping on Rainy River was one-half 
completed. and the topographic work on Rainy Lake was well under 
way. 

On August 7 the large scale work on Rainy Lake being completed 
work was begun in Black Bay. The necessary triangulation was 
done in advance of the topography. On August 15 a hurricane swept 
over Rainy Lake and vicmity blowing down several of the triangula
tion signals and very nearly wrecking the launch Amrita used by the 
party. 

In this month a trip was made by the chief of party through Brule 
Narrows, some ranges were erected, soundings taken, and the channel 
followed out. On August 26 an officer of the survey took up the 
observation of horizontal angles for the .location of boundary refer
ence marks, relieving the Canadian surveyor who had been engaged 
on that work. 

On September 24 an American surveyor was detailed to cooperate 
with a Canadian party in making a reconnoissance on Lake N amakan. 

With the exception of the detail map of Four-Mile Bay and the 
mouth of Rainy River, the topography of the Lake of the Woods, 
completed before the beginning of the fiscal year, was done on a 
scale of 1: 45,000 with 10-foot contours and extending back 1 mile 
from the shore. The shore line was run out with much detail. A 
plane-table triangulation was executed on Lake of the Woods for 
the location of additional signals for the topography. The topog
raphy of Black Bay was executed on a scale of 1 :20,000 with a con
tour interval of 10 feet. This bav has an area of 8 or 9 square miles 
and is on the south side of Rainy Lake with 11 narrow entrance situ
ated about 10 miles east of the mouth of Rainy Lake. Triangulation 
was carried up the bay from two stations established on opposite 
shores of the entrance. Reference points were set at each station 
e.nd their elevations determined b;v stadia lines from the water level 
of the lake, which was known, this being the base used for the ver-
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tical control of the topography. This work was completed in 9 days 
by one observer and two assistants. During this time 8 stations were 
rebuilt, 5 towers and 7 topographic stations were occupied and 10 
other sil;{nals and points were cut in and checked by intersection, 
making mall a total of 21 checked locations. 

A detail map of Four-Mile Bay and the mouth of Rainy River was 
made en a scale of 1: 20,000 with 5-foot contours; it extended back 1 
mile from the shore and included the mouth of Rainy River, the 
islands to the northward and westward of the mouth of the river, 
and all of Four-Mile Bay. When this work was begun the triangu
lation of the lake was not completed and it was necessary to measure 
u base from which to develop the control for the three field sheets on 
which the topography was executed. This base was measured with 
a 100-foot steel tape along a straight &andy beach on the north side 
of Pine Island. Eleven signals were erected in such positions that 
the base could be expanded Ly good intersections into a small scheme 
of control that located the two lighthouses and tied everything to the 
main triangulation station Oak and the subsidiary station Perk, 
which, together with Zipple and Lude, were occupied with a transit 
instrument and the whole tied into the main scheme triangulation. 

The topography of Rainy Lake from its outlet at Rainer to the 
eastern end of Brule Narrows, a distance of 24 miles along the bound
ary, was executed on a scale of 1: 20,000 with a contour interval of 
10 feet. Reference points were set and determined in position by a 
subsidiary triangulation. The marks used were bronze tablets 
wedged and cemented into holes drilled in the rocks. In placing the 
reference marks the general practice observed was to establish them 
on points projecting toward and nearest to the boundary and as far 
above the water as possible. The observing was done with a 7-inch 
Berger transit with the same degree of precision as in the main scheme 
work. During the season on Uainy Lake 68 reference marks were 
placed and the same number of signals erected. The number of 
stations occupied was 65. 

In the western portion of Rainy Lake, which extends for 23 miles 
along the boundary, 1,200 islands were located and mapped with a 
total shore line, including islands and mainland, of 402 miles. 

A large scale survey was made of Rainy River and adjacent towns 
from a pcint about one-half mile below the dam at International 
Falls to the mouth of Rainy Lake, including the towns of Inter
national Falls and Ranier on the American side and Fort Frances 
on the Canadian side of the boundary. The scale adopted was 
1: 5,000 with 5-foot contours. Vertical control was furnished by 
level lines which were run on both sides of the river, based on the 
United States Geological Survey bench mark at International Falls. 
A 1,100-meter base was measured with invar steel tape along the 
Canadian Northern Railroad in Fort Frances. A small scheme of 
triangulation was carried up the river and closed on two stations 
of the main scheme next east of the Fort Frances base. Reference 
marks were set on both banks of the river in such position as to 
control the changes in the course of the boundary. The elevations 
of the reference marks were determined by closed level lines. Promi
nent points were cut in to aid in the control of the topography. A 
dam built at International Falls some years prev~ously ha~ caused 
considerable areas of land to be overflowed. . This made it neces-
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sary to run out two shore lines, the outer or brush and marsh line 
and the actual water line which is often far back in the timber, the 
region being densely wooded. 

The reconnoissance for triangulation was extended through Rainy 
Lake and Lake Namakan, a distance of 60 miles along the boundary, 
but bad weather compelled the party to leave the field before the 
last two towers on Lake N amakan could be constructed. The observ
ing was completed for 30 miles. Twenty-four triangles were dosed 
with an averaue closure error of 4.8 seconds. 

Work was closed for the season at the end of October. 
The party engaged in the survey of the international boundary 

line through Ramy Lake eastward from Brule Narrows and through 
Rainy River westward from International Falls resumed work in 
May, 1914. The operation of thefarty included also the erection of 
observing tripods in the scheme o triangulation laid out during the 
previous season to the head of Lake N amakan, with the necessary 
topography, establishment of boundary reference marks, and the 
necessary triangulation for determining the position of the reference 
marks. 

Arrangements had been made in the latter part of AJ?ril for put
ting the motor launches and boats used in this work m condition 
for service. 

On May 3 a level line was run from the Canadian geodetic bench 
mark at Sprague to a temporary bench mark of the United States 
and Canada boundary survey at Sprague's lumber camp, in order 
to check the levels along the boundary line from Red River to the 
Lake of the Woods. 

The completion of the topographic work in Black Bay was next 
taken up. 

Subparties for the triangulation, signal building, topographv. 
and location of reference marks were organized during the latter 
part of May. 

The elevations used in the topography of Rainy Lake were taken 
directly from the water surface, the e1evation of which was read 
each day on a water gauge. The zero of this gauge was determined 
from bench marks established on the lake during the winter of 
1912-13. From May 18 to June 30 the elevation of the water of the 
lake increased from 1,105.3 to 1,108.1 feet. . 

Two members of the Canadian party at work on Lake N amakan 
visited the American party on Rainy Lake from June 6 to 12, in
clusive, to examine the methods used in the topographic work. 

I. R. Pounder, representing the Canadian commissioner, was at
tached to the triangulation party on Rainy Lake from June 2 and 
rendered valuable assistance in the subsidiary triangulation. 

An azimuth was observed on the terminal line of the triangulation 
of Lake Namakan. Time was obtained by transportation of chro
nometers. 

The topographic map of Rainy Lake was completed from Brule 
Narrows to Deers Horn Point, a distance of 7 miles afong the 
boundary, on a scale of 1: 20,000, with 10-foot contours. 

The topographic map of Rainy River, on the same scale, was com
pleted from International Falls to the mouth of Little Fork, a dis
tance of 14 miles. 

Work was in progress at the close of the fiscal year. 
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[W. Il. FAIRFIELD.] 

SUMMARY OF REBULTB.-Reconnolssnnce: 97 points selected for scheme. 
Base lines: Tertiary, 1, 1,117 meters In length. Triangulation: 17.2 square 
miles of area covered, 103 signal poles erected, 97 stations In main scheme 
occupied for horizontal measures, 73 stations occupied for vertical measures, 
94 geographl.c positions determined, 93 elevations determined trigonometrlcally. 
Leveling: 5 mlles of levels run. Azimuth: 3 azimuth stations occupied. To
pography: 114 square miles of urea surveyed, 337 miles of shore line of lakes 
and rivers run, 12 topographic sheets finished. Distance along boundary 28 
miles. 

Work on the survey of the portion of the international boundary 
line from the mouth of Pigeon River to the Lake of the Woods was 
begun on May 22. 

The reconnoissance was extended from the line Faith-Enough 
of the previous season's work, just below Knife Lake Dam, to the 
westward covering Birch Lake. Field work was carried on con
tinuously and as rapidly as the weather conditions would permit up 
t.o November 20, on which day the party was disbanded at ·winton, 
Minn. 

During the season between May 13 and November 4 rain fell on 
57 days which kept the water in the lakes at a fair stage and pre
vented forest fires. 

The triangulation was taken up at Knife Dam at the west end of 
Knife Lake, starting from the line Faith-Enough and was extended 
to the westward, covering Carp, Birch, and Baswood Lakes and the 
river below to the east end of Crooked Lake. 

The topography consisting of the shore line of all the lakes, 
islandsi rivers, and connecting streams, together with the topogra_{)hy 
of all t le portages along the line, was carried along at the same time 
with the triangulation. The scale was 1 : 20,000, but all of the nar
row places, rivers, small lakes, connecting streams, and portages 
were on a scale of 1: 5,000. In all of the topography done this season 
20-foot contours were run. Cache Bay, entirely in Canada and some 
distance from the line, had not been surveyed during the previous 
season, but later the shore line of this lake was run in. 

The shore line of Basswood Lake was completed, including the 
large bays Bayley, Merriam, and North in Canada, and 'Vind, Hoist, 
and J acldish, in Minnesota. The last extends south into Minnesota 
for 10 miles below the boundary and contains numerous islands. 

Double zenith distances we1:e observed at enough triangulation 
stations to give the elevations of nearly all stations determined. 

Levels were run over the portages b°etween Carp and Birch Lakes, 
Birch and Basswood, and Basswood and Fall Lukes, the last over 
the q mile portage from Hoist camp to Fall Lake on the railroad of 
the St. Croix Lumber Co. • 

The difference in elevation of Fall Lake and two of the bench 
marks of the Duluth and Iron Range Railway at ·winton was also 
determined by leveling. 

Observations for azimuth were made on two nights at each of 
three triangulation stations-Garb, Gyp, and Hoist. 

A base line 1,117 meters in length was measured in November near 
Hoist Portage, between the triangulation stations Hoist and North 
Base. The measurement was made on the ice with an invar tape. 

The triangulation stations were permanently marked with brass 
plates or drill holes in the rocks. 
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During the greater part of the season canoes were used for the 
transportation of the party and equipment. A motor boat was used 
on two occasions in moving camp, and the final move in November 
from Hoist Portage to \Vinton was made by team. 

A number of soundings were made in Basswood Lake along the 
general position of the line as shown on the old map, the deepest 
was 77 feet, found in the upper part of the straight north stretch, 
east of United States Point. The next deepest part was at the 
eastern end of the lake along the line south of Bayley Bay, where 
the average depth was about 60 feet just west of triangulation station 
Had. Up to and around the turn to the north stretch the average 
depth is about 30 feet. 

The field report of this work contains a description of the region 
adjacent to the boundary, the lakes, rivers, islands, rapids, falls, 
dams, portages, and other natural and artificial features. 

Work was resumed in May on the survey of this section of the 
boundary beginning at Birchwood Lake, the work being extended to 
the westward from the work of 1913. By June 30th eight new sta
tions had been located in the triangulation scheme, the necessary 
signals erected and lines cut to all other stations. Six stations 
had been occupied and the work was being extended toward Crooked 
Lake. 

[J. B. BAYLOR.] 

SUMMARY OF BESULTs.-Boundary measurement: 35 miles, 2,54() feet of bound
ary measured twice with !nvar tapes, 20 miles of v!stn 30 feet wide cut through 
the forest. 'l'r!a11gulutio11: 2,a3S feet of boundary trlungulated, G stations occu
pied for horizontal measures. Leveling: 35 miles, 4,883 feet of levels run. Azi
muth work: 13 azimuth stations occupied. 'l'opography: 42.5 square miles of 
nrea covered. These statistics include worl;: done in the spring of 1913. 

Field work was resumed in May, 1913, on the Maine-Quebec bound
ary by the American and Canadian parties. The American party 
began work from the termination of the work of the previous season, 
west of St. Pamphile, Quebec, while the Canadian party took up the 
survey of the southwest branch of the St. John River, where this 
branch forms the international boundary line near St. Sabine, Que
bec. The Canadian party undertook to continue the monumenting 
of the international boundary where their work of the previous 
i:,:eason had closed, a short distance east of St. Pamphile. The Ameri
can party undertook to open up and clear a 30-foot lane through the 
forest along the boundary from a point just west of English Lake 
to the point on the southwest branch of the St. John River where this 
branch becomes the international boundary. \York was beµ:un on 
May 23 and was continued until the international boundary line 
was opened up, surveyed, and monumented to the southwest branch 
of the St. John River, connecting with the work of the Canadian 
party at this point. This vista-cutting party closed work on Sep
tember 6 and the surveying party on September 10 excepting the 
m~asurement of some horizontal angles required west of St. Pam
phile, which was completed by September 25. 

During the season 35 miles, 2,545 feet, of boundary line were twice 
measured with invar tapes in opposite directions. The end stakes 
were braced in four directions owing to the marshy nature of the 
ground. A double line of levels was run over the tops of these stakes. 
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Two thousand three hundred and thirty-ei~ht feet of boundary line 
were triangulated, across water areas, on the boundary line. Three 
invar tapes were supplied to the party, of which two were used for 
measuring and one was kept as a standard. Comparisons were made 
with the standard for about every 5 miles of the boundary. The 
spring balance used for measuring was compared with a spare bal
ance kept for that purpose, before and after use, and the balance was 
tested while in use whenever it was thought desirable to do so. 

Angles were observed for azimuth at the summits of convenient 
hills or ridges, pointings being made upon tripod signals upon the 
next hills north and south of the point occupied. Angles were meas
ured for azimuth at 13 triangulation stations, and 6 stations were 
occupied in triangulation across the North ·west Branch. 

The Canadian Government is connecting in their scheme of trian
gulation along the St~ Lawrence Valley and around the dense forests 
the extreme ends of the straight lines which have been measured 
through the forest for about 80 miles, with invar tapes and horizontal 
deflection angles, by the American and Canadian parties. This tri- · 
angulation, when completed, will furnish a check on the tape meas
urements. 

A topographic survey on a scale of 1: 20,000 was made of the terri
tory immediately adjacent to the boundary. 

Ten cement and 59 cast-iron monuments of the commission of 1842 
were reset by the Canadian party along a portion of the international 
boundary line surveyed by the American party. 

About 20 miles of 30-foot lane along the boundary was opened up 
through the forest by the American party. All trees were cut close 
to the ground and removed from the lane. 

[JonN K McGRATn.] 

SUMMARY OF RESUr.Ts.-Reconnoissunce: Length of scheme 13 statute miles, 
15 square miles of nren covered, 201 lines of lntervlsibllity determined, 60 
points selected for scheme. Base lines: 1, secondary, 612.7 meters In length. 
'l'rlaugulntlon: 15 square miles of nreu covered, 35 signal poles erected, 37 
stations in mnln scheme occupied for horizontal measures, 8 stntlons In sup
plemental schemes occupied for horizontal measures, 74 geographic positions 
determined, 41 elevntlons determined trlgonometrlcully. Topography: 3' square 
miles of nrea surveyed, 14 miles of shore line of rivers surveyed, 1 mile of shore 
line of creeks surveyed, l topographic sheet finished. 

'Vork was begun in June at Calais, Me., where it was intended to 
make arrangements with the mill operators to permit such a fl.ow of 
the water impounded by dams at 'Voodland and Calais as would 
enable the commissioners to obtain conditions favorable for studying 
the channel surroundings about the islands between Milltown, Me., 
and Milltown, New Brunswick, during the period for the 1tnnual 
shutdown, which occurs about .July 4. Owing to the unusually high 
stage of the river it was found however that the desired condition 
of the river bed could not be expected during that season. 

A topographic survey on a scale of 1: 10,000 was made of the valley 
of the St. Croix River extending from the vicinity of the large iron 
monument at the head of the river to station Avernus at the northern 
end of the survey executed by this party in the field season of 1912. 
This survey was controlled by the turning points in the traverse 
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survey executed by a Canadian party in 1912. The survey was made 
in such detail as to include all characteristic features of the stream 
necessary for definitely locating the boundary, and reference marks 
were placed in all localities where necessary. In addition to the 
survey of Monument Brook, the valley of Clendenning Brook, the 
principal affluent of Monument Brook, is shown for a distance of 
about a mile above the junction of the two streams. 

The section through which the work was carried is aii unbroken 
wilderness except for a few lumbering trails long since disused. 

The permanent station marks now in position between the original 
iron monument at the head of the river and station .Avernus are 16 
in number. Eight of these are brass boundary marks set in bowlders, 
and 8 are granite posts 3 feet in length and 8 by 8 inches square, set 
in concrete. The iron monument which was originally erected at 
the head of the St. Croix Hiver by the commissioners appointed un
der the provisions of the Treaty of ·Washington, 1842, and which 
was readjusted in position and strengthened and improved by a 
solid and substantial concrete base in 1908, was found to be in.ex
cellent condition. A small amount of triangulation was executed 
for the purpose of redetermining the geographic position of this 
monument. 

On the completion of this work the party was transferred to East
port, Me., to locate and establish range marks in the sections of the 
international boundary included between the center of Grand Manan 
channel and the mouth of the St. Croix Hiver. The work to be 
done was divided between the American party and a Canadian party. 
In the section assigned to the American party from Grand Manan 
channel to a line joining Buckman Head and Friars Head, were 
seven links of the boundary line beginning with boundary point 
No. 7 and ending with boundary point Xo. 14. · 

The work included the determination by triangulation of a large 
number of points which would be useful to navigators, surveyors, 
public officers, or others interested in ascertaining the location of the 
boundary. The position of at least one point .on each range line 
was determined and marked. On four sections of the line, because of 
local obstructions, but one range on shore (for each) was marked, but 
by placing can buoys, which can be readily done, at two of the turn
ing points of the line, the number of sect10ns not marked by ranges 
will be reduced to one, and each end of this last section is on the in
tersection of marked cross ranges. 

The range points were marked with stone cairns set in cement with 
the exception of three, viz, the range mark on the Lubec breakwater; 
the front range mark on the range line Boundary Point No. 12, Front 
Range, Duck triangulation station, and the range mark on prolonga
tion of the sections Boundary Point No. 13, Boundary Point No. 12. 
These three points are marked by round iron rods to which vanes 
have been riveted. Two of the rods are set in holes drilled in rocks 
and the third is set in a bed of concrete. 

Most of the range marks established by Commissioners Mendenhall 
and King were found to have been destroyed. 

Field work closed on October 28. 
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ALASKA BOUNDARY. 

[THOMAS RIGGS, Jr.] 

SUMMARY OF RESULTs.-Boundnry work: 210 miles of boundary covered, 35 
stations occupied, 3 monuments repaired, 84 monuments Inspected and numbered, 
8 new monuments Interpolated. Triangulation: 7 stations occupied for hori
zontal measures, 7 stations occupied for vertical measures, 22 monuments occu
pied for horizontal measures, 28 monuments occupied for vertical measures. 

The operations of this party during the field season of 1913 in
cluded the inspection and numbering of the monuments between the 
Yukon River and Mount Natazhat; the strengthening of the posi
tions of various monuments, and the interpolation of monuments in 
stretcQ.es where the distances between the existing monuments seemed 
too great. This work was done by a joint American and Canadian 
party, the British surveyor being J. D. Crai~. 

The party arrived at the boundary crossmg of the Yukon River 
on June 27. ·work was begun with the occupation of monument No. 
111 on the north bank of the Yukon River. Until July 15 progress 
was much delayed by the smoky condition of the atmosphere. Heavy 
rains then put out most of the forest fires and laid the smoke. By 
that time about 40 miles of line had been gone over to Poker Creek, 
a tributary of Walkers Fork of Forty-Mile River and 6 monuments 
had been interpolated. On the 18th of July camp was moved to Sixty
Mile River. Here the pack train was divided, part goin~ back to 
Gl~cier Creek for the remain~er of the suppl~es which nu~ been 
freighted by wagon to that J?Oint. The remammg horses freighted 
a full load across the high divide to the south, into the head of the 
North Fork of the Ladue River. Grain caches had been established 
during the winter on the Ladue and at Canyon City on the White 
River, so that it was now possible to transport almost everything 
without relaying except during the first week after leaving Sixty
Mile River. 

While in camp on the Laduc River the first news was received of 
the new Chisana gold strike. Two prospectors had taken out 200 
ounces of dust in a few hours on Cathenda or Johnson Creek, which 
is a tributary of the Chisana or Shushanna Rh·er. The result was 
a rush of prospectors to that region, many of them inadequately 
equipped. Frequent appeals for food and other necessaries were 
made to the boundary party, and two men who had lost their way 
on the Jenerk and were in a starving condition were rescued by the 
Canadian surveyors. ManY. of the prospectors used the vista cut 
along the boundar.y as a trail. 

From Ladue River to Scottie Creek the party traveled almost 
continuously through a region which had been burned over subse
quent to the survey of the line. Where in previous years barely 
enou~h grass had been found to keep the horses from starving, now 
the hills and valleys were covered with a luxuriant growth of grass, 
frequently reaching as high as a horse's back. 

Snag River was crossed on August 8 and the valley of the Beaver 
Was ascended. Here much damage had been done to the trail by 
recent floods. Near the mouth of Baultoff Creek there was a delay 
of two days before the Beaver could be crossed and the monuments 
on the east side inspected and numbered. 
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On August 17 the White River was crossed and on August 19 the 
party moved to the head of Kletsan Creek. 

On August 21 the last monument on this stretch of the work was 
set and numbered. This is No. 187A, which is on the last ridge of 
Mount N atazhat to the north crossed by the boundary. The higher 
ridge on which point Z of the boundary is located was so deeply 
covered with snow as to make the setting of a monument imprac
ticable. The party moved back to the White Hiver on the same 
day, and on August 22 concluded the field work by repairing the 
large monument No. 182 on the north bank of the White River. 
This monument had been set on frozen ground the thawing of which 
had partly overturned the monument. 

Floods in the 'Vhite River on August 23 made the return crossing 
dangerous, the water reaching the backs of the horses ana the 
current being very rapid. The same night the water made a further 
rise of 8 feet, owmg to the overflow of a lake in the Russell Glacier. 

Information was received from Mr. Lambart, one of the Canadian 
surveyors, that all of the field work south of Mount N atazhat and 
as far as Mount Constantine ridge had been completed. The triangu
lation had been extended for two quadrilaterals beyond Mount 
N atazhat and the necessary data had been obtained for the plotting 
of phototopography. This work when finished will connect with 
that of the American party to the south under D. W. Eaton. After 
repeated attempts an ascent had been made of Mount N atazhat. 
Unfortunately no observations were obtained as a storm arose shortly 
after the summit was reached. 

With the object of visiting the parties of D. W. Eaton and Asa C. 
Baldwin who had been surveying between the Chitina River and 
Mount St. Elias, Scolai Pass was crossed on August 25, but informa
tion was then received that these parties had· been withdrawn and 
disbanded. · 

The trail over Scolai Pass is on the route from McCarthy at the 
end of the Copper River and Northwestern Railway, to the Chisana 
country. The trail was thronged with prospectors, many ill-sup
plied with provisions and other necessaries and inexpenenced in 
camping and mountain travel. Four men had been drowned in the 
Nizina and Chitistone rivers. The trail was found to be dangerous 
in places but no more so than others encountered along the boundary. 

The party left McCarthy on August 31, arriving at Cordova the 
same day. 

The time spent in the field was 65 days, during which time 210 
miles of boundary were covered, 35 stations occupied, 3 monuments 
repaired, 84 monuments inspected and numbered, 8 new monuments 
interpolated, and 9 stations occupied for magnetic declination. 

The general condition of the monuments was :found to Be most 
satisfactory. A few had slipped slightly but not enough to get out 
of the allowable error 1 :foot from the straight line between main
line points. The settings were in excellent condition and can not be 
moved by any ordinary means. The base of the small cone weighs 
about 1,500 pounds while the base of the large monument will weigh 
nearly twice this amount. As it now stands every monument be
tween the Arctic coast and Mount St. Elias has a well-determined 
geodetic position and an elevation trigonometrically computed which 
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is sufficiently accurate for any engineering purpose. The numbers 
drilled into the metal o:f the monuments will positively identify 
them for use in connection with any future surveys, governmental or 
private, that may be connected with them. 

The triangulation done during the season was merely to tie in the 
new monuments interpolated with the main scheme and to strengthen 
the connections at some of the existing monuments. 

The party left Cordova on September 5 and arrived at Seattle on 
the 11th. 

[D. W. EATON.) 

SUMMARY OF REStILTS.-Topography: 305 square miles of area surveyed (with 
plane table), 600 square miles of area surveyed (by phototopographlc method), 
6 plane-table sheets finished. 

During the season of 1913 the topography of the Chitina Valley 
and along the one hundred and forty-first meridian between Mount 
Natazhat and Mount SL Elias was completed excepting the portion 
from the summit between Mount Anderson and Mount N atazhat t-0 
Mount N atazhat. 

The party arrived at Cordova, Alaska, on March 7, and at Mc
Carthy on 'the 11, where preparations were immediately made for 
forwarding freight to the first camp. Field work was begun on 
April 25. A subparty consisting of C. V. Guerin, a cook, and two 
men was detailed to complete the plane-table work along the boun
dary across, and on either side of the Logan Glacier, and as far 
toward Mount St. Elias as possible. The plane-table work had been 
carried during the previous season as far toward Mount Natazhat 
as it was practicable to go. L. L. Summerlin was equipped with a 
phototopographic camera and detailed to accompany the party of Asa 
C. Baldwin to the snow fields toward Mount St. Elias. In the latter 
part of May D. ,V. Eaton began phototopographic work around the 
edges of the plane-table sheet worked upon by Mr. Guerin during 
the previous season, and extended tho survey toward Mount N ataz
hat to connect if possible with the work of a Canadian party working 
in the vicinity of that mountain. He was assisted by two men. The 
trails that had been built along the rock slides on the sides of the 
mountains during the previous season had to be partly rebuilt, and 
it took the party until June 10 to reach the point where the Anderson 
Glacier enters into the Chitina Glacier. From this point the glacier 
could be traversed and was used as a highway until finally it also be
came impracticable. 

The photographic work was carried up the glacier toward Mount 
N atazhat until further progress was prevented by the crevassed and 
broken condition of the glacier and the precipitous sides of the moun
tain. A return was tTlCn made to the foot of the glacier which was 
reached on ,July 8. 

On the 11th arrangements were made for taking out the party 
and outfit. Mr. Guerin and Mr. 'Summerlin were then in the vicinity 
of the Logan Glacier, and reported that they would not be ready to 
leave for two weeks. On July 15 the journey was begun to Mc
Carthy, distant about 100 miles, over a difficult trail. McCarthy was 
reached on the evening of July 25, and on the 31st the pack train was 
sent back for Mr. Baldwin's party and the remainder of the other 
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party. These. arriving 011; August 25, ~he instruments and equipment 
worth preservmg were shipped by freight to Seattle and the remain
der sold, and shortly afterward both parties returned to Seattle. 

During the season of 1912 a plane-table triangulation had been 
carried up the Anderson Glacier and a plane-table sheet completed 
of the glacier and of the adjacent mountain sides. In 1913 trian
gulation with the small phototheodolite was carried up this valley 
as far as Mount Anderson for the control of the phototopographic 
work. An attempt was made to photograph the country not already 
included in the plane-table work so as to extend these sheets north
ward toward Mount N atazhat. As further progress up the Anderson 
Glacier was impracticable, it was necessary to ascend peaks farther 
to the south and the view from these toward Mount Natazhat was 
cut off by an intervening ridge. 

The upper Chitina Glacier was too much broken to use as a high
way, and a trail had to be made along the mountain side to reach the 
boundary line. It was found impracticable to get to the southern side 
of this glacier. A station was occupied about half a mile below the 
boundary on the northern margin of this glacier. 

Of the Logan Glacier and on Boundary Ridge along and in the 
vicinity of the one hundred and forty-first meridian a plane-table 
sheet was made on a scale of 1 :45,000. This sheet was extended in 
the direction of the upper encl of Logan Glacier as far as the control 
from the triangulation stations would permit. It was not found 
practicable to extend the plane-table work for any great distance 
north and south. The area between the plane-table sheets and Mount 
St. Elias was covered by phototopographic work done in cooperation 
with a Canadian party, and depending on the triangulation toward 
Mount St. Elias. 

Results obtained with the plane table and camera will be plotted 
from Mount St. Elias northward to latitude 61 degrees 15 minutes 
north, or to the summit between Mount Anderson and Mount N atazhat. 

[ASA C. BALDWIN.] 

Sl::MMARY oF RESULTs.-'l'rlnugulntion: 200 square miles of area covered. 
Length of triangulation nlong nxls of m::iln scheme, 35 miles, 1 base line 
measured, 22 signals built, 24 gtatlons occupied for horizontal and vertical 
measures, 3 camera stations occupied, 30 secondary points determined. Azi
muth: l azimuth measured. Monuments: 3 monument:.; set. 

During the field season of 1912 the triangulation of the region 
north of Mount St. Elias had been extended from the head of White 
River to the Chitina River. Instructions for the season of 1913 
directed that the triangulation should be carried from the Chitina 
River to the one hundred and forty-first meridian, and that a base 
should be measured at some point as near the boundary as possible 
and connected with the triangulation. 

It was arranged that a representative of the British commissioner 
should cooperate with the American party in the location of such 
monuments as should be established on the boundary. It was di
rected that upon the establishment of a point on the boundary a 
meridian should be determined by the azimuth carried forw1J.rd 
throug:1 the triangulation, and also that the astronomic azimuth 
of some line of the triangulation near the boundary should be deter-
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mined as a check upon any large error that might occur in the tri
angulation or computations. It was also planned that Mount St. 
Elias should be connected by triangulation with the boundary as 
located, and that if practicable an ascent should be made of Mount 
St. Elias from the north for the purpose of laying cff topographi
cally a suitable course for the boundary line from the summit to its 
intersection with the one hundred and forty-first meridian. 

Field work was begun on April 24. The trian!!lllation was taken 
up where it ended in 1912 in the Chitina Valley ::bout 30 miles west 
of the one hundred and forty-first meridian, and was extended up 
the river to and across the Chitina Glacier and up the Logan Glacier 
as far as the boundary line. 

A base line 1,790.3852 meters in length was measured on the gravel 
bar near the foot of the Chitinn Glacier, and the triangulation was 
connected with it. 

The azimuth of the line Terminus to Finis was determined, and 
obserrntions were also made for astronomic azimuth. In establish
ing the one hundred and forty-first meridian the azimuth carried 
through the triangulation was used, not the astronomic azimuth. 

Three 30-inch cone-shaped monuments were set during the season. 
No. 189 is located at an elerntion of 8.DOO feet· on the mountain 
between the Logan and '\Valsh Glaciers;' No. 190 on the north side 
of the Logan Glacier and about 1,000 feet above it; and No. 191, the 
Just and most southerly permanent mark on the one hundred and 
:forty-first meridian, is on the south side of the Logan Glacier. Nos. 
189 and lDl were well set in protected positions. No. 190 could not 
be satisfactorily set on account of the steepness of the slopes and 
the crumbly character of the rock. ~ o other sites than the above 
could be located. , 

Three stations near Mount St. Elias were occupied with the 
phototopographic camera. . 

Mount St. Elias was connected with the triangulation. As com
pared with former determinations from the coast, there was a differ
ence of 7.29 seconds in latitude and 2.21 seconds in longitude, and the 
computed elevation of the mountain was 18,008 feet, or 16 feet lower 
than the previous determination of 18,024 feet. 

The party crossed the snow fields north of Mount St. Elias and 
reached an elevation of 16,400 feet on the shoulder of that mountain. 
The further ascent of the mountain offered no difficulty, and would 
in all probability have been accomplished but for a storm which 
lasted three days and made further progress impracticable. 

From the valley of the Chitina Mount Logan appeared as a massive 
mountain with three domes. These domes were several miles broad, 
and no definite point could be sighted from the triangulation station. 
The observed elevation of this mountain was more than 1,000 feet 
less than that determined from the coast. It is probable, however, 
that the summit was not visible from the position occupied. 

A few miles west of Mount Logan is a high isoluted peak which 
was first discovered by the survey party in 1912. At the suggestion 
of the United States commissioner this mountain was called Mount 
King, in honor of the British commissioner, Dr. W. F. King. 

64397°-14--8 
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Expedition to Mount St. Elias.-Mount St. Elias was discovered 
and named July 20, 1741, by Vitus Bering, a Russian navigator. 

Its geographical -position and elevation have been determined on 
various occasions with more or less accuracy, but the ascent to the 
summit has been made but once, by the party of the Duke D' Abruzzi 
in 1897. 

Over the region to the northward of this mountain passes the one 
hundred and forty-first meridian from Mount N atazhat. It strikes 
the St. Elias range west of the summit. According to the treaty 
the line from the summit to the one hundred and forty-first meridian 
shall be parallel to the coast line. It was for the purpose of de
termining the topography of the St. Elias range so that this line 
could be laid off topographically that the survey party entered the 
St. Elias region. 

The party consisted of the American surveyor and four men and 
the Canadian surveyor with one man, making a total of seven. Four 
additional men accompanied the party to the first divide, and then 
returned to the vicinity of the Logan Glacier, two of them to build 
the remainder of the triangulation signals and place the monuments, 
cement, and sand at the monument sites. The other two men also 
turned back after reaching the first divide, having occupied camera 
stations on the way. 

The equipment and instruments were selected to meet the condi
tions of glacier· travel and were of the least possible weight. Pro
visions for one month were carried. For transportation two 7-foot 
Yukon sleds, drawn by the men, were used. An average load of 100 
pounds to the man was carried on the sleds. 

On June 14 the summit of the intervening ridge, a 10,000-foot 
peak, was reached, from which Mount St. Elias could be plainly 
distinguished towering nearly 11,000 feet above the level of a valley 
to the southwestward. 

The original plan had been to ascend the mountain from the north
east, but upon examination the route from the westward was found 
to be the shortest and only slightly steeper than that from the north, 
and it was therefore adopted. On June 17 the summit of the divide 
between the Logan and Columbus glaciers was crossed at an eleva
tion of 9,000 feet, and a descent was made into the snow fields north 
of St. Elias. By June 22 the base of Mount St. Elias was reached, 
and the weather, which had previously been clear, became less favor
able and a thick fog settled over the peaks. Camp was now at an 
elevation of 7,500 feet. The west face of Mount St. Elias proving 
impracticable, an examination was made on June 23 of a steep glacier 
that led to a saddle 12~000 feet high. From this saddle a south slope 
was discovered by which the ascent to the high shoulder appeared 
practicable. On June 28 camp was pitched at an elevation of 13,500 
feet. From this camp looking to the southward could be seen the 
great Malaspina Glacier and beyond it the Pacific. 

To the northeastward the west shoulder of Mount St. Elias rose ab
ruptly :for 3,000 feet, while a short distance to the westward stood 
the terminal cone of Mount St. Elias, 1,000 feet higher and distant 
3 miles. 

The final ascent was begun at midnight on June 29. Snow begun 
to fall almost immediately, and it was midnight of the next day 
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before the sky cleared. The ascent was begun at about 1 a. m. on 
June 30, each man carrying alack weighing about 20 pounds, con
sisting of the instruments, foo , and necessary clothing. 

After nine hours of difficult climbing, and when within a few hun
dred feet of the top of the west shoulder. from which to the summit 
of the mountain was a gradual slope presenting no obstacles, a heavy 
storm set in which would have prevented instrumental work even if 
the summit had been reached, and very reluctantly the party turned 
back when at an elevation of a little over rn,OOO feet. Camp was 
reached on the return at 5 o'clock in the afternoon, and as the pro
visions were becoming low, three men were sent back to the base 
camp. On July 3 snow was still falling and the provisions were 
almost exhausted and 1111 idea of a further ascent of the mountain 
was abandoned. About 3 a. m. the clouds lifted sufficiently to permit 
the occupation of a camera station, after which preparations were 
made for the return journey. 

In going down it was found necessary to jump over a deep crevasse 
8 feet in width. On July 4 the return was continued from the base 
camp toward the timber line and the main cache. A thick fog was 
hanging over the snow fields on July 5, but it was necessary to con
tinue. On the fourth day the Logan Glacier was reached, and a 
wood fire was made for the first time in 30 days. On that evening 
some of the party started for the main camp across the Logan Glacier 
and the remainder followed the next day. 

The return journey to the coast was made without special incident, 
and after attending to necessary details and making proper disposi
tion of the instruments and equipment the party sailed from Cordova, 
Alaska, for Seattle, 'Vash., on September 28, arriving at the latter 
place on October 3. 

[l~REMONT :\lORSE.] 

In April nn officer of the Coast and Geodetic Survey was instructed 
to join the Canadian party under N. J. Ogilvie to act as a representa
tive of the United States commissioner in the marking of the bound
arv in Portland Canal and Dixon Entrance. 

Field work was begun in May in the vicinity of Wales Island and 
from a camp in Sitklan Island. 

The plan of operations for the season included first, the eontlnua
tion of the triangulation down Pearse Canal from the termination 
of the work of the :previous sea~on to a junction with the Coast and 
Geodetic Survey triangulation at the east end of Dixon Entrance; 
second, a primary scheme of triangulation through Dixon Entrance 
to Cape Muzon and North Island; third, the reoccupation for photo
topography of some of the stations of the preceding year, at which 
the photographs taken were not successful; fourth, a visit to the site 
of Monument D on the ridge between the Bear Rfrer and Salmon 
River valleys, to see if the monument was still in position; fifth, a 
test of the !llignment of the first monument up .the ridge betw.een 
Eagle Point· Monument and Monument D; and, sixth, the establish
ment of a monument on the boundary line on the south bank of the 
Stikine River. 

At the close of the season's work of 1912 the tri1mgulation of 
Pearse Canal had terminated ut the quadrilateral Twenty-Eight, 
Twenty-Nine, Thirty, and Thirty-One. The ftrst two of these sta-
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tions had been occupied and on the others signals had been erected 
and observed upon. 

For carrying the work to a connection with the Coast and Geo
detic Survey triangulation a new station, Mount Des Brisav on 
~ales Island, ~as take_n into the scheme to form a quadrilateral 
with Twenty-Eight, Thirty, and Thirty-One. Through a chain of 
four 'llladrilaterals a connection was ma<le with the old Coast and 
Geodetic Survey stations Boston, Garnet, and 'Vhitley. From the 
stat~ons of this triangulation, together with one or two subsidiary 
stations, reference marks were located at U. S. 5, C. 5, U. S. 4, C. 4, 
U. S. 3, C. 3, U. S. 1 and 2, C. 2 and C. 1. These names indicate 
the approximate location of the monuments. Monuments of concrete 
identical in size and shape with those nlnced during the season of 
1912 were established at the above-name<l points. 

For the primary triangulation of Dixon Entrance an observing 
party was sent to Cape Muzon to begin work near the ocean and pro
ceed to the eastward. The weather was extremely unfavorable for 
observing and during the season from May to September only two 
stations were completed, Cape Muzon and North Island. The ob
servations at Cape Chacon were partly completed when there oc
curred on the night of Sept. 7-8 an unfortunate accident which 
resulted in the death of two signal men at the Cape Muzon station. 
A heavy storm and rainfall came on at night and an immense land 
slide overwhelmed and buried the camp in which the men were 
located. 

In June a joint examination by the American and the Canadian 
officers was made of the islets off Cape Muzon and the passages be
tween them for the purpose of securing data from which the com
missioners could decide on the location for the initial monument 
"A" of the boundary. Sounding and photographs were obtained and 
a joint report was submitted. 

Photographs were taken at. the stations on the canal at which the 
pictures taken the year before had proved unsatisf~ctory. 

Monument "D" was visited and found to be undisturbed. Photo
graphs were taken of it from different viewpoints. 

The alignment of the first monument up the ridge between Eagle 
Point Monument and Monument D was tested and found to be 
correct. 

A monument was set on the south bank of the Stikine River, a 
short distance from the shore in line with two monuments on the 
opposite shore established by the American surveyor in 1904. 

'V ork was closed for the season on September 26. 

DETAILS OF OFFICE OPERATIONS. 

The assistant in charge of the Coast and Geodetic Survey office 
has direct supervision of the work of the office. The miscellaneous 
section and the tidal research section are under his i~mediate direc
tion. 

COlllPUTINO DIVI~ION. 

The most important work completed or in progress in the com
puting division during the fiscal year is as follows: 

The preparation for publication of the results of the fourth gen
eral adjustment of the precise level net of the United States; the 
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preparation for publication of the results of the one hundred and 
fourth meridian and thirty-ninth parallel triangulations; the prep
aration for publication of the results of a line of levels between San 
Francisco and Brigham, Utah; proof readin~ of special publications 
Nos. 16, 17, and 18; the computation and adJustment of the triangu
lation on the one hundred and fourth meridian and that part of the 
thirty-ninth parallel in Colorado, Utah, and Nevada; the computa
tion and adjustment of trianiS"ulation on the coast of North Carolina 
and in Pamlico and Albemarle Sounds; the coil'.!putation and adjust
ment of the primary triangulation which extends :from Alice, Tex., 
southward to the Rio Grande; the computation and adjustment of 
the triangulation on the one hundred and forty-first meridian boun
dary of Alaska; the computation and adjustment of the triangula
tion on the international boundary along the forty-ninth parallel 
between the summit of the Rocky Mountains and Lake of the Woods; 
the computation and adjustment of the triangulation on the water 
boundary between the United States and Canada to the eastward of 
the Lake of the 'Voods; the computations and adjustment of the 
observations made for the determination of the astronomic latitude 
at a number of points on the one hundred and fourth meridian. 

The completion of the triangulation extending to the Canadian 
boundary along the one hundred and fourth meridian made it pos
sible to place the geographic positions of the triangulation stat10ns 
along the forty-nin!h parallel, which control the boundary surveys, 
on the North American datum. 

A number of other pieces of 'vorlr were completed or in progress 
during the year. 

The use of the photostat was continued for copying information 
from the files for the use of field parties of the Survey, other bureaus 
and departments, private individuals, and corporations. The 
amount of photostat work was very much greater than for any pre
vious year. The use of the photostat has saved much clerical work, 
besides the advantage of greater rapidity and absolute accuracy. 

Three J?Ublications givmg results of triangulation and leveling 
were rece,ived :from the printer during the year. These are listed 
under the head of "Publications," in another part of this report. 
Manuscript has been prepared for two other publications, one giving 
triangulation results and the other the results of precise leveling. 

DIYISION OF TERRESTHIAL :llAG~ETISlll. 

The chief of this division prepared programmes and instructions 
for all magnetic work and attended to the correspondence of the 
division. He reviewed the estimates for magnetic work and directed 
the preparation of the results for publication. He also at times 
acted as assistant in charge of the ofhce and as inspector of hydrog
raphy and topography during temporary absences of those officers. 

The statistics of correspondence during the year show that the 
demand for information, especially concerning magnetic declination, 
was greater than for any prevfous year except 1912. 

The revision of field observations on land and sea was kept up to 
date, including the field work in the Philippines, Hawaii, and 
Alaska. 
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The results of field observations on land and sea in the United 
States and outlying territories for the calendar year 1913 were pre
pared for publication as Special Publication No. 20. In this publi
cation, as with' the preceding one, the method of publishing the field 
results by the calendar year instead of the fiscal year has been 
:followed advantageously. 

Manuscripts were prepared and submitted for publication of ob
servatory results at Honolulu, Hawaii; Sitka, Alaska; Vieques, 
P. R.; and Tucson, Ariz., and proof was read of four publications. 

Magnetic information was furnished to Dr. van Everdingen, De 
Bilt, Netherlands, in accordance with a request from the Interna
tional Commission for Terrestrial Magnetism, and to Dr. G. Angen
heister, of Gottingen, Germany. 

Copies of the tabulation of earthquakes recorded at the five mag
netic observatories of the Suney were furnished for the use of the 
International Seismological Association, and to the Dominion Ob
servatory, Ottawa, Canada. A copy of the Honolulu register was 
sent to the secretary of the seismological committee of the British 
Association. 

Material was collected, tabulated and reduced for an isogonic chart 
of the 1'T est Indies, and the chart was prepared and published. 

The work of tabulating the magnetic results has been much :facili
tated by the introduction of a specially constructed motor-driven 
adding machine, which not only performs the required summations 
but also, by an automatic change; enables figures to be printed on the 
tabulation sheets that hert)tofore required to be typewritten. 

With a view to making special magnetic observations at the time 
of the solar eclipse of August 21, 1914, the times of beginning and 
ending of the eclipse were computed for Cheltenham, Md., and 
Bangor, Me. · 

The reduction of observations at the magnetic observatories was 
continued. · 

Quarterly reports of magnetic storms were supplied to the Journal 
of Terrestrial Magnetism for publication. 

TIDAL DIVISION. 

The work of the tidal division during the year includes the prepa
ration for annual publication of the general tide tables, with sepa
rate reprints of the portions relating to the Atlantic and Pacific 
coasts, the preparation of information relating to the time and 
height of tides, in reply to a la.rge number of requests from field 
offices of the Survey, other officers of the Government, and from in
dividuals; the preparation of descriptions of bench marks, furnish
ing data for planes of reference, tide reducers and reduced sound
ings, and tide notes for charts and original sheets. Harmonic anal
yses were completed for two stations, for one year each, and sum
mations were made for an analysis of two other stations. N onhar
monic reductions were made for 135 stations, with a combined length 
of 39 years and 5 months; mean sea level was computed for 56 sta
tions, with a combined length of 18 years and 6 months; tabulations 
of high and low waters and hourly heights of the sea were made for 
278 stations, with a combined length of 47 years, 10 months, and 13 
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days; monthly means and extremes were tabulated for 19 stations, 
with a combined length of 63 years and 6 months; 344 volumes of 
soundings, involving the computation of the plane of reference for 
120 stations were reduced, and the many thousand of tide reducers 
were entered; and the registering, indexing, and filing of tidal rec
ords, tabulations, and reduction!?, and the necessary correspondence 
were attended to. 

Additional observations of tides have been received from the Corps 
of Engineers, United States Army, the Hawaiian government sur
vey, and from the Government of Cuba. 

Tidal information was exchanged with the Imperial Hydrographic 
Office at 'Vilhelmshaven, Germany, and at the request of the Gov
ernment of Western Australia copies of tidal predictions were fur
nished for Freemantle, .+\.ustralia, for the year 1914. 

TIDE STATIONS IN T
0

IIE UNITED STATES AND INSULAR POSSESSIONS, ALASKA, 
CANAL .ZONJ.:, llIEXICO, AND "'EST INllIES 1'"0B WHICH '.I'HE COAST AND GEODETIC 
SURVEY liAS ONE YEAR OB l\lOBE OF CONTINUOUS RECORD. 

Yenrs. Years. 
Eastport, Me____________________ 2 
Portland, l\Ie____________________ a 2 
Pulpit Harbor, :\Ie_______________ 3 

Key West, Fla__________________ a 1 

. Boston, l\!ass____________________ a 3 
Newport, R. !___________________ a 1 

Bristol, R. L-------------------- 1 Providence, n. !_________________ 2 
Block Island, R. !_______________ 1 
New London, Conn _____________ .: a 1 
Wlllets Point, N. y ______________ a 2 
Fort Hamilton, N. y _____________ 3 
Governors Island, N. y__________ a 3 
Sandy Hook, N. J _______________ a 3 
.Atlantic Clty, N. J_______________ 1 
Reerly Island, DeL______________ 2 
Phllndelphln, Pa_________________ a 3 
Fort Carroll, Md________________ 2 
Baltimore, l\fd___________________ a 3 
Washington, D. C---------------- a 3 
Colonial Beach, Vu______________ 2 
Alexandria, Va__________________ 1 
Tappahannock, Va_______________ 1 
Old Point Comfort, Va___________ a 3 
Richmond, Vu___________________ 1 
Wilmington, N. C---------------- 2 
North Island Light, Winyah Bay, s. c__________________________ 2 

Fort Sumter, S. C--------------- 3 
Charleston, S. c_________________ a 3 
Port Royal, S. C----------------- 1 
Tybee Island, Sn vannnh Entrance, 

Tortugns, Fla -------------------
Charlotte Harbor, Flu ___________ _ 
Egmont Keys, Fln ______________ _ 
Cedar Keys, l!'la ________________ _ 
St. Marks, Fin _________________ _ 
St. Vincent Island, Flu _________ _ 
Pensacola, Fla ------------------Mobile Point, Alu _______________ _ 
Biloxi, Miss ____________________ _ 
Cat Islnnd, l\!iss _______________ _ 
Port Eads, Lu __________________ _ 
·weeks Island, La _______________ _ 
Galveston, Tex _________________ _ 
Fort Point, Tex ________________ _ 
l\Iorgnns Point, Tex _____________ _ 
Nassau, New Providence---------Havana, Cuba __________________ _ 
Colon, Canal Zone ______________ _ 
Balboa, Canal Zone _____________ _ 
Naos Island, Canul Zone ________ _ 
Sun Diego, CaL ________________ _ 
San Francisco, CaL ____________ _ 
Sausalito, CaL _________________ _ 
Astoria, Oreg ___________________ _ 
Port Townsend, Wash ___________ _ 
Breme'rton, Wash _______________ _ 
Se11ttle, Wash-------------------Juneau, Alaska _________________ _ 
Slmgwa"y, Altlsku _______________ _ 
Sitka, Alnslm ___________________ _ 

GU---------------------------- 1 Kodiak, Alaska _________________ _ 
Fort Clinch, Fla ________________ _ 
Fernandina, Flu ________________ _ 
Mayport, St. Johns River, Flu ___ _ 
St. Augustine, Fla ______________ _ 
Cupe Florida, Fla ______________ _ 
Indian Key, Fla ________________ _ 

1 Ilollo, P. L---------------------a 3 Cebu, P. !_ _____________________ _ 
2 Corregldor Island, P. L---------
1 :\lnnlln, P. L--------------------
1 Orande Island, P. L-------------
1 . Honolulu, HawuiL ______________ _ 

• Dn!ly predictions !or port &lven In annual TlJe Tables. 

2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 

a2 
2 
l 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 

a3 
a3 

3 
aa 
a2 

1 
3 
1 
2 
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CHART CONSTRUCTION DIVISIO~. 

The principal feature of the work of the year in the drawing sec
tion has been the increase in the quantity of original hydrographic 
work of a complex character to be plotted. The plotting of the wire
drag field sheets, on .account of their intricacy, is particularly slow:, 
and the hydrograph1c work of the past two seasons in Alaska has 
been of such a detailed character that progress in plotting was like
wise slow. 

To meet the demand for immediate results from late surveys in 
Alaska, preliminary charts have been prepared on vellum, printed by 
the Vandyke paper process, and the requisite number of copies issued 
to the inspector at Seattle for distribution. 

In the engraving section, besides the new charts on scales of 
1: 4-00,000 and 1: 200,000 which are being engraved, the 1 : 80,000 
charts of the coast of Maine will be engraved. The greater number 
of ledges and details along this coast are best represented by the 
sharper prints from an engraved copper plate. 

In order to make an advance both in quality of prints and in rapid
ity of printing, new offset presses are needed in the printing section. 

The" direct process," by which a photoprint is made on a sensitized 
aluminum plate from the chart drawing, replacing the glass negatives 
and prints on transfer paper, promises to be the sole method em
ployed in the future. To carry on this method conveniently a pneu
matic printing frame should be provided, and to be independent of 
the sun an additional open arc electric lamp will be required. 

The photograph section is in need of a new floor surface and venti
lating fans in the bromide enlargement dark room. 

The statistics for the year are as follows: 

CHART PREPARATION. 

Schemes approved for new charts____________________________________ 20 
Approved schemes on hand, charts not started_______________________ 4 
Drawings for new charts finished___________________________________ 18 
Drawings for new charts in hand___________________________________ 16 
New drawings for new editions finished______________________________ 7 
Extensive corrections finished______________________________________ 87 
Extensive corrections in hand _______________________________ ._______ 9 
Chart drawings from l\Ianlla for new charts finished_________________ 8 
Chart drawings from Manila for new editions finished_______________ 10 
Various miscellaneous drawings and tracings. 

ENGRAVING. 

New plates for new charts finished ________________________________ _ 
New plates for new charts in hand _________________________________ _ 
New bassos for new editions finished ______________________________ _ 
New bassos for new editions In hand--------------------------------
New bassos for reissues finished ___________________________________ _ 
New bassos for relss'ues in hand ___________________________________ _ 
New editions using current plate finished ___________________________ _ 
New editions using current plate In hand----------------------------
Extenslve corrections applied to plates _____________________________ _ 
Extensive corrections In hand _____________________________________ _ 
Miscellaneous plates engraved or corrected _________________________ _ 
Minor corrections applied to pl11.tes--------------------------------
Charts in engraving section, engraving not started-------------------

6 
7 

18 
13 
16 
15 
14 

6 
239 

9 
11 

1,198 
2 
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P.IUNTING. 

New subjects'prlnted from aluminum plates_________________________ 90 
Reprints printed from aluminum plates_____________________________ 93 
Reprints printed from stones_______________________________________ 2 

'l'otal number of different lithograph charts printed___________ 185 

Dllrerent engraved charts printed___________________________________ 778 
l\Ilscellnncous 11 thographic publications______________________________ 12 

Coples of lithograph charts printed and delivered____________________ 62, 856 
Coples of engraved charts printed and delivered ________ ·_____________ 80, 812 
Mlscelluneous llthogruplllc prints___________________________________ 30, 962 

Total ______________________________________________________ 1.74,630 

Llthograplllc impressions (all work) _________________________________ 213, 573 
Engraved impressions (ull work)----------------------------------- 88, 107 

Total ----------------------- ________ .... ______________ .. _ .. ____ 301, 680 

ELECTROTYPING. 
Altos completed _________________________________________ .... __ . 
Bassos completed __________________________________ ... _______ . _______ _ 

'.rotul ------------------------- ___________ .. _________________ _ 
Number of pounds of copper deposited ______________________________ __ 

PHOTOGRAPHING. 

Glass negatives mnde---------------------------------------------
Paper negatives mnde----------------------------------------------
Velox prints made ________ -------- ____ ---------- ______________ -----
Vandyke prints made _____________ --------------- ______ ------------
Bromide prints made-----------------------------------------------Blue prints nlade _________________________________________________ _ 

Photostftt prints n1ade----------------------------------------------
Lnntern slides made ___________________ -------- ____ ----------------
~fatrlces nlude ____________________________________________________ _ 

Prints Dlounted----------------------------------------------------
Negatlves developed -------------- -------------- __________________ _ 
PhotolithograpWc negatives, number of charts ______________________ _ 

CHART DIVISION. 

60 
45 

105 
3,936 

1,184 
30 

1,903 
244 
317 

1,937 
11,381 

11 
101 
19 
0 

52 

The regular work of this division has been kept up during the 
year. Seven employees from other divisions have been detailed at 
different times during the year to aid in the work of the chart divi
sion amounting in the aggregate to the services of two additional 
employees for the year. Without such aid the force attached to this 
division would be unable to keep the work up to date. 

The total issue of charts for the year was 117 ,492, or a decrease 
of 26,202 from the previous year. The issue of Coast Pilots was 
5,374 and of Tide Tables, Atlantic Coast, 2,150, Pacific Coast, 11,693, 
general, 1,388. The issue of the Tide Tables does not represent the 
demand, as, owing to the early exhaustion of the editions published, 
the office was unable to supply all orders during a portion of the 
year. 

In addition to the Charts, Coast Pilots, and Tide Tables, the 
following publications were received during the year: 
Index maps, Maryland oyster 

chartB----------------------
Isogonlc Chart of West Indies __ I 

Supplei;nent to Const Pllot, Part 
216 IV, for 1915 ________________ _ 
226 Phlllpplne Islnud maps _______ _ 

700 
236 
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The following Coast Pilots were issued during the year: 
Part I-II--------------------- 272 California, Oregon, and Wash-
Part III---------------------- 369 lngton ---------------------- 407 
Part IV---------------------- 573 .Alaska ----------------------- 413 
Party________________________ 370 California, Oregon, and Wush-
Part V

0

I ---------------------- 582 lngton, 1889----------------- 1 
Section D_____________________ 786 Aluslm, one each 1869, 1883, 
Part VIIL____________________ 330 1891, and 1001 -------------- 4 
Inside Route Pilot_ ___________ 1, 221 
Porto Rico ____________________ . 46 'l'otal ___________________ 5, 374 

The following Tide Tables were issued during the year: 
Atlantic coast: Pacific coast : General: a 

1008 --------- 1 1007 -------- 1 1910 --------- 1 
1H09 --------- 1 1909 -------- 1 1911 --------- 1 
1910 --------- 1 1910 -------- 1 Ul12 -- - ------ 3 
1911 --------- 2 1911 -------- 1 1913 --------- 38 
1912 --------- 8 
1913 --------- 145 
1914 --------- l, 898 
1915 --------- 94 

1912 -------- 3 
1913 -------- 682 

1914 --------- l, 125 
1915 --------- 220 

1914 -------- 10, GG8 
1915 -------- 330 Tota! _______ l, 388 

Total ------ 2, 150 Total _____ 11, 693 

Charts were issued as follows: 
Sales agents----------------- 53, 139 
Sales by office and chart divi-

sion_______________________ 3, 085 
Congressional account________ 3, 720 
Hydrogruphlc Office--------- 29, 343 
Bureau of Lighthouses _______ . 4, :{44 
Coast and Geodetic Survey___ 5, Gf\2 

Subotlice, Manila, P. L _____ _ 
Executive departments _____ _ 
Foreign governments-------
Miscellaneous---------------

7,460 
7,486 
1,521 
1, 702 

'l'otul ----------------- 117,492 

Charts were issued at the suboffice, Manila, P. I., as follows: 
Sales agents------------------ 1, 2.37 
Sales l.ly office _________________ 1, 527 
Hydrographic O!llce, Navy______ 48G 
Const and Geodetic Survey of-

fice, Manila, and Survey ves
sels_________________________ 301 

Executive departments (other 
than above) ---------------'- 1, 164 

Miscellaneous----------------- 127 

Total------------------- 5,371 

There were issued of the Catalogue of Charts, Coast Pilots, and 
Tide Tables, 735 copies; of the Maryland oyster charts, 7,067 copies; 
of the index to Maryland oyster charts, 60 copies; and of the Philip
pine maps, 368 copies. 

INSTRUMENT DIVISION. 

The annual report of the chief of the instrument division gives 
details of work accomplished in that division during the year, in
cluding the general office work, the instrument shop and the car
penter shop. 

The work of accounting for instruments, general property, and 
furniture has been attended to as heretofore, and in addition, the 
necessary correspondence of the division has been kept up. 

The scientific part of the work in designing and constructing new 
instruments, apparatus, and various kinds of special experiments, 
with a view to improving apparatus or methods of construction, has 
been conducted as usual. 

• 'l'lie title "General Tide ··rnble•" wus adopted wltli the l!lHi edition. 
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The making and repairing of furniture, repairs tq office buildings, 
packing and unpacking instruments and general property issued or 
received, and other special duties in connection therewith have been 
carefully attended to. 

A general inventory of stock was taken prior to the sale of old 
instruments and material on October 31, 1913. 

LIBHAHY AND ARCI-IIV1';S. 

The chief of the division of library and archives has charge of the 
general reference library maintained by the Survey and also the 
custody of the original sheets and field records. 

Durmg the year 700 books and ramphlets of no further use to the 
Sur,·ey were sent to the Library o Congress or to bureaus of the De
partment of Commerce. Fifteen hundred books and pamphlets were 
turned over to the Superintendent of Documents. The maps and 
charts were examined with a view to the elimination of useless items 
and 3,000 items were discarded. The maps were turned over to the 
Library of Congress and the charts sold as waste paper. The card 
catalogue of maps was revised. 

The library contains a large collection of maps of the principal 
countries of the world. The collection of maps of Alaska is large, 
being/articularly strong in chart and boundary material. There is 
a goo collection of Philippine and Hawaiian maps. 

STATISTICS OF ACCESSIONS. 

-·--··-------------------- ---
_______ c_1ass_rn_c_nt __ 1o_n_. __ l'urchas~~:-l~:tcd. JExche.nged. Total. 

Books end pamphlets .•... _. --. - -- -. - . _________ .. - - ___ . - - !GI 1·. - . - - - - - __ - -1 531 692 
Maps, charts, and blue prints .. -- -- - -- -- - -- - __ .. _ .. ____ -- ____ . _ .... _. _ .. _ .. __ .. _. 982 982 

ARCHIVES ACCESSIONS. 

v:i~mes.1 Cal~;ers. Sheots. \ ~:O~~· 
Astronomy: 1--/--

0bscrvatlons ... _ .. -... -. -. - -.... -.. -.. -.. -_ ....... _ .. ___ ... 8 : 9 1 

Subject. 

ooo~m~:ce~;-~.:.~.~.:_ •.•.•.• _._:_._._._ ••• _.:······························ ..... ;:;! ~ •••••••••••••••• 
Hypsomctry: --··-·---------··-··-· ··-- ---·-) 18 ······-·-· ·········· 

g~:k~~'.~~:::::::::::_:::::_:::::::::::::::_:: :. ____ ' ______ 1 ~.l ~ :::::::::: :::::::::: 
Office ••....... --·-------·----------------·-----·-·-·-·· 5 -···-·-··- ................... . 

Surveys: 
Soundings ..... __ .. -.. ______ . - - .... - - -... __ .. __ . _ .. _ .. __ . _ 
Sheets-

093 ....................... -..... . 

Tides .. ~~~~f!;~~~t~::::: :::::: :: :: :: : :: : :: : :: : :: : :: : : ::: : : : : : : :: :: : iri: :: :: :: : ~i: ...... ~~~- : : :: :: : ii~ 
Currents •.................... ---······-------·--····-······ 39 7 ····-··-·· -········· 
Levels .•.•...... _ ..... _._._ .. _. - - . ____ ..... _. _. __ ..... _. _. _ 7 .. _ .......................••. _ 

Vie!rir~r:~r5~;~:;i·:~: ::: : ::: : :: : :: : :: ::: ::: : : :: : : : : : _ ... _ -~~~- ::: :: :::~: :: : : : : : ::: : :::: ::i~ 
Total •••••••...•.•.•..................................... 1,270 280 175 375 
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TIDAL RESEARCH SECTION. 

The reduction and tabulation of current observations taken on board 
light vessels of the third lighthouse district were continued. 

The analysis of tides at Gauss Station, Antarctic Continent, ex
tending from June 27 to December 26, 1892, was completed, the 
period analyzed being 162} days. A first reduction of high and low 
waters wns also made. · 

A harmonic analysis was made of tides observed flt Campbell 
Island: South Pacific Ocean, in 1874~ and a first reductiou of high 
and low waters covering a period of SO days wns also made. A har
monic analysis was made for St. Paul Island, Indian Ocean, frum 
observations in 1874, and other work was done in connection with 
tides in the Southern Hemisphere. 

Examination was made of tidal and tidal-current observations for 
the Gulf of Mexico eastward of the Mississippi Delta. 

Current predictions were made for Seymour Narrows~ British Co
lumbia, and Sergius Narrows, Alaska, for publication in the annual 
'fide Tables for 1915. In connection with the Seymour Narrows 
predictions, the harmonic constants for Port Simpson, British Co
lumbia were examined, and tide predictions were made from them 
for the year 1915. 

Some work was done upon the tidal currents in the Gulf of Panama 
and around the Hawaiian Islands. 

The annual fluctuations in the sea level along the South Atlantic 
Gulf and Caribbean coasts were considered in reference to their 
bearing upon the flow of the Gulf Stream, and a memorandum was 
prepared in regard to the proposed determination of difference of 
level between St. Augustine and Cedar Keys, Fla. 

Information was furnished in reply to many requests from sources 
outside the Survey on technical subjects relating to the tides, cur
rents, effect of winds, height of waves, temperatures, densities, and 
similar matters. 

l\IISCELLANEOUS SECTION. 

During the year the chief of this section represented the Department 
of Commerce on the General Supply Committee, a duty which 
occupied about half his time. 

This section attends to the purchase and distribution of supplies 
and keeps the accounts relating thereto~ makes requisitions for print
ing and binding, issues stationery to field parties and office divisions, 
audits accounts payable from the appropriation for "Office ex
penses," conducts the correspondence relating thereto, and performs 
various other miscellaneous duties. 

Respectfully, 

To Hon. WILLIAM C. REDFIELD, 

Secretary of Commerce. 

o. H. TITDlANN' 

Superintendent. 
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